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General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele
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As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

The committee met generally on a bi-monthly basis.  The executive (President, Senior & Junior Vice Presidents, 
Gen. Secretary, Treasurer and Junior Comp Sec.) met as required.  These meetings often took place on a daily/
weekly basis consistent with work demands associated with various major projects. Daily emails deal with other 
important issues in order to provide efficient management of the association on a day to day basis as required.
CBTA hopes to continue to be one of the most professionally managed tennis associations in Australia.

Notice:  As notified by the CBTA website, the AGM of the Association will be held on Wednesday 22nd Sept 2021. 
(moved by Paul Burgess and seconded by Adele English). All are cordially invited to attend the meeting commencing 
7.45pm via Zoom.

Position Name
President Roger Pitt 
General Secretary  Adele English 
Senior Vice President  Linda Wright 
Chief Financial Officer Rebecca Mills 
Vice President/Comp Secretary Noel Baker
Vice President Operations  Dennis Nolan
Tournament Secretary  Doug Freeman
Interdistrict Officer  Kelly Marcer 
Trophy Officer Monette Huxley 
Promotions Officer / Asst Sect  Linda Wright 
Junior Development 
Committees

 
Steve LeRoy 

Senior Comp / Membership Salim Hijazi
Garry Solway
Lorraine Feda

Council of Management Board & Committee Meeting
met six



Agenda
Notice is hereby given the AGM will now be held on Wednesday 22nd Sept 2020 
commencing at 7.45pm. This meeting will be conducted by “Zoom”

Order of Business

1. Welcome by President to all members, Life members and visitors.
2. Confirmation of Minutes of 2020 Annual General Meeting
3. Business Arising from Minutes
4. Reception of Annual Report, Statement of Income and Expenditure and Balance Sheet.
5. Correspondence
6. Confirmation of published reports. Each report will be read by each officer.
7. Election of Officers and Committees:
 *  Patrons
 *  President 
 *  Senior Vice President 
 *  Vice President Competitions 
 *  Vice President Operations 
 *  General Secretary 
 *  Assistant Secretary 
 *  Treasurer 
 *  Assistant Treasurer
 *  Competition Secretary (Senior) 
 *  Senior Competition Committee (3)  
 *  Competition Secretary (Junior) 
 *  Junior competition committee (5) 
 *  Tournament Secretary - 
 *  Tournament Committee 
 *  Junior Development Secretary 
 *  Publicity & Promotions Officer 
 *  Sponsorship Officer 
 *  Trophy Officer -
 *  Selectors (3-5) 
 *  Membership Officer 
 *  Interdistrict Officer 
 *  Special Projects Officer 
 *  Hon. Solicitor
 *  Auditor
 *  Honorariums. It was the recommendation of the Board and Committee of CBTA that honorariums would  
 be deferred until 2021, due to the Covid 19 situation and the financial position of the CBTA at present.   
 These honorariums were paid out during the months of June before the end of the financial year. Any 
 honorariums to be paid out for the year 2020 - 2021 will be discussed at the next general meeting following  
 the AGM now.
8.  General Business
9.  Close Meeting

General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele
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As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them
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  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

2017     D. Freeman
2018     S. Sidney
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Committee - Senior Competition Stephen LeRoy (Sat Arvo Mixed), Shirley Baker (Thurs Ladies), Steven Wright (Thurs Night Mens)
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Assistant Secretary Linda Wright
 
 Benny Dung

 Linda Wright
Vice Presidents (2) 1: Noel Baker, 2: Dennis Nolan

 Geoff Wirth
Tournament Secretary 
Interdistrict Officer Kelly Marcar
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General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

CANTERBURY BANKSTOWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION INC.
Minutes of the 100th AGM of the Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association Inc
held on the Wednesday 23rd September 2020 at Panania Headquarters.

Meeting was conducted at the Panania Tennis Centre.

Meeting opened and chaired by Roger Pitt, President

Meeting started: 7.50 pm (immediately after the Special General Meeting concluded).

Attendees 
Adele English, Noel Baker, Doug Freeman, Linda Wright, Kelly Marcer, Ian Campbell, Dennis Nolan, Garry Solway, Rebecca 
Mills, Ann Murray, Monette Huxley, Pat Sherring, Paul Burgess, Karen Green, Lisa Wighton, Salim Hijazi, Warren Johnson, 
Steve Sidney, Matthew Nimmett, Beau Challenor, Michael Clunie, Gai Cavanaugh, James Sidney, Ivan Mira, Geoff Wirth, 
Steve Wright, Julie Wright, Tracy Wright, Danny Ibrahim, Benny Dunn, Ken La ,John Mitchell, Chris Whitehouse, Steve 
Hardwick, Craig Boyce, Daniel Boyce, Josie Cottrill, Kris Corbett, Shirley Baker, George Cerovic, Petar Pazin, Ian Babb, 
Mark Oldano.
(Note:  all present on membership list, except Steve Hardwick and Benny Dung.
Apologies: (1) Steve Leroy.

1. Roger welcomed all members, Life members and Visitors.
2. Confirmation of Minutes 0f 2019 Annual General Meeting.
Roger directed everyone to the Minutes of 2019 AGM, on page 5 of the annual report.
Read and confirmed: Paul Burgess moved minutes be adopted, Garry Solway seconded. Carried.
3. No business arising from Minutes of the 2019 Annual General Meeting.
Moved by Paul Burgess Seconded by Dennis Nolan Adopted
4. Confirmation of Minutes of Special General Meeting-September 2020.
Paul Burgess noted that the Minutes of Special General Meeting are not issued at this time, but will be available at a later 
time (Special Meeting preceded the AGM on 23 Sept 2020 at 7.15pm).
5. Reception of Annual Report, Statement of Income and Expenditure and Balance Sheet.
Roger directed the meeting to the financial accounts, starting at page 26; Dennis Nolan moved that the record of 
accounts be adopted as a true representation of the financial state of the CBTA Inc., seconded by Doug Freeman. 
-Adopted
6. Correspondence for AGM – nil
7. Confirmation of Published Reports
Roger then directed the meeting to the published reports starting at page 7 through to page 39 and asked all to take a 
minute to review the documents

Paul Burgess moved all Reports be adopted; Seconded by Steve Sidney –Motion Carried

8. Election of Officers and Committees (Ian Campbell and Paul Burgess acted as scrutineers for any positions requiring a 
secret ballot).  All other office holders were declared elected unopposed.

a) Patrons- Mayor of Canterbury Bankstown City Council, David Coleman Federal MP, Wendy Lindsay State MP, Ian 
Campbell and Nancy Sims were suggested.
b) President  Roger Pitt- elected un opposed
c) Senior Vice President  Linda Wright –was successful
d) Vice President Competitions  Noel Baker-unopposed
e) Vice president Operations  Dennis Nolan-unopposed
f) General Secretary  Adele English-unopposed
g) Assistant secretary  Linda Wright-unopposed
h) Treasurer  Rebecca Mills-unopposed
i) Assistant Treasurer  Benny Dung – was successful
j) Competition Secretary (Senior)  Noel Baker-unopposed
k) Senior Competition Committee (3)   Steve Leroy, Steve Wright were elected
l) Competition Secretary (Junior)  Geoff Wirth. Elected
m) Junior competition committee (5)  Adele English, Lorraine Feda, Roger Pitt, Salim Hijazi,
n) Tournament secretary  Doug Freeman – elected unopposed

o) Tournament Committee  Adele English, Roger Pitt, Steve Wright
p) Junior Development Secretary  Rebecca Mills
q) Publicity & Promotions Officer  Linda Wright – elected unopposed
r) Sponsorship Officer  Adele English
s) Trophy Officer  Monette Huxley-unopposed
t) Selectors (3-5)  Roger Pitt, Adele English, Garry Solway, Geoff Wirth, Kelly Marcar
u) Membership Officer  Salim Hijazi-unopposed
v) Inter-district Officer  Kelly Marcer-unopposed
w) Special Projects Officer  Steve Leroy successful against Ken La
x) Hon. Solicitor  To be advised
y) Auditor  To be advised
z) Honorariums. It is the recommendation of the Board and Committee of the CBTA that honorariums would be 
deferred until 2021, due to the COVID19 situation and the financial position of the CBT at present.  Moved Paul Burgess, 
seconded Ian Campbell that the Honorariums be approved  

9. General Business No General Business

10. Roger Pitt closed the meeting at 8.45pm

N.Baker



General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

CANTERBURY BANKSTOWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION INC.
Minutes of the 100th AGM of the Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association Inc
held on the Wednesday 23rd September 2020 at Panania Headquarters.

Meeting was conducted at the Panania Tennis Centre.

Meeting opened and chaired by Roger Pitt, President

Meeting started: 7.50 pm (immediately after the Special General Meeting concluded).

Attendees 
Adele English, Noel Baker, Doug Freeman, Linda Wright, Kelly Marcer, Ian Campbell, Dennis Nolan, Garry Solway, Rebecca 
Mills, Ann Murray, Monette Huxley, Pat Sherring, Paul Burgess, Karen Green, Lisa Wighton, Salim Hijazi, Warren Johnson, 
Steve Sidney, Matthew Nimmett, Beau Challenor, Michael Clunie, Gai Cavanaugh, James Sidney, Ivan Mira, Geoff Wirth, 
Steve Wright, Julie Wright, Tracy Wright, Danny Ibrahim, Benny Dunn, Ken La ,John Mitchell, Chris Whitehouse, Steve 
Hardwick, Craig Boyce, Daniel Boyce, Josie Cottrill, Kris Corbett, Shirley Baker, George Cerovic, Petar Pazin, Ian Babb, 
Mark Oldano.
(Note:  all present on membership list, except Steve Hardwick and Benny Dung.
Apologies: (1) Steve Leroy.

1. Roger welcomed all members, Life members and Visitors.
2. Confirmation of Minutes 0f 2019 Annual General Meeting.
Roger directed everyone to the Minutes of 2019 AGM, on page 5 of the annual report.
Read and confirmed: Paul Burgess moved minutes be adopted, Garry Solway seconded. Carried.
3. No business arising from Minutes of the 2019 Annual General Meeting.
Moved by Paul Burgess Seconded by Dennis Nolan Adopted
4. Confirmation of Minutes of Special General Meeting-September 2020.
Paul Burgess noted that the Minutes of Special General Meeting are not issued at this time, but will be available at a later 
time (Special Meeting preceded the AGM on 23 Sept 2020 at 7.15pm).
5. Reception of Annual Report, Statement of Income and Expenditure and Balance Sheet.
Roger directed the meeting to the financial accounts, starting at page 26; Dennis Nolan moved that the record of 
accounts be adopted as a true representation of the financial state of the CBTA Inc., seconded by Doug Freeman. 
-Adopted
6. Correspondence for AGM – nil
7. Confirmation of Published Reports
Roger then directed the meeting to the published reports starting at page 7 through to page 39 and asked all to take a 
minute to review the documents

Paul Burgess moved all Reports be adopted; Seconded by Steve Sidney –Motion Carried

8. Election of Officers and Committees (Ian Campbell and Paul Burgess acted as scrutineers for any positions requiring a 
secret ballot).  All other office holders were declared elected unopposed.

a) Patrons- Mayor of Canterbury Bankstown City Council, David Coleman Federal MP, Wendy Lindsay State MP, Ian 
Campbell and Nancy Sims were suggested.
b) President  Roger Pitt- elected un opposed
c) Senior Vice President  Linda Wright –was successful
d) Vice President Competitions  Noel Baker-unopposed
e) Vice president Operations  Dennis Nolan-unopposed
f) General Secretary  Adele English-unopposed
g) Assistant secretary  Linda Wright-unopposed
h) Treasurer  Rebecca Mills-unopposed
i) Assistant Treasurer  Benny Dung – was successful
j) Competition Secretary (Senior)  Noel Baker-unopposed
k) Senior Competition Committee (3)   Steve Leroy, Steve Wright were elected
l) Competition Secretary (Junior)  Geoff Wirth. Elected
m) Junior competition committee (5)  Adele English, Lorraine Feda, Roger Pitt, Salim Hijazi,
n) Tournament secretary  Doug Freeman – elected unopposed

o) Tournament Committee  Adele English, Roger Pitt, Steve Wright
p) Junior Development Secretary  Rebecca Mills
q) Publicity & Promotions Officer  Linda Wright – elected unopposed
r) Sponsorship Officer  Adele English
s) Trophy Officer  Monette Huxley-unopposed
t) Selectors (3-5)  Roger Pitt, Adele English, Garry Solway, Geoff Wirth, Kelly Marcar
u) Membership Officer  Salim Hijazi-unopposed
v) Inter-district Officer  Kelly Marcer-unopposed
w) Special Projects Officer  Steve Leroy successful against Ken La
x) Hon. Solicitor  To be advised
y) Auditor  To be advised
z) Honorariums. It is the recommendation of the Board and Committee of the CBTA that honorariums would be 
deferred until 2021, due to the COVID19 situation and the financial position of the CBT at present.  Moved Paul Burgess, 
seconded Ian Campbell that the Honorariums be approved  

9. General Business No General Business

10. Roger Pitt closed the meeting at 8.45pm

N.Baker



President's Report
Presented by Roger Pitt 

Welcome, Life Members, Members and Visitors to this report  for the 101ST anniversary  of Canterbury Bankstown 
Tennis Associated Incorporated.

I acknowledge the continuing assistance of Wendy Lindsay ( MP ) and David Coleman ( MP ) for their ongoing support 
and encouragement for the core objectives of the CBTA during this reporting year.
This year has been an exceptionally difficult year to keep Tennis activities alive with people largely confined to their 
homes due to the pandemic.

The CBTA now has ( Five )  full time Professional Tennis Coaches, Ken La  at Panania Tennis Centre ( CBTA’S Head-
quarters ), Brad Svrcek  at Deverall Park, Geoff Wirth at Smith Park, Ian Brabazon and Jared Zeeman at Coleman Park 
with Sadik and Musa Kadir at Rose Park Sefton. All the Centres enhance CBTA'S coaching for future generations and 
each centre is operating very well.

THE FOLLOWING TEAMS ARE REPRESENTING CBTA IN THE INTERDISTRICT COMPETITION 
2021.
Blackwell Cup, Division 1. Matthew Scheers, Stevie Young, Harry Roberts and Charlie Prest.
Blackwell Cup, Division 3. Mihalis Mavreas, Ivan Bilandzic, Chris Solway and Michael Ponticello.
Angus & Coote Cup, Kelly Marcar, Tracey Wright, Sarah Young and Linda Wright.
Presidents Cup, Division 3, Alavi Khan, Inesh Tankasali and Zissis Markessinis.
Esca Stephens Cup, Division 1 Red, Hassan Hamdan, Emilio Biordi and Aayush Bhide.
Esca Stephens Cup, Division 4. Asish Manalil, Rudra Patel, Julian Porcu and Matthew Christensen.
Esca Stephens Cup, Division 5, Justin Cacorovski, Paraseet Singh, Thomas Carenko and Chierag 
Chidananda.
A J McAndrew Cup, Division 3, Tony Mai, Mohamed Dib, Harris Huric.
A J McAndrew Cup, Division 6, Isaac Smolcic, Jake Pargovski and Oliver Jeevakumar.
A J McAndrew Cup, Division 6, Andrew Ibrahim, Ryan Qin and Alehandro Petreski.
Stan Pedersen Cup, Division Red, Kiril Jadroski, Anthony Marcar and Raghav Kundu.
Stan Pedersen Cup, Division 4, Benjamin Chachaty, Zachary Perez, Wadih-Charbel Ghossayn and 
Chirayu Chidananda. 
Harry Beck Cup, Freya Thapa, Zara Sukkar, Medina Chami, alice Du and Natasha Carenko.
Crakanthorp Cup, Alicia Crosbie, Annabel Lieng, Amy Du, Allanah Christensen and Ayana Dabare.
Wade and Neal, Division 1, Green, Laura Baquero, Mariana Baquero, Aleksandrija Stojanova, Elizabeth 
Tran and Jemma Accari.

On behalf of the ( CBTA ) Committee I congratulate all players selected to represent the (CBTA Inc).

NB, ON WEDNESDAY THE 28TH JULY 2021 AN EMAIL WAS SENT BY THE INTERDISTRICT COM-
PETITION SECRETARY ( MR IAN CAMPBELL ) ADVISING THE INTERDISTRICT COMPETITION 
2021 WAS CANCELLED DUE TO COVID – 19.

During the year, CBTA ran two successful Tournaments i.e.( The Open Championships and Junior Age.), and I would 
like to thank Doug Freeman, and Garry Solway for their expertise  in running the tournament. 

The Selection Committee is as follows:-
Garry Solway, Adele English, Doug Freeman and Roger Pitt.

In addition I would like to thank Geoff Wirth and Linda Wright for running the  Saturday Morning Junior Competition. 
This competition for the juniors is held at Panania Tennis Centre – ( CBTA Headquarters ) and Smith Park at ( East Hills 
).

For a long period of time, the CBTA has had continuing financial support from our sponsors , i.e.Revesby , Workers 
Club and Panania Diggers, I would like to thank ( RWC ) and Panania Diggers  for their continued support.

In a NON financial support  and on behalf of CBTA I would personally like to thank Mina and Tony Favotto ( McDon-
ald’s Padstow ) and  Kim Johnson  ( McDonald’s ) ) Headquarters for their vouchers.

These vouchers ( 1 ) are for the SMJ ( Saturday Morning Junior Finals ); there are seven teams of four and all players 
receive a large voucher.
In addition, the number ( 1 ) player each Month  receives a ( Special Voucher )  indicating they are the number ( 1 ) 
player  for each Month in the Quarter. 

NB, Fourteen of CBTA’S better Juniors play ( Saturday Morning Juniors MID WESTERN COMP ) at 
Ryde, Berala Carramar and surrounding suburbs.  Thank you to Adele English and Loraine Feda for 
organising these teams of children.

I would like to express CBTA'S sincere thanks to the following.

1.Hayden Garn ( STI ).
2.Lawrence Robinson  ( CEO TNSW ).
3.Jay Speechley ( AATS ).
4. Andrew English. 
5. Daniel Gassman Osborne ( Everything IT ).

I would like to thank the CBTA'S Committee for their contribution in enhancing the continued success of 
the Association.
The Committee at times have to go outside the square to secure the future of the CBTA and 2019/2020 has been no 
different.

I would like to acknowledge my personal appreciation to the key individuals who have provided ongoing support and 
encouragement to me on a daily basis during 2019/20.

1. Paul Burgess ( Senior Vice President - Governance ).( Retired ).
2. Linda Wright ( Senior Vice President – Governance ) & CBTA Promotions.
3. Adele English (  General Secretary & Selector  ).
4. Rebecca Mills ( Treasurer ), supported by Adele English. 
5. Noel Baker ( Junior Vice President and Senior Competition Secretary ).
6. Dennis Nolan ( Hon Vice President, Tennis Centre Operations and Public Officer of CBTA, to the Membership ).
7. Doug Freeman ( Tournament Secretary & Selector ). 
8.  Geoff Wirth, Pro Coach, ( Smith Park – East Hills )  ( Saturday Morning Junior Competition ), supported by Linda
 Wright ( Senior Vice President – Governance &  CBTA Promotions Officer ).
9. Monette Huxley ( Trophy Officer ).
10. Salim Hijazi , ( Membership Officer ).
11. Kelly Marcer ( Interdistrict Officer ).
12. Adele & Ron English ( Court Liason )
13. Loraine Feda, Mid Western co-ordinator.
14. Garry Solway ( Senior Competition & Selector  ).
15. Benny Dung ( Assistant Treasurer ).
16. Steve Wright ( Senior Competition Committee ).

I am pleased to announce that CBTA’S  Pool/Reserve player listing which will be part of the Combined SAAM Pool 
Player list is ongoing.
A Pool Player must be a member of Tennis NSW and for a Registration fee of $5.00 per competition the Pool Player is 
deemed to be a CBTA Inc. Registered Player. It is anticipated that more detailed information regarding the Pool/Reserve 
Listing process will be made available on the CTBA Web site.
This Pool/Reserve listing has been implemented through the efforts of Mr Noel Baker, Junior Vice President and Compe-
tition Secretary of CBTA and is used every week.

In closing I would like to sincerely thank my wife ( Janice ) for her support during my Tenure as President and also caring 
for me during my health issues over recent times.

Roger Pitt
PRESIDENT

General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele



President's Report
Presented by Roger Pitt 

Welcome, Life Members, Members and Visitors to this report  for the 101ST anniversary  of Canterbury Bankstown 
Tennis Associated Incorporated.

I acknowledge the continuing assistance of Wendy Lindsay ( MP ) and David Coleman ( MP ) for their ongoing support 
and encouragement for the core objectives of the CBTA during this reporting year.
This year has been an exceptionally difficult year to keep Tennis activities alive with people largely confined to their 
homes due to the pandemic.

The CBTA now has ( Five )  full time Professional Tennis Coaches, Ken La  at Panania Tennis Centre ( CBTA’S Head-
quarters ), Brad Svrcek  at Deverall Park, Geoff Wirth at Smith Park, Ian Brabazon and Jared Zeeman at Coleman Park 
with Sadik and Musa Kadir at Rose Park Sefton. All the Centres enhance CBTA'S coaching for future generations and 
each centre is operating very well.

THE FOLLOWING TEAMS ARE REPRESENTING CBTA IN THE INTERDISTRICT COMPETITION 
2021.
Blackwell Cup, Division 1. Matthew Scheers, Stevie Young, Harry Roberts and Charlie Prest.
Blackwell Cup, Division 3. Mihalis Mavreas, Ivan Bilandzic, Chris Solway and Michael Ponticello.
Angus & Coote Cup, Kelly Marcar, Tracey Wright, Sarah Young and Linda Wright.
Presidents Cup, Division 3, Alavi Khan, Inesh Tankasali and Zissis Markessinis.
Esca Stephens Cup, Division 1 Red, Hassan Hamdan, Emilio Biordi and Aayush Bhide.
Esca Stephens Cup, Division 4. Asish Manalil, Rudra Patel, Julian Porcu and Matthew Christensen.
Esca Stephens Cup, Division 5, Justin Cacorovski, Paraseet Singh, Thomas Carenko and Chierag 
Chidananda.
A J McAndrew Cup, Division 3, Tony Mai, Mohamed Dib, Harris Huric.
A J McAndrew Cup, Division 6, Isaac Smolcic, Jake Pargovski and Oliver Jeevakumar.
A J McAndrew Cup, Division 6, Andrew Ibrahim, Ryan Qin and Alehandro Petreski.
Stan Pedersen Cup, Division Red, Kiril Jadroski, Anthony Marcar and Raghav Kundu.
Stan Pedersen Cup, Division 4, Benjamin Chachaty, Zachary Perez, Wadih-Charbel Ghossayn and 
Chirayu Chidananda. 
Harry Beck Cup, Freya Thapa, Zara Sukkar, Medina Chami, alice Du and Natasha Carenko.
Crakanthorp Cup, Alicia Crosbie, Annabel Lieng, Amy Du, Allanah Christensen and Ayana Dabare.
Wade and Neal, Division 1, Green, Laura Baquero, Mariana Baquero, Aleksandrija Stojanova, Elizabeth 
Tran and Jemma Accari.

On behalf of the ( CBTA ) Committee I congratulate all players selected to represent the (CBTA Inc).

NB, ON WEDNESDAY THE 28TH JULY 2021 AN EMAIL WAS SENT BY THE INTERDISTRICT COM-
PETITION SECRETARY ( MR IAN CAMPBELL ) ADVISING THE INTERDISTRICT COMPETITION 
2021 WAS CANCELLED DUE TO COVID – 19.

During the year, CBTA ran two successful Tournaments i.e.( The Open Championships and Junior Age.), and I would 
like to thank Doug Freeman, and Garry Solway for their expertise  in running the tournament. 

The Selection Committee is as follows:-
Garry Solway, Adele English, Doug Freeman and Roger Pitt.

In addition I would like to thank Geoff Wirth and Linda Wright for running the  Saturday Morning Junior Competition. 
This competition for the juniors is held at Panania Tennis Centre – ( CBTA Headquarters ) and Smith Park at ( East Hills 
).

For a long period of time, the CBTA has had continuing financial support from our sponsors , i.e.Revesby , Workers 
Club and Panania Diggers, I would like to thank ( RWC ) and Panania Diggers  for their continued support.

In a NON financial support  and on behalf of CBTA I would personally like to thank Mina and Tony Favotto ( McDon-
ald’s Padstow ) and  Kim Johnson  ( McDonald’s ) ) Headquarters for their vouchers.

These vouchers ( 1 ) are for the SMJ ( Saturday Morning Junior Finals ); there are seven teams of four and all players 
receive a large voucher.
In addition, the number ( 1 ) player each Month  receives a ( Special Voucher )  indicating they are the number ( 1 ) 
player  for each Month in the Quarter. 

NB, Fourteen of CBTA’S better Juniors play ( Saturday Morning Juniors MID WESTERN COMP ) at 
Ryde, Berala Carramar and surrounding suburbs.  Thank you to Adele English and Loraine Feda for 
organising these teams of children.

I would like to express CBTA'S sincere thanks to the following.

1.Hayden Garn ( STI ).
2.Lawrence Robinson  ( CEO TNSW ).
3.Jay Speechley ( AATS ).
4. Andrew English. 
5. Daniel Gassman Osborne ( Everything IT ).

I would like to thank the CBTA'S Committee for their contribution in enhancing the continued success of 
the Association.
The Committee at times have to go outside the square to secure the future of the CBTA and 2019/2020 has been no 
different.

I would like to acknowledge my personal appreciation to the key individuals who have provided ongoing support and 
encouragement to me on a daily basis during 2019/20.

1. Paul Burgess ( Senior Vice President - Governance ).( Retired ).
2. Linda Wright ( Senior Vice President – Governance ) & CBTA Promotions.
3. Adele English (  General Secretary & Selector  ).
4. Rebecca Mills ( Treasurer ), supported by Adele English. 
5. Noel Baker ( Junior Vice President and Senior Competition Secretary ).
6. Dennis Nolan ( Hon Vice President, Tennis Centre Operations and Public Officer of CBTA, to the Membership ).
7. Doug Freeman ( Tournament Secretary & Selector ). 
8.  Geoff Wirth, Pro Coach, ( Smith Park – East Hills )  ( Saturday Morning Junior Competition ), supported by Linda
 Wright ( Senior Vice President – Governance &  CBTA Promotions Officer ).
9. Monette Huxley ( Trophy Officer ).
10. Salim Hijazi , ( Membership Officer ).
11. Kelly Marcer ( Interdistrict Officer ).
12. Adele & Ron English ( Court Liason )
13. Loraine Feda, Mid Western co-ordinator.
14. Garry Solway ( Senior Competition & Selector  ).
15. Benny Dung ( Assistant Treasurer ).
16. Steve Wright ( Senior Competition Committee ).

I am pleased to announce that CBTA’S  Pool/Reserve player listing which will be part of the Combined SAAM Pool 
Player list is ongoing.
A Pool Player must be a member of Tennis NSW and for a Registration fee of $5.00 per competition the Pool Player is 
deemed to be a CBTA Inc. Registered Player. It is anticipated that more detailed information regarding the Pool/Reserve 
Listing process will be made available on the CTBA Web site.
This Pool/Reserve listing has been implemented through the efforts of Mr Noel Baker, Junior Vice President and Compe-
tition Secretary of CBTA and is used every week.

In closing I would like to sincerely thank my wife ( Janice ) for her support during my Tenure as President and also caring 
for me during my health issues over recent times.

Roger Pitt
PRESIDENT

General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele
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As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele
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tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
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favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
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committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
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concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).
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We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
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courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
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centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---

Senior Vice President - Governance's Report
Presented by Linda Wright

Over the past 12 months I have been proud of CBTA, its achievements in its core objectives and its adaptability to 
change despite the challenges faced from players, coaches, members, committee volunteers and centre managers both 
personally and across our sport.

The COVID-19 pandemic has set new and unexpected challenges for all of us and has taught us that life can be extreme-
ly unpredictable but that we are resilient and adaptable to change and cements CBTA’s objective to value innovation as 
well as tradition and aim to continually improve. CBTA have for the first time in our over 100 year history, quickly put 
plans of action in place (even overnight), effectively communicated changes to our tennis community, adapted available 
services and moved to online formats and engagement with our members due to ongoing COVID-19 pandemic restric-
tions including implementing QR codes, hosting virtual committee meetings, expanding social media play and presence 
and beginning the process to move to online court bookings to allow a contactless service to our tennis community. 

CBTA have as per previous years worked actively and closely with our partners and key stakeholders including Bank-
stown Sports Club, Revesby Workers Club, Bankstown Unity Bank, McDonalds in the Canterbury Bankstown region, 
political leaders, City of Canterbury Bankstown, NSW Hardcourt Association, other local tennis associations and clubs 
and Tennis NSW to promote tennis, obtain funding to enhance facilities and support participation in tennis within our 
local community and provide greater opportunities for centre managers, coaches and players. We wish to thank these 
parties for their continued support and work with us for the benefit of tennis in Canterbury Bankstown.

Through these key relationships, CBTA have had several achievements including:
 - ongoing funding and support to increase and encourage junior participation in tennis
 - increased opportunities for player development and competition
 - receiving funding for improved infrastructure at Panania Tennis Centre 
 - receiving funding for the introduction of player development programs targeted at young female players to assist 
us in increasing and retaining female participation in tennis. 
 - had the opportunity to promote tennis activities through Council and the wider tennis community through Tennis 
NSW tournament calendar, which has allowed increased participation especially within the successful CBTA Champion-
ships Tournament Event
 - working closely with Tennis NSW to improve membership management, visibility in the tennis community through 
activation of venue profile pages visible NSW wide and the preparation to move to online court booking options
 - receiving funding for a new AED to be installed at Deverall Park Tennis Centre and involvement within a CPR 
program in conjunction with South West Sydney local health district to encourage knowledge and awareness of CPR 
across our tennis opportunity, with upcoming training courses to be provided to members.
In addition, I have been working to improve the future governance and planning for CBTA in a review of the CBTA 
Constitution to work towards an update of existing clauses and review of committee roles as well as beginning the 
development of a new CBTA Strategic Plan to provide the vision of CBTA over the next 10 years. This process to date 
has involved engagement with the CBTA committee and will extend to further engagement with key stakeholders 
including Tennis NSW and City of Canterbury Bankstown, centre managers, coaches, and players in our tennis commu-
nity to jointly develop a vision for the future of tennis in Canterbury Bankstown.
Community sporting organisations rely heavily on skilled volunteers who are prepared to provide their energy, knowl-
edge and time to the organisation to provide for the community and I welcome and offer support and encouragement to 
those joining us in 2021 and look forward to continuing to promote and enhance tennis in Canterbury Bankstown in 
2022! 

Linda Wright
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT



Vice President - Operations
Presented by Dennis Nolan

I am pleased to submit my report  for inclusion in the Annual Report for the 2021 Annual General Meeting (AGM) of 
Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association Incorporated (CBTA).
 
By way of background, in CBTA’s Centenary year, I wish to reflect on the role and authority of CBTA in relation to 
operation of our five Tennis Centres.
 
CBTA’s objectives include to sponsor and promote tennis competitions and ournaments, tennis in general and other 
related sporting activities, within the Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association Incorporated’s boundaries, as provided 
for in the Constitution.
 
CBTA’s authority arises from agreements with Canterbury Bankstown City Council, the registered proprietor of the 
lands occupied by Tennis Centres located at Rose Park, Smith Park, Coleman Park and Deverall Park and in the case of 
Panania Tennis Centre (HQ) under an agreement with Panania Diggers RSL Club.
 
CBTA (as Licensor) entered into License Agreements with the managers (the Licensees) of each of the Tennis Centres.

CBTA has not been granted leases over any of the Tennis Centres, in respect of which Canterbury Bankstown City 
Council, is the registered proprietor. Accordingly CBTA has no authority to grant a lease to any of the managers of the 
Tennis Centres. CBTA only has authority to grant License Agreements.

The License Agreements for the Tennis Centres are not leases.

A lease agreement grants exclusive use and enjoyment of a property, to the exclusion of the registered proprietor (the 
owner), whereas a license agreement only grants shared use between the parties to the License Agreement. 

The License Agreements include, but are not limited to terms in or to the effect,  that the Licensees will oversee and 
manage coaching and court hire arrangements at their respective Tennis Centres.

Since CBTA’s last AGM, 2020/2021 has presented challenges. It is encouraging to see improvements in overall communi-
ty health and the economy generally, and in particular hopefully within the Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association’s 
region.
 
I hope the benefits flow to our hardworking and enthusiastic Tennis Centre managers, along with as the overall commu-
nity and tennis in general. 
 
Kind regards, best wishes and keep safe.

Dennis Nolan,
Vice President Tennis Centre Operations

General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



Senior Comp Secretary/ JuniorVice President's Report
AGM Report Presented by Noel Baker
CBTA Senior Competition Secretary / Combined SAAM Committee Member / Junior Vice President.

CBTA Snr. Tennis Competitions and Activity Report 2020-2021

Combined Saturday Afternoon Mixed Competition:
The new Combined Saturday Afternoon Competition was scheduled to commence on the 11th July 2020 and will 
operate under strict COVID-19 Safety Plans.
The competition consisted of 11 team. There were four teams in Division 1 and seven teams in the combined Divisions 2 
and 3. The CBTA teams are CBT&BC11 playing out of Moxon Sports on Court 6 and Highly Strung playing of Court 3 a 
Coleman Park.
The first match of the new competition was a complete wash out. The second-round matches were played at various 
locations from the Auburn Tennis Centre, Coleman Park, and the Moxon Sports. All players were happy to be back on the 
courts playing however under the restrictions imposed on all by the pandemic.

The competition has progressed without incident to 29-08-2020 and the Semi Finals were scheduled to be played on 
19/09/2020 at the Auburn Tennis Centre.

The results were:
Div. 1 Good times (5/30) defeated CBT&BC11 (0/6) and New Grip (4/31) defeated Ad In (2/19)
Div. 2: No Strings attached (5/37) defeated Longshots 3/30)
Div. 3.: Zodiac (5/30) defeated Southpool (0/11) and Serves U Right Defeated Bass (4/33)

The Finals were played on the 26/09/2020 at the Auburn Tennis Centre on and extremely windy day with Good Times 
winning Division 1, Highly Strung winning Division 2, and Zodiac wining Division 3.

No photographs were taken due to the extreme conditions and the COVID restrictions.

The new Combined Saturday Afternoon Competition commenced on the 17th October 2020 again the CBTA has two 
teams in the competition as with the previous competition, Moxon Sports/ CBT& BC11 and Highly Strung at Coleman 
Park. The competition progressed up to 28/11/2020 and play was deferred until the new year to give all teams to some 
personal time to recover from the restrictions of COCID-19. The last 3 matches were played and the semi-finals were 
played at the Auburn Tennis centre with one match being played at Coleman Park
The semi-finals are set down for 27 February 2021 and scheduled Finals on the 6th March 2021.

Carol Pater and I now make up the Committee as Dorothy Booth has retired and Peter Booth is taking some time out 
with injuries.

The next Competition is scheduled to commence on the 10th April 2021.
Competition consists of 12 teams with 4 teams in each of the three grades. The competition has advanced to 5th June 
with all teams enjoying the tennis and the social interaction at the various centres throughout the competition. 
The semi-finals are scheduled to be played on the 26th June at venues to be advised.

Unfortunately, due to the alert of a more virulent strain of COVID-19 occurring in Sydney Local Government Areas the 
semi-finals have been deferred until further notice from the Public Health Office.

Thursday Ladies Competition
The Nancy Sims Trophy

The Winter Semester of the Thursday Ladies Competition commenced on the 18/06/2020. The loss of an established 
team last competition severely jeopardised the ongoing of the future Thursday Ladies Competitions, however we were 
fortunate to get a new team and as such the status quo was maintained.
The competition consisted of five teams with a bye played over three rounds and has progressed to the 3rd round match 
on the 2nd July 2020. 
The competition is based upon the use of pool players and the borrowed player schemes to fill any need for teams 
requiring replacement players in their matches throughout the competition. The semi-finalists were Torani and Slice Girls 
with the new team, Pacific, missing out of a semi-final spot by 2 points.
The final of the competition was played on the 19th November 2020 an was won by Lady Devils defeating Panania Blue 
5/31 to 1/23.

The Spring Semester competition commenced on the 26th November 2020 and two matches only were played prior to 
the Christmas Luncheon at the Gasparo’s Italian Restaurant on the 10th December2020. This event brings together all 
the players and their friends and is enjoyed by all.

The competition resumed on the 11th February 2021 and all the players were eager to get back on the courts, still 
operating under the conditions imposed by the COVID restrictions. The competition advanced to week 14 on the 
11-03-2021 with the pool player and borrowed player scheme providing welcomed support for those teams occasionally 
needing a player for their matches with injury and work commitments putting a severe strain on their ability to have a 
team on the court. Two wet matches in the rounds and the bye have provided some relief on player availability. Week 15 
of the competition is the last match prior to the scheduled semi-finals.

The progressive scores at the completion of the three rounds have Panania Blue in first place with 85 points, Pacific in 
second spot on 83.5 points with Slice Girls and Torani coming in on 75.5 and 72.5 points respectively.

Unfortunately, the scheduled semi-finals set down for play at the PTC on the 3rd July were washed out as was the 
deferred matches on the 10th July. The semi-finals have been deferred now to played on the 17th July at the PTC.

The semi-finals were played on the 17th June and the day was perfect for tennis, however, clear skies meant that the 
breeze had quite a chill to it. The matches started at 9.30 am and the competition was keenly contested. All teams were 
determined to deliver their best performance. 

The winning teams were Panania Blue and Slice Girls who will play in the final on the 24th June at the PTC. The Pacific 
versus Slice Girls was a very close affair with Slice Girls winning 4/33 to Pacific 4/25. Panania Blue forged a good win over 
Torani by 5/37 to 2/30.

The Ladies Final was played at the PTC today, 24 June 2021. The two finalists were Panania Blue and Slice Girls, both 
captains tossed the coin for home team allocation and Slice Girls were successful and after a brief photo shoot centred 
on the Nancy Sims Trophy, both teams had a short warm up session and the match began at 9.40am. 

The weather was cool, slightly overcast with a slight breeze flowing across the court, ideal for the final match of the 
Ladies 2020/2 competition. The first set was hotly contested with a tie breaker needed to determine the winner; both 
teams playing some inspired tennis. The outcome was a 6/5 win to the Slice Girls. 

The second set was no less exciting with both teams playing their best tennis, again Slice Girls jumped to a two-love set 
advantage; however, this didn't last long as the Panania Team fought back with a 6/4 win. The match seesawed for the next 
three sets with Slice Girls eventually taking three sets to one lead. The Panania Blue team applied more pressure and 
took the sixth set 6/o. However, Slice Girls now had 4 sets to 2 lead. The Slice Girls could taste victory and increased the 
pressure on the Panania Blue pair taking this set 6/1 and the competition Trophy.

Congratulations to Slice Girls captained by Sharon Whitlock and her team of Lisa Wighton, Janice Barnes and borrowed 
player, Gai Cavanough playing for injured Beatrice Sidari. Congratulations and Commiserations to the Panania Blue team 
led by Ann Murray and her team of Melissa Young, Josie Rogers, and Gill Evans for making the final for the second time. 

We thank all the teams taking part in the competition and for the unselfish attitude of all the players assisting those 
teams that were struggling to field a team each week. 
A special thank you to Karen Green, Pool Player, who was available all competition to assist Pacific when their team was 
drastically handicapped by injury to key players and work commitments. Further thanks to Ann Murray and again Karen, 
who assisted in the management of the teams though out the competition.

The next competition is scheduled to commence on the 15 July

Thursday Night Men's Competition 
The Ray Holbrook Memorial Shield

After a 3-month break from any team competition tennis because of the COVID-19 Pandemic restrictions a new compe-
tition commenced on the 8-10-2020 and consisted of 10 teams. Matthew Nimmett’s team, Bread and Butter, had to 
withdraw on the eve of the competition starting due to a player injury and work commitments. Fortunately, we receive a 
late team request to play in the competition and as such Van Halen became our latest team to join the THNM Competi-
tion. 
The team meeting decided that the competition would be a one round affair finishing on the 3rd December 2020. The 
leading team was Aces and the top 4 teams in the finals were Aces, Kiss my ace, Warriors 1, and the new team Van Halen. 
The semi-finals were played at the PTC on the 10/12/2020 and the finalists were Aces and Kiss my ace. Rain washed out 
the scheduled match on the 17-12-2020 and as such the final was played on the 22/12/2020 and Court 3 at the PTC. The 
winning team was Aces winning two sets to love.

A team meeting was held on the 4th February to formalise starting date and to carry out a review of the best format. 
The meeting decided to start the new competition mid-February 2021 and the format was a 10-team competition. with 9 
teams and a Bye, each team consisted of two men, and each match was the best of three Tie-Breaker sets with a point 
for each set won.
The competition lost a very good team, Ball Boys, which was a family team of Salim, Tarek and Yeesen Hijazi due to work 
and study commitments.

The new competition commenced on the 11 February 2021 and again further drama after Sunshine withdrew from the 
competition just prior to the commencement of the comp, however, after much discussion, a merger between the 
original Sunshine team and players at Smith Park, a new team immerged known as the Warriors/Sunshine playing out of 
Smith Park and also some good fortune with Bread & Butter re-joined the competition.

Consequently, after all the changes only hours before the competition commenced, a Draw and Fixture Folder had to be 
quickly put in place and the Sunshine team took the bye after the first match had been played. The competition now 
consisted of 9 teams and a bye, four teams at the PTC and five teams at Smith Park. The two-man format continues to be 
the preferred arrangement with the ongoing scarcity of players that cannot commit to regularly playing.
A quasi-pool player scheme is now in place where teams can borrow players from other teams. 

The competition had progressed to week 6 on the18 March 2021 and all players are enjoying the stiff competition; while 
a few of our senior players have had serious medical events requiring hospitalisation and we wish them a speedy recov-
ery. The Covid-19 Pandemic, although apparently under control, is still a major concern to all the players.
The competition has had a number of washouts over the last few months and has now progressed to week 15 as of 
27/05-2021; the matches set down for the 3rd June and the 10th June were washed out.
The last matches of the second round were played on the 17th June at Smith Park and the Panania Tennis Centre and 
these matches were critical to the top teams. The team finishing in first position was Van Halen closely followed by Kiss 
my ace, Aces and Bread and Butter making up the four semi - finalists. These matches are scheduled to be played at the 
Smith Park Tennis Centre on the 24th June 2021. 

The semi-finals were played at the Smith Park Tennis Centre and unfortunately the weather turned bad with torrential 
rain falling just after all teams had their warm up and were playing the first set in their respective matches. However, the 
rain only lasted about 10 minutes and the well-drained courts were still playable. The Van Halen team of Brendon Augus-
tus and Yovi Budirahardjo won the first set against Bread & Butter 6/2 in the damp conditions. The final two sets went to 
team Bread & Butter with Matthew Nimmett and Jesse Messa playing the more consistent game to have a 2/6. 6/2, 6/3 
victory.
The other semi-final was played at an exciting pace in the damp conditions with all players not holding back with excel-
lent shot making and serving being the critical factors in the two-set victory of 6/4, 6/4 for the team Kiss my ace of 
Daniel Boyce and Alex Stuart over the father and son combination of Craig and Chris Boyce.
The final was scheduled to be played at the PTC on the 1st July 2021 on Court 4. Again, unfortunately the COVID-19 
Delta strain has forced the authorities to cancel all competition until further notice.
The final will be played when the new competition is permitted to commence; the first match of the competition will 
include a match between Kiss my ace and Bread and Butter after discussions with both Captains agreed. The match 
between both finalists will also be their first-round match.

Noel Baker
SNR COMPETITION SECRETARY

General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



Senior Comp Secretary/ JuniorVice President's Report
AGM Report Presented by Noel Baker
CBTA Senior Competition Secretary / Combined SAAM Committee Member / Junior Vice President.

CBTA Snr. Tennis Competitions and Activity Report 2020-2021

Combined Saturday Afternoon Mixed Competition:
The new Combined Saturday Afternoon Competition was scheduled to commence on the 11th July 2020 and will 
operate under strict COVID-19 Safety Plans.
The competition consisted of 11 team. There were four teams in Division 1 and seven teams in the combined Divisions 2 
and 3. The CBTA teams are CBT&BC11 playing out of Moxon Sports on Court 6 and Highly Strung playing of Court 3 a 
Coleman Park.
The first match of the new competition was a complete wash out. The second-round matches were played at various 
locations from the Auburn Tennis Centre, Coleman Park, and the Moxon Sports. All players were happy to be back on the 
courts playing however under the restrictions imposed on all by the pandemic.

The competition has progressed without incident to 29-08-2020 and the Semi Finals were scheduled to be played on 
19/09/2020 at the Auburn Tennis Centre.

The results were:
Div. 1 Good times (5/30) defeated CBT&BC11 (0/6) and New Grip (4/31) defeated Ad In (2/19)
Div. 2: No Strings attached (5/37) defeated Longshots 3/30)
Div. 3.: Zodiac (5/30) defeated Southpool (0/11) and Serves U Right Defeated Bass (4/33)

The Finals were played on the 26/09/2020 at the Auburn Tennis Centre on and extremely windy day with Good Times 
winning Division 1, Highly Strung winning Division 2, and Zodiac wining Division 3.

No photographs were taken due to the extreme conditions and the COVID restrictions.

The new Combined Saturday Afternoon Competition commenced on the 17th October 2020 again the CBTA has two 
teams in the competition as with the previous competition, Moxon Sports/ CBT& BC11 and Highly Strung at Coleman 
Park. The competition progressed up to 28/11/2020 and play was deferred until the new year to give all teams to some 
personal time to recover from the restrictions of COCID-19. The last 3 matches were played and the semi-finals were 
played at the Auburn Tennis centre with one match being played at Coleman Park
The semi-finals are set down for 27 February 2021 and scheduled Finals on the 6th March 2021.

Carol Pater and I now make up the Committee as Dorothy Booth has retired and Peter Booth is taking some time out 
with injuries.

The next Competition is scheduled to commence on the 10th April 2021.
Competition consists of 12 teams with 4 teams in each of the three grades. The competition has advanced to 5th June 
with all teams enjoying the tennis and the social interaction at the various centres throughout the competition. 
The semi-finals are scheduled to be played on the 26th June at venues to be advised.

Unfortunately, due to the alert of a more virulent strain of COVID-19 occurring in Sydney Local Government Areas the 
semi-finals have been deferred until further notice from the Public Health Office.

Thursday Ladies Competition
The Nancy Sims Trophy

The Winter Semester of the Thursday Ladies Competition commenced on the 18/06/2020. The loss of an established 
team last competition severely jeopardised the ongoing of the future Thursday Ladies Competitions, however we were 
fortunate to get a new team and as such the status quo was maintained.
The competition consisted of five teams with a bye played over three rounds and has progressed to the 3rd round match 
on the 2nd July 2020. 
The competition is based upon the use of pool players and the borrowed player schemes to fill any need for teams 
requiring replacement players in their matches throughout the competition. The semi-finalists were Torani and Slice Girls 
with the new team, Pacific, missing out of a semi-final spot by 2 points.
The final of the competition was played on the 19th November 2020 an was won by Lady Devils defeating Panania Blue 
5/31 to 1/23.

The Spring Semester competition commenced on the 26th November 2020 and two matches only were played prior to 
the Christmas Luncheon at the Gasparo’s Italian Restaurant on the 10th December2020. This event brings together all 
the players and their friends and is enjoyed by all.

The competition resumed on the 11th February 2021 and all the players were eager to get back on the courts, still 
operating under the conditions imposed by the COVID restrictions. The competition advanced to week 14 on the 
11-03-2021 with the pool player and borrowed player scheme providing welcomed support for those teams occasionally 
needing a player for their matches with injury and work commitments putting a severe strain on their ability to have a 
team on the court. Two wet matches in the rounds and the bye have provided some relief on player availability. Week 15 
of the competition is the last match prior to the scheduled semi-finals.

The progressive scores at the completion of the three rounds have Panania Blue in first place with 85 points, Pacific in 
second spot on 83.5 points with Slice Girls and Torani coming in on 75.5 and 72.5 points respectively.

Unfortunately, the scheduled semi-finals set down for play at the PTC on the 3rd July were washed out as was the 
deferred matches on the 10th July. The semi-finals have been deferred now to played on the 17th July at the PTC.

The semi-finals were played on the 17th June and the day was perfect for tennis, however, clear skies meant that the 
breeze had quite a chill to it. The matches started at 9.30 am and the competition was keenly contested. All teams were 
determined to deliver their best performance. 

The winning teams were Panania Blue and Slice Girls who will play in the final on the 24th June at the PTC. The Pacific 
versus Slice Girls was a very close affair with Slice Girls winning 4/33 to Pacific 4/25. Panania Blue forged a good win over 
Torani by 5/37 to 2/30.

The Ladies Final was played at the PTC today, 24 June 2021. The two finalists were Panania Blue and Slice Girls, both 
captains tossed the coin for home team allocation and Slice Girls were successful and after a brief photo shoot centred 
on the Nancy Sims Trophy, both teams had a short warm up session and the match began at 9.40am. 

The weather was cool, slightly overcast with a slight breeze flowing across the court, ideal for the final match of the 
Ladies 2020/2 competition. The first set was hotly contested with a tie breaker needed to determine the winner; both 
teams playing some inspired tennis. The outcome was a 6/5 win to the Slice Girls. 

The second set was no less exciting with both teams playing their best tennis, again Slice Girls jumped to a two-love set 
advantage; however, this didn't last long as the Panania Team fought back with a 6/4 win. The match seesawed for the next 
three sets with Slice Girls eventually taking three sets to one lead. The Panania Blue team applied more pressure and 
took the sixth set 6/o. However, Slice Girls now had 4 sets to 2 lead. The Slice Girls could taste victory and increased the 
pressure on the Panania Blue pair taking this set 6/1 and the competition Trophy.

Congratulations to Slice Girls captained by Sharon Whitlock and her team of Lisa Wighton, Janice Barnes and borrowed 
player, Gai Cavanough playing for injured Beatrice Sidari. Congratulations and Commiserations to the Panania Blue team 
led by Ann Murray and her team of Melissa Young, Josie Rogers, and Gill Evans for making the final for the second time. 

We thank all the teams taking part in the competition and for the unselfish attitude of all the players assisting those 
teams that were struggling to field a team each week. 
A special thank you to Karen Green, Pool Player, who was available all competition to assist Pacific when their team was 
drastically handicapped by injury to key players and work commitments. Further thanks to Ann Murray and again Karen, 
who assisted in the management of the teams though out the competition.

The next competition is scheduled to commence on the 15 July

Thursday Night Men's Competition 
The Ray Holbrook Memorial Shield

After a 3-month break from any team competition tennis because of the COVID-19 Pandemic restrictions a new compe-
tition commenced on the 8-10-2020 and consisted of 10 teams. Matthew Nimmett’s team, Bread and Butter, had to 
withdraw on the eve of the competition starting due to a player injury and work commitments. Fortunately, we receive a 
late team request to play in the competition and as such Van Halen became our latest team to join the THNM Competi-
tion. 
The team meeting decided that the competition would be a one round affair finishing on the 3rd December 2020. The 
leading team was Aces and the top 4 teams in the finals were Aces, Kiss my ace, Warriors 1, and the new team Van Halen. 
The semi-finals were played at the PTC on the 10/12/2020 and the finalists were Aces and Kiss my ace. Rain washed out 
the scheduled match on the 17-12-2020 and as such the final was played on the 22/12/2020 and Court 3 at the PTC. The 
winning team was Aces winning two sets to love.

A team meeting was held on the 4th February to formalise starting date and to carry out a review of the best format. 
The meeting decided to start the new competition mid-February 2021 and the format was a 10-team competition. with 9 
teams and a Bye, each team consisted of two men, and each match was the best of three Tie-Breaker sets with a point 
for each set won.
The competition lost a very good team, Ball Boys, which was a family team of Salim, Tarek and Yeesen Hijazi due to work 
and study commitments.

The new competition commenced on the 11 February 2021 and again further drama after Sunshine withdrew from the 
competition just prior to the commencement of the comp, however, after much discussion, a merger between the 
original Sunshine team and players at Smith Park, a new team immerged known as the Warriors/Sunshine playing out of 
Smith Park and also some good fortune with Bread & Butter re-joined the competition.

Consequently, after all the changes only hours before the competition commenced, a Draw and Fixture Folder had to be 
quickly put in place and the Sunshine team took the bye after the first match had been played. The competition now 
consisted of 9 teams and a bye, four teams at the PTC and five teams at Smith Park. The two-man format continues to be 
the preferred arrangement with the ongoing scarcity of players that cannot commit to regularly playing.
A quasi-pool player scheme is now in place where teams can borrow players from other teams. 

The competition had progressed to week 6 on the18 March 2021 and all players are enjoying the stiff competition; while 
a few of our senior players have had serious medical events requiring hospitalisation and we wish them a speedy recov-
ery. The Covid-19 Pandemic, although apparently under control, is still a major concern to all the players.
The competition has had a number of washouts over the last few months and has now progressed to week 15 as of 
27/05-2021; the matches set down for the 3rd June and the 10th June were washed out.
The last matches of the second round were played on the 17th June at Smith Park and the Panania Tennis Centre and 
these matches were critical to the top teams. The team finishing in first position was Van Halen closely followed by Kiss 
my ace, Aces and Bread and Butter making up the four semi - finalists. These matches are scheduled to be played at the 
Smith Park Tennis Centre on the 24th June 2021. 

The semi-finals were played at the Smith Park Tennis Centre and unfortunately the weather turned bad with torrential 
rain falling just after all teams had their warm up and were playing the first set in their respective matches. However, the 
rain only lasted about 10 minutes and the well-drained courts were still playable. The Van Halen team of Brendon Augus-
tus and Yovi Budirahardjo won the first set against Bread & Butter 6/2 in the damp conditions. The final two sets went to 
team Bread & Butter with Matthew Nimmett and Jesse Messa playing the more consistent game to have a 2/6. 6/2, 6/3 
victory.
The other semi-final was played at an exciting pace in the damp conditions with all players not holding back with excel-
lent shot making and serving being the critical factors in the two-set victory of 6/4, 6/4 for the team Kiss my ace of 
Daniel Boyce and Alex Stuart over the father and son combination of Craig and Chris Boyce.
The final was scheduled to be played at the PTC on the 1st July 2021 on Court 4. Again, unfortunately the COVID-19 
Delta strain has forced the authorities to cancel all competition until further notice.
The final will be played when the new competition is permitted to commence; the first match of the competition will 
include a match between Kiss my ace and Bread and Butter after discussions with both Captains agreed. The match 
between both finalists will also be their first-round match.

Noel Baker
SNR COMPETITION SECRETARY

General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



Senior Comp Secretary/ JuniorVice President's Report
AGM Report Presented by Noel Baker
CBTA Senior Competition Secretary / Combined SAAM Committee Member / Junior Vice President.

CBTA Snr. Tennis Competitions and Activity Report 2020-2021

Combined Saturday Afternoon Mixed Competition:
The new Combined Saturday Afternoon Competition was scheduled to commence on the 11th July 2020 and will 
operate under strict COVID-19 Safety Plans.
The competition consisted of 11 team. There were four teams in Division 1 and seven teams in the combined Divisions 2 
and 3. The CBTA teams are CBT&BC11 playing out of Moxon Sports on Court 6 and Highly Strung playing of Court 3 a 
Coleman Park.
The first match of the new competition was a complete wash out. The second-round matches were played at various 
locations from the Auburn Tennis Centre, Coleman Park, and the Moxon Sports. All players were happy to be back on the 
courts playing however under the restrictions imposed on all by the pandemic.

The competition has progressed without incident to 29-08-2020 and the Semi Finals were scheduled to be played on 
19/09/2020 at the Auburn Tennis Centre.

The results were:
Div. 1 Good times (5/30) defeated CBT&BC11 (0/6) and New Grip (4/31) defeated Ad In (2/19)
Div. 2: No Strings attached (5/37) defeated Longshots 3/30)
Div. 3.: Zodiac (5/30) defeated Southpool (0/11) and Serves U Right Defeated Bass (4/33)

The Finals were played on the 26/09/2020 at the Auburn Tennis Centre on and extremely windy day with Good Times 
winning Division 1, Highly Strung winning Division 2, and Zodiac wining Division 3.

No photographs were taken due to the extreme conditions and the COVID restrictions.

The new Combined Saturday Afternoon Competition commenced on the 17th October 2020 again the CBTA has two 
teams in the competition as with the previous competition, Moxon Sports/ CBT& BC11 and Highly Strung at Coleman 
Park. The competition progressed up to 28/11/2020 and play was deferred until the new year to give all teams to some 
personal time to recover from the restrictions of COCID-19. The last 3 matches were played and the semi-finals were 
played at the Auburn Tennis centre with one match being played at Coleman Park
The semi-finals are set down for 27 February 2021 and scheduled Finals on the 6th March 2021.

Carol Pater and I now make up the Committee as Dorothy Booth has retired and Peter Booth is taking some time out 
with injuries.

The next Competition is scheduled to commence on the 10th April 2021.
Competition consists of 12 teams with 4 teams in each of the three grades. The competition has advanced to 5th June 
with all teams enjoying the tennis and the social interaction at the various centres throughout the competition. 
The semi-finals are scheduled to be played on the 26th June at venues to be advised.

Unfortunately, due to the alert of a more virulent strain of COVID-19 occurring in Sydney Local Government Areas the 
semi-finals have been deferred until further notice from the Public Health Office.

Thursday Ladies Competition
The Nancy Sims Trophy

The Winter Semester of the Thursday Ladies Competition commenced on the 18/06/2020. The loss of an established 
team last competition severely jeopardised the ongoing of the future Thursday Ladies Competitions, however we were 
fortunate to get a new team and as such the status quo was maintained.
The competition consisted of five teams with a bye played over three rounds and has progressed to the 3rd round match 
on the 2nd July 2020. 
The competition is based upon the use of pool players and the borrowed player schemes to fill any need for teams 
requiring replacement players in their matches throughout the competition. The semi-finalists were Torani and Slice Girls 
with the new team, Pacific, missing out of a semi-final spot by 2 points.
The final of the competition was played on the 19th November 2020 an was won by Lady Devils defeating Panania Blue 
5/31 to 1/23.

The Spring Semester competition commenced on the 26th November 2020 and two matches only were played prior to 
the Christmas Luncheon at the Gasparo’s Italian Restaurant on the 10th December2020. This event brings together all 
the players and their friends and is enjoyed by all.

The competition resumed on the 11th February 2021 and all the players were eager to get back on the courts, still 
operating under the conditions imposed by the COVID restrictions. The competition advanced to week 14 on the 
11-03-2021 with the pool player and borrowed player scheme providing welcomed support for those teams occasionally 
needing a player for their matches with injury and work commitments putting a severe strain on their ability to have a 
team on the court. Two wet matches in the rounds and the bye have provided some relief on player availability. Week 15 
of the competition is the last match prior to the scheduled semi-finals.

The progressive scores at the completion of the three rounds have Panania Blue in first place with 85 points, Pacific in 
second spot on 83.5 points with Slice Girls and Torani coming in on 75.5 and 72.5 points respectively.

Unfortunately, the scheduled semi-finals set down for play at the PTC on the 3rd July were washed out as was the 
deferred matches on the 10th July. The semi-finals have been deferred now to played on the 17th July at the PTC.

The semi-finals were played on the 17th June and the day was perfect for tennis, however, clear skies meant that the 
breeze had quite a chill to it. The matches started at 9.30 am and the competition was keenly contested. All teams were 
determined to deliver their best performance. 

The winning teams were Panania Blue and Slice Girls who will play in the final on the 24th June at the PTC. The Pacific 
versus Slice Girls was a very close affair with Slice Girls winning 4/33 to Pacific 4/25. Panania Blue forged a good win over 
Torani by 5/37 to 2/30.

The Ladies Final was played at the PTC today, 24 June 2021. The two finalists were Panania Blue and Slice Girls, both 
captains tossed the coin for home team allocation and Slice Girls were successful and after a brief photo shoot centred 
on the Nancy Sims Trophy, both teams had a short warm up session and the match began at 9.40am. 

The weather was cool, slightly overcast with a slight breeze flowing across the court, ideal for the final match of the 
Ladies 2020/2 competition. The first set was hotly contested with a tie breaker needed to determine the winner; both 
teams playing some inspired tennis. The outcome was a 6/5 win to the Slice Girls. 

The second set was no less exciting with both teams playing their best tennis, again Slice Girls jumped to a two-love set 
advantage; however, this didn't last long as the Panania Team fought back with a 6/4 win. The match seesawed for the next 
three sets with Slice Girls eventually taking three sets to one lead. The Panania Blue team applied more pressure and 
took the sixth set 6/o. However, Slice Girls now had 4 sets to 2 lead. The Slice Girls could taste victory and increased the 
pressure on the Panania Blue pair taking this set 6/1 and the competition Trophy.

Congratulations to Slice Girls captained by Sharon Whitlock and her team of Lisa Wighton, Janice Barnes and borrowed 
player, Gai Cavanough playing for injured Beatrice Sidari. Congratulations and Commiserations to the Panania Blue team 
led by Ann Murray and her team of Melissa Young, Josie Rogers, and Gill Evans for making the final for the second time. 

We thank all the teams taking part in the competition and for the unselfish attitude of all the players assisting those 
teams that were struggling to field a team each week. 
A special thank you to Karen Green, Pool Player, who was available all competition to assist Pacific when their team was 
drastically handicapped by injury to key players and work commitments. Further thanks to Ann Murray and again Karen, 
who assisted in the management of the teams though out the competition.

The next competition is scheduled to commence on the 15 July

Thursday Night Men's Competition 
The Ray Holbrook Memorial Shield

After a 3-month break from any team competition tennis because of the COVID-19 Pandemic restrictions a new compe-
tition commenced on the 8-10-2020 and consisted of 10 teams. Matthew Nimmett’s team, Bread and Butter, had to 
withdraw on the eve of the competition starting due to a player injury and work commitments. Fortunately, we receive a 
late team request to play in the competition and as such Van Halen became our latest team to join the THNM Competi-
tion. 
The team meeting decided that the competition would be a one round affair finishing on the 3rd December 2020. The 
leading team was Aces and the top 4 teams in the finals were Aces, Kiss my ace, Warriors 1, and the new team Van Halen. 
The semi-finals were played at the PTC on the 10/12/2020 and the finalists were Aces and Kiss my ace. Rain washed out 
the scheduled match on the 17-12-2020 and as such the final was played on the 22/12/2020 and Court 3 at the PTC. The 
winning team was Aces winning two sets to love.

A team meeting was held on the 4th February to formalise starting date and to carry out a review of the best format. 
The meeting decided to start the new competition mid-February 2021 and the format was a 10-team competition. with 9 
teams and a Bye, each team consisted of two men, and each match was the best of three Tie-Breaker sets with a point 
for each set won.
The competition lost a very good team, Ball Boys, which was a family team of Salim, Tarek and Yeesen Hijazi due to work 
and study commitments.

The new competition commenced on the 11 February 2021 and again further drama after Sunshine withdrew from the 
competition just prior to the commencement of the comp, however, after much discussion, a merger between the 
original Sunshine team and players at Smith Park, a new team immerged known as the Warriors/Sunshine playing out of 
Smith Park and also some good fortune with Bread & Butter re-joined the competition.

Consequently, after all the changes only hours before the competition commenced, a Draw and Fixture Folder had to be 
quickly put in place and the Sunshine team took the bye after the first match had been played. The competition now 
consisted of 9 teams and a bye, four teams at the PTC and five teams at Smith Park. The two-man format continues to be 
the preferred arrangement with the ongoing scarcity of players that cannot commit to regularly playing.
A quasi-pool player scheme is now in place where teams can borrow players from other teams. 

The competition had progressed to week 6 on the18 March 2021 and all players are enjoying the stiff competition; while 
a few of our senior players have had serious medical events requiring hospitalisation and we wish them a speedy recov-
ery. The Covid-19 Pandemic, although apparently under control, is still a major concern to all the players.
The competition has had a number of washouts over the last few months and has now progressed to week 15 as of 
27/05-2021; the matches set down for the 3rd June and the 10th June were washed out.
The last matches of the second round were played on the 17th June at Smith Park and the Panania Tennis Centre and 
these matches were critical to the top teams. The team finishing in first position was Van Halen closely followed by Kiss 
my ace, Aces and Bread and Butter making up the four semi - finalists. These matches are scheduled to be played at the 
Smith Park Tennis Centre on the 24th June 2021. 

The semi-finals were played at the Smith Park Tennis Centre and unfortunately the weather turned bad with torrential 
rain falling just after all teams had their warm up and were playing the first set in their respective matches. However, the 
rain only lasted about 10 minutes and the well-drained courts were still playable. The Van Halen team of Brendon Augus-
tus and Yovi Budirahardjo won the first set against Bread & Butter 6/2 in the damp conditions. The final two sets went to 
team Bread & Butter with Matthew Nimmett and Jesse Messa playing the more consistent game to have a 2/6. 6/2, 6/3 
victory.
The other semi-final was played at an exciting pace in the damp conditions with all players not holding back with excel-
lent shot making and serving being the critical factors in the two-set victory of 6/4, 6/4 for the team Kiss my ace of 
Daniel Boyce and Alex Stuart over the father and son combination of Craig and Chris Boyce.
The final was scheduled to be played at the PTC on the 1st July 2021 on Court 4. Again, unfortunately the COVID-19 
Delta strain has forced the authorities to cancel all competition until further notice.
The final will be played when the new competition is permitted to commence; the first match of the competition will 
include a match between Kiss my ace and Bread and Butter after discussions with both Captains agreed. The match 
between both finalists will also be their first-round match.

Noel Baker
SNR COMPETITION SECRETARY

General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



Senior Comp Secretary/ JuniorVice President's Report
AGM Report Presented by Noel Baker
CBTA Senior Competition Secretary / Combined SAAM Committee Member / Junior Vice President.

CBTA Snr. Tennis Competitions and Activity Report 2020-2021

Combined Saturday Afternoon Mixed Competition:
The new Combined Saturday Afternoon Competition was scheduled to commence on the 11th July 2020 and will 
operate under strict COVID-19 Safety Plans.
The competition consisted of 11 team. There were four teams in Division 1 and seven teams in the combined Divisions 2 
and 3. The CBTA teams are CBT&BC11 playing out of Moxon Sports on Court 6 and Highly Strung playing of Court 3 a 
Coleman Park.
The first match of the new competition was a complete wash out. The second-round matches were played at various 
locations from the Auburn Tennis Centre, Coleman Park, and the Moxon Sports. All players were happy to be back on the 
courts playing however under the restrictions imposed on all by the pandemic.

The competition has progressed without incident to 29-08-2020 and the Semi Finals were scheduled to be played on 
19/09/2020 at the Auburn Tennis Centre.

The results were:
Div. 1 Good times (5/30) defeated CBT&BC11 (0/6) and New Grip (4/31) defeated Ad In (2/19)
Div. 2: No Strings attached (5/37) defeated Longshots 3/30)
Div. 3.: Zodiac (5/30) defeated Southpool (0/11) and Serves U Right Defeated Bass (4/33)

The Finals were played on the 26/09/2020 at the Auburn Tennis Centre on and extremely windy day with Good Times 
winning Division 1, Highly Strung winning Division 2, and Zodiac wining Division 3.

No photographs were taken due to the extreme conditions and the COVID restrictions.

The new Combined Saturday Afternoon Competition commenced on the 17th October 2020 again the CBTA has two 
teams in the competition as with the previous competition, Moxon Sports/ CBT& BC11 and Highly Strung at Coleman 
Park. The competition progressed up to 28/11/2020 and play was deferred until the new year to give all teams to some 
personal time to recover from the restrictions of COCID-19. The last 3 matches were played and the semi-finals were 
played at the Auburn Tennis centre with one match being played at Coleman Park
The semi-finals are set down for 27 February 2021 and scheduled Finals on the 6th March 2021.

Carol Pater and I now make up the Committee as Dorothy Booth has retired and Peter Booth is taking some time out 
with injuries.

The next Competition is scheduled to commence on the 10th April 2021.
Competition consists of 12 teams with 4 teams in each of the three grades. The competition has advanced to 5th June 
with all teams enjoying the tennis and the social interaction at the various centres throughout the competition. 
The semi-finals are scheduled to be played on the 26th June at venues to be advised.

Unfortunately, due to the alert of a more virulent strain of COVID-19 occurring in Sydney Local Government Areas the 
semi-finals have been deferred until further notice from the Public Health Office.

Thursday Ladies Competition
The Nancy Sims Trophy

The Winter Semester of the Thursday Ladies Competition commenced on the 18/06/2020. The loss of an established 
team last competition severely jeopardised the ongoing of the future Thursday Ladies Competitions, however we were 
fortunate to get a new team and as such the status quo was maintained.
The competition consisted of five teams with a bye played over three rounds and has progressed to the 3rd round match 
on the 2nd July 2020. 
The competition is based upon the use of pool players and the borrowed player schemes to fill any need for teams 
requiring replacement players in their matches throughout the competition. The semi-finalists were Torani and Slice Girls 
with the new team, Pacific, missing out of a semi-final spot by 2 points.
The final of the competition was played on the 19th November 2020 an was won by Lady Devils defeating Panania Blue 
5/31 to 1/23.

The Spring Semester competition commenced on the 26th November 2020 and two matches only were played prior to 
the Christmas Luncheon at the Gasparo’s Italian Restaurant on the 10th December2020. This event brings together all 
the players and their friends and is enjoyed by all.

The competition resumed on the 11th February 2021 and all the players were eager to get back on the courts, still 
operating under the conditions imposed by the COVID restrictions. The competition advanced to week 14 on the 
11-03-2021 with the pool player and borrowed player scheme providing welcomed support for those teams occasionally 
needing a player for their matches with injury and work commitments putting a severe strain on their ability to have a 
team on the court. Two wet matches in the rounds and the bye have provided some relief on player availability. Week 15 
of the competition is the last match prior to the scheduled semi-finals.

The progressive scores at the completion of the three rounds have Panania Blue in first place with 85 points, Pacific in 
second spot on 83.5 points with Slice Girls and Torani coming in on 75.5 and 72.5 points respectively.

Unfortunately, the scheduled semi-finals set down for play at the PTC on the 3rd July were washed out as was the 
deferred matches on the 10th July. The semi-finals have been deferred now to played on the 17th July at the PTC.

The semi-finals were played on the 17th June and the day was perfect for tennis, however, clear skies meant that the 
breeze had quite a chill to it. The matches started at 9.30 am and the competition was keenly contested. All teams were 
determined to deliver their best performance. 

The winning teams were Panania Blue and Slice Girls who will play in the final on the 24th June at the PTC. The Pacific 
versus Slice Girls was a very close affair with Slice Girls winning 4/33 to Pacific 4/25. Panania Blue forged a good win over 
Torani by 5/37 to 2/30.

The Ladies Final was played at the PTC today, 24 June 2021. The two finalists were Panania Blue and Slice Girls, both 
captains tossed the coin for home team allocation and Slice Girls were successful and after a brief photo shoot centred 
on the Nancy Sims Trophy, both teams had a short warm up session and the match began at 9.40am. 

The weather was cool, slightly overcast with a slight breeze flowing across the court, ideal for the final match of the 
Ladies 2020/2 competition. The first set was hotly contested with a tie breaker needed to determine the winner; both 
teams playing some inspired tennis. The outcome was a 6/5 win to the Slice Girls. 

The second set was no less exciting with both teams playing their best tennis, again Slice Girls jumped to a two-love set 
advantage; however, this didn't last long as the Panania Team fought back with a 6/4 win. The match seesawed for the next 
three sets with Slice Girls eventually taking three sets to one lead. The Panania Blue team applied more pressure and 
took the sixth set 6/o. However, Slice Girls now had 4 sets to 2 lead. The Slice Girls could taste victory and increased the 
pressure on the Panania Blue pair taking this set 6/1 and the competition Trophy.

Congratulations to Slice Girls captained by Sharon Whitlock and her team of Lisa Wighton, Janice Barnes and borrowed 
player, Gai Cavanough playing for injured Beatrice Sidari. Congratulations and Commiserations to the Panania Blue team 
led by Ann Murray and her team of Melissa Young, Josie Rogers, and Gill Evans for making the final for the second time. 

We thank all the teams taking part in the competition and for the unselfish attitude of all the players assisting those 
teams that were struggling to field a team each week. 
A special thank you to Karen Green, Pool Player, who was available all competition to assist Pacific when their team was 
drastically handicapped by injury to key players and work commitments. Further thanks to Ann Murray and again Karen, 
who assisted in the management of the teams though out the competition.

The next competition is scheduled to commence on the 15 July

Thursday Night Men's Competition 
The Ray Holbrook Memorial Shield

After a 3-month break from any team competition tennis because of the COVID-19 Pandemic restrictions a new compe-
tition commenced on the 8-10-2020 and consisted of 10 teams. Matthew Nimmett’s team, Bread and Butter, had to 
withdraw on the eve of the competition starting due to a player injury and work commitments. Fortunately, we receive a 
late team request to play in the competition and as such Van Halen became our latest team to join the THNM Competi-
tion. 
The team meeting decided that the competition would be a one round affair finishing on the 3rd December 2020. The 
leading team was Aces and the top 4 teams in the finals were Aces, Kiss my ace, Warriors 1, and the new team Van Halen. 
The semi-finals were played at the PTC on the 10/12/2020 and the finalists were Aces and Kiss my ace. Rain washed out 
the scheduled match on the 17-12-2020 and as such the final was played on the 22/12/2020 and Court 3 at the PTC. The 
winning team was Aces winning two sets to love.

A team meeting was held on the 4th February to formalise starting date and to carry out a review of the best format. 
The meeting decided to start the new competition mid-February 2021 and the format was a 10-team competition. with 9 
teams and a Bye, each team consisted of two men, and each match was the best of three Tie-Breaker sets with a point 
for each set won.
The competition lost a very good team, Ball Boys, which was a family team of Salim, Tarek and Yeesen Hijazi due to work 
and study commitments.

The new competition commenced on the 11 February 2021 and again further drama after Sunshine withdrew from the 
competition just prior to the commencement of the comp, however, after much discussion, a merger between the 
original Sunshine team and players at Smith Park, a new team immerged known as the Warriors/Sunshine playing out of 
Smith Park and also some good fortune with Bread & Butter re-joined the competition.

Consequently, after all the changes only hours before the competition commenced, a Draw and Fixture Folder had to be 
quickly put in place and the Sunshine team took the bye after the first match had been played. The competition now 
consisted of 9 teams and a bye, four teams at the PTC and five teams at Smith Park. The two-man format continues to be 
the preferred arrangement with the ongoing scarcity of players that cannot commit to regularly playing.
A quasi-pool player scheme is now in place where teams can borrow players from other teams. 

The competition had progressed to week 6 on the18 March 2021 and all players are enjoying the stiff competition; while 
a few of our senior players have had serious medical events requiring hospitalisation and we wish them a speedy recov-
ery. The Covid-19 Pandemic, although apparently under control, is still a major concern to all the players.
The competition has had a number of washouts over the last few months and has now progressed to week 15 as of 
27/05-2021; the matches set down for the 3rd June and the 10th June were washed out.
The last matches of the second round were played on the 17th June at Smith Park and the Panania Tennis Centre and 
these matches were critical to the top teams. The team finishing in first position was Van Halen closely followed by Kiss 
my ace, Aces and Bread and Butter making up the four semi - finalists. These matches are scheduled to be played at the 
Smith Park Tennis Centre on the 24th June 2021. 

The semi-finals were played at the Smith Park Tennis Centre and unfortunately the weather turned bad with torrential 
rain falling just after all teams had their warm up and were playing the first set in their respective matches. However, the 
rain only lasted about 10 minutes and the well-drained courts were still playable. The Van Halen team of Brendon Augus-
tus and Yovi Budirahardjo won the first set against Bread & Butter 6/2 in the damp conditions. The final two sets went to 
team Bread & Butter with Matthew Nimmett and Jesse Messa playing the more consistent game to have a 2/6. 6/2, 6/3 
victory.
The other semi-final was played at an exciting pace in the damp conditions with all players not holding back with excel-
lent shot making and serving being the critical factors in the two-set victory of 6/4, 6/4 for the team Kiss my ace of 
Daniel Boyce and Alex Stuart over the father and son combination of Craig and Chris Boyce.
The final was scheduled to be played at the PTC on the 1st July 2021 on Court 4. Again, unfortunately the COVID-19 
Delta strain has forced the authorities to cancel all competition until further notice.
The final will be played when the new competition is permitted to commence; the first match of the competition will 
include a match between Kiss my ace and Bread and Butter after discussions with both Captains agreed. The match 
between both finalists will also be their first-round match.

Noel Baker
SNR COMPETITION SECRETARY

General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



General Secretary's Report
Presented by Adele English

As we approach the AGM of the Association, we look back on 2021 as again a very difficult year for us all.  With the 
dreaded Covid 19 virus surrounding us, our sport has been affected severely.  We are so very lucky that tennis isn’t a 
contact sport and so we are able to play the game we love relatively safely, although under strict conditions.  At the time 
of printing, of the 5 centres that CBTA manages, 3 are still operating carefully in the middle of this Covid difficulty.  
Coleman Park and Smith Park opted to shut down temporarily as the court hire was not enough to cover the rental.  By 
closing down, CBCouncil offered a rent freeze for a month or 2.  Both managers of these centres live a fair drive away 
from the centres and found it was too difficult to manage them because of the distance etc and the restrictions we are 
following, being in a RED hot zone.

CBTA has the management of 5 tennis centres.    All repairs at our 4 centres belonging to Council are maintained by 
Council.   Panania alone is the sole responsibility of CBTA as it is leased from the Panania Diggers Club.  Virtually every 
repair and improvement at Panania is done by funds from CBTA.  This alone is an onerous task as the centre commenced 
in 1998 approximately and virtually every major item like court surfaces, painting and lighting has had to be improved/up-
dated.  It is only through gaining State and Federal grants every year that we are able to get most of the large, expensive 
maintenance done.

Unlike Panania, the four centres from Canterbury Bankstown Council – ie Deverall Park, Coleman Park, Rose Park and 
Smith Park are managed by CBTA but all repairs are the responsibility of the Council.

Paul Burgess our former General Secretary and Senior Vice President years ago realised a way of assisting the Associa-
tion by his foresight of applying for the tender of the 4 Council Bankstown courts some nine + years ago.   Paul has been 
tireless working towards sustaining the Association into the future;  he has until recently met with Council, Federal and 
State MP’s, putting forward the cause of CBTA as a viable management team.  Procedures were set up when we got the 
tenders for the four centres:  getting the tender was in itself a difficult procedure.  Other applicants for the tender were 
considered, but when the selection was presented to the Councillors at the Council meeting, CBTA was brought up as a 
favoured applicant. Paul always insisted that we work with all parties involved with the tennis centres – the local council-
lors in our ward first of all;  the State MP and the Federal MP – all were kept up to date on the goings on at each centre.  
All parties could see that CBTA is moving ahead, improving all the facilities.  State and Federal grants have been awarded 
to CBTA over many years – probably at least one each year – and each Grant has been overseen by myself and the 
committee – making sure the job is completed properly, all paperwork is filled in (usually via the Smarty Grants program) 
and a presentation takes place, acknowledging the work that has been done.  We/I am very proud of this part of my job 
to date!!!!

 CBTA interviews prospective candidates to manage the centres and generally helps them in their running of each 
centre.  All maintenance of the 5 centres comes through me to date.   All the centres run independently of course, but 
they are encouraged by their lease document to sign up members, put them into CBTA competitions including recom-
mending them for Interdistrict.  Management of the centres helps for the revenue stream of the Association, also of 
course, allowing maintenance and improvements to be done at the independent Panania centre but also at the other 
centres as well.

CBTA still runs competitions of course.  Saturday morning juniors is a beginner’s competition and then the juniors 
move onto the Mid-Western Competition with Berala, Ryde and Smithfield.  

Children get sponsorship from Revesby Workers Club directly from us and also Bankstown Sports Club sponsors their 
children’s fees to some degree.  Revesby Workers Club also sponsor the RWC Elite Player Award, an amount of $2000 
which is to go towards costs involved in playing tennis, going to tournaments and generally improving their game. 

Our Thursday night Gents is very successful:  it recently is playing two to a team –  without the handicaps they’ve had in 
the past.  There are over 90 registered men In the Thursday night competition, including 3 or 4 teams playing with Geoff 
Wirth at Smith Park.   There’s a meeting of players after the comp and they vote on the format – it’s very democratic.  To 
sponsor this, CBTA has lifted the prize money to encourage players.  The Thursday ladies is strong with a regular comple-
ment of ladies who love their tennis.  We are grateful to Panania Diggers RSL once again in responding to us – they  gave 
us $2000 worth of vouchers to be distributed to both these competitions over the year.

As CBTA becomes more of a “landlord” we continue to do the important job of improving the tennis facilities and 
concentrating on promotion at all times.  The website managed by Linda and Doug is the main avenue for promotion, but 
Facebook and Instagram is a daily help advertising, sharing stories and we love to “boost” articles.  This is the new way of 
advertising – supplanting the advert in the newspaper – definitely about 1/10 of the cost.  

  We embrace the work of all the centre managers, promoting all their endeavours and helping them all to grow tennis 
in our area.  Each centre is a business – it is that person’s “bread and butter”.  We should help them, include them in our 
plans always and value their expertise. They are, after all, at the “coalface” and have the ideas to take us into the future.  
Holding onto outdated ideas doesn’t keep us up to date with what the customers want.  They are encouraged to join in 

with Tennis NSW programs – all designed to assist them in their business.

Before all of our centres could be insured for Public Liability, Tennis NSW requires all staff and volunteers involved to 
have verified Working with Children details.  This is a particularly onerous task which takes a lot of work verifying the 
WWC numbers.  After this is done, we are then issued with the Public Liability insurance certificates to pay, usually 
twelve months in advance in July.  (We received an extension of time for this until December 2020 because of the 
Covid etc).

Grants
We are so grateful to Mr Glenn Brookes, our last State MP who is now ably replaced by Mrs Wendy Lindsay.  (Thanks 

to Wendy for coming down and playing in Seniors Week with us). We have received many grants for the last twelve 
years for our building works, particularly through the Community Building Partnership Grants (State Government).   In 
early September, the next round of State Government grants are going to be available and we shall no doubt apply for 
more help from the State Government.

In the meantime, Mr David Coleman, MP, our Federal Member for Banks, granted us the amount of $360,000 last year.  
What a wonderful opportunity to do some good!  We applied for two new Multi-Purpose courts to be built and also 
re-work the paths etc and bathroom to make Panania Multi Access.  There have been some hitches to the project, 
including escalating costs because the site we were originally going to build on (old netball court) is now unavailable and 
the new site (behind  courts 5 and 6)  was very costly (possible contamination etc).  As of last August, Tennis NSW - 
specifically our rep Anthony Napoli  and particularly Brett Pettersen, Manager of Infrastructure and Planning, has got 
very involved for us.  Brett arranged an extension of time with Sport Aust and has had a few meetings with Canterbury 
Bankstown Council, Urban Planning Dept.  Brett advised Council that he was helping to get the Project on line.  He had 
got an extension till end August then till end October so a new plan can be put to Sport Aust then he asked for an 
extension to end December to get extra funding sorted out (to add to the Grant).

We have now come up with a plan that suits Council and Sport Aus.  I’m happy to report that the large project will 
go ahead.   The new plan will see the blue Hot Shots courts extended to make 2 tennis courts 18m x 36m with new 
lighting.  Court 7 and 8 will be re-developed to make their use “multi sport” with lighting, stronger fencing, better 
surfacing etc. The clubhouse will soon house a disabled shower/toilet as well and paths around the centre will be 
improved to make the centre much more accessible.  Since last year I have applied for more funding and have an 
additional $40,000 from the ATP grant and $25,000 from State Government Community Building Partnership ship grant.  
CBTA has committed $30,000 to the total project and we believe that the costings done by Tennis NSW Brett Petters-
en will be correct and the project can be carried out in the next 6 months or so. 

Centres:
Coleman Park continues to travel well.  Jared and Ian are very experienced coaches and have a team of coaches 

under them, building up the business.  At times the coaching has been up to 200 pupils in a week, with social players up 
over 200 some weeks.  With Council’s help and another Grant, I would like to renovate the antiquated toilet blocks 
there.  There are old facilities that need replacing there – it will all depend on help with the cost.  Council did replace 
one of the court’s lighting with LED’s and put up more shelters and it is hoped they will continue to do more of the 
courts in the future. Paul Burgess has mentioned to Council that Coleman would be an ideal site to put a Futsal court.

Deverall Park – the management of the centre has been steady, although there have been some changes in the 
coaching line up.  Mr Tony Huynh oversees as manager there and his professional approach is good to deal with.  It is a 
vibrant place with lots of social play at all hours.  There was trouble with an old light falling down onto the court 
(fortunately no one was playing at the time).   It took some 3 months to replace struts holding the lights and a full set of 
LED’s in the centre.  We thank Council for that.  We also thank Tony Huynh for his patience in managing to keep the 
centre going with no lights (except some portable floodlights) in some trying times those three months.  Currently 
some Mid Western junior teams are making their home at Deverall Park. Tony himself has been playing socially at 
Deverall Park since Nancy Sims was the manager there.

Sefton – The social play figures at Sefton were always quite good in the past, and then they dropped considerably.  
With the new Managers, Sadik and Musa Kadir there, they have improved and are building up daily.  The brothers have 
steady coaching numbers, particularly using the Governments initiative of Active Kids vouchers.  Already some of their 
younger pupils are entering Tournaments and doing very well.  There’s a good standard of coaching there.  The centre 
itself needed a lot of maintenance.  All fencing around courts has been replaced by Council in last financial years mainte-
nance project.  I applied for and received a State Government grant for one court replacement at Sefton. ($30,000 – 
thanks to the local MP, Tanya Mihailuk).  Council decided to re-turf the other 3 courts at the same time.  Thanks so 
much to CBCouncil and the Urban Planning Dept. (Ms Rachel Symons and Andrew Smithwick).  We worked together 
and the best contractor was eventually chosen to do the job (Hayden Garn, STI – who does all Panania courts).   The 
car park lighting has been improved with LED lighting and we asked for lighting along the path into the centre and this 

will be done soon.  Our last manager Tyson also has managed to pay his arrears owing on a regular basis, so we are 
re-couping some of our losses there.

Smith Park – The Bankstown Sports tennis club continue to use Smith Park as their centre.  Geoff Wirth is the 
resident coach there and is continually building up competitions – currently he has a comp on Mondays and Wednes-
days and has 3 teams in the Thursday night gents.  Geoff has a particular interest in developing the juniors also in the 
area and started a junior development comp to improve junior players so that they can compete in the Saturday 
morning junior competition.  We are happy to have Geoff as the Junior Competition Secretary.    All the lights had 
trouble during the year (2019) and either one or two lights were often out of action for some 6 weeks.  Eventually, all 
LED’s were installed there and Smith Park looks great at night.  It is a very hard centre to keep financial, being only 3 
courts.  Many coaches there have failed to run a successful business.  Geoff has many parents/players behind him.  We 
hope he can continue to make the centre viable.

Panania – Ken and Jenny La took over the centre, our headquarters, in 2019 when Steve and Carolyn Sidney retired 
and had a great trip to France.  Ken is very enthusiastic and his strengths lie in promoting the centre and managing his 
coach team effectively.  It is a different concept from the management style of Steve and Carolyn, however Ken is 
determined to make it work and we need to support him in this.  Bearing in mind, this is our biggest centre and the 
ongoing costs are great.  We all need to have it running at capacity so it makes enough money to cover the maintenance 
and upkeep.  Ken took over, as did the brothers at Sefton middle of 2019:  both were then hit with bushfires and 
resultant smoke and bad air quality effecting the sport.  Then rain and floods:  finally the dreaded Covid 19, which we 
are slowly manipulating ourselves through.  We have constant updates from our Health Authorities and Tennis NSW to 
follow; signage is updated constantly or added to.  Just as we thought NSW was doing OK we get hit by more and 
more outbreaks.  It goes on every day; we now have people visiting the centres signing the visitor’s book or scanning 
the QR code.  Social distancing is an issue (although most of our centres can cope with the requirements of distancing 
fairly well). Masks are now mandatory – only exception is when actually running around the court (vigorous exercise).

I’d like to thank all of the centre managers for their patience and assistance in getting through the trying times of this 
virus.  Council actually closed all the courts last year and are prepared to do that this year if the centres wish to.  As I 
said, only Coleman Park and Smith Park have taken this offer up at this time.  Signs are erected at all centres, ensuring 
social distancing washing of hands etc.  CBTA bought some automated soap dispensers and jumbo toilet roll holders 
for the council centres and council maintenance installed them.  (Most of the council toilets are not as modern and 
equipped as Panania).  This helps the centre managers help people keep to the rules of washing hands etc. As I said, all 
centres keep a record of people attending.  All now have a QR code for people to register also, as well as a sign in 
sheet.  We are all trying our best to stop this thing from spreading.  Competitions have been stopped, coaching is 
limited to only 2 plus coach on a court at a time. It is so sad to see Interdistrict cancelled this year just at time of 
writing this report.  CBTA were ready with 15 teams entered this year - but the decision was made to cancel it (the 
only possible decision really considering the circumstances).

I am happy to see Money Tennis still running on a Monday night at Panania.   This is a marvelous concept and attracts a 
great standard of play each week.  CBTA is happy to sponsor this competition financially – as 
we would do for any centre needing financial support for any competition.

SPONSORSHIP:
CBTA is lucky to have sponsors to assist in running the Association.  Revesby Workers club 

have supported CBTA and Junior Tennis for well over 15 years now.  We still receive $4000 
per year to help defray costs to the parents for the Saturday Morning junior competition.  
We also administer a Scholarship of $2000 each year for Elite Players to apply for to help in 
their tennis careers normally, although it was not administered this year, due to Covid and 
no Tournaments. 

I also managed to rent out the headquarters for 6 hours per week to Weight Watchers.  The deal was to raise the 
Association $10,000 per year.  Unfortunately, due to the Covid 19 they have had to pull out, maybe temporarily.

I‘d like to thank sincerely all of the Committee:  they all have a part to play. 

I particularly worked closely with Paul Burgess, who is still trying to  “retire” from tennis.  He’s been a good mate and 
a great mentor to me.  His expertise with negotiating leases, talking to Council is to be admired.  Paul has sat in on 
meetings with Council over the Big Project – and we thank him for his expertise and time.

Roger, our President, also has a passion for tennis.  He is always willing to help out, goes to all the NSW Hardcourt 
meetings, etc and oversees all the weekly reports from the Council centres, plus helps out with distributing flyers, etc 
to all the centres.  Our lovely friend, young Rebecca Mills, formerly our Open Women’s Champion, stepped in to work 
with me to take over the accounts.  Thanks Bec – you’re a treasure! – a fully qualified accountant – amazing work!

Noel Baker’s job is very busy – he handles 3 competitions, making sure all participants are happy with what’s going on. He 
constantly updates us all and chair persons the Thursday night men’s meetings as they agree on procedures for the next 
competition. 

Doug Freeman is another person I have to acknowledge particularly here– he took on the job of Tournament director some 
years ago after being the junior Competition secretary for many years..  His skill in formatting programs to run tournaments is 
excellent – the both tournaments we ran had big numbers and both ran very smoothly I believe.  Doug also helps develop the 
website. He, with Noel’s assistance, installed Swann security cameras at Panania and is on call to Ken there when things go 
wrong.  When we recently went onto the NBN, Doug was called to help and it now works smoothly with internet available to 
be used by players. Doug is a marvellous resource for CBTA to have and a great assistance to me.  His IT skills are terrific!

Linda Wright as our new Senior Vice President and Promotion’s Officer has been invaluable, lending her special talent in IT 
to the CBTA presence.  Linda has taken on the burden of many things, including helping out with the Saturday Morning Juniors 
at Smith Park.  I asked her to be my Assistant Secretary and she is helping me in innumerable ways. When I had emergency 
surgery (ruptured appendix), in October last year, Linda stepped in and helped keep things running smoothly.  She formulated 
a Covid safe plan also for us to follow. She has been involved with the large Grant from Sport Aust.    She follows through on 
all new programs and initiatives from Tennis NSW.  Thanks Linda!  We look forward to an even brighter future for CBTA as we 
reach more and more people through social media and the new technologies.  

Linda’s sister Kelly took over the reins as Interdistrict Officer.  Thanks Kelly for your organisation last year.  This year the 
work was done to get the teams organised (as I said, 15 in total) and uniforms were ordered).  Kelly was very efficient in this – 
such a shame it had to be cancelled at the last moment.  She is great resource to have on our Committee – as a qualified 
TNSW coach she is “at the coal face” and understands the needs of both the kids, the coaches and the committee.

Membership:
I thank Salim Hijazi and Doug Freeman, who have assisted in getting our names entered into the “My Tennis” – now called 

Club Spark (membership).  Exciting things are happening with TNSW and Tennis Australia – new programs are rolling out for 
all members to use – particularly our resident coaches are trying out “Book a court” (see Linda’s Promotions report).  

I’d like to particularly thank Canterbury Bankstown Council in particular the Recreation Department, for their excellent 
assistance in the last year and particularly as we all negotiate this unknown territory of the Covid 19 situation.  All mainte-
nance jobs are handled by either Jessica or Ryan in very efficient fashion.  

Our contractor Jaye Speechley of ATTS (electrical contractors) I thank for his assistance and professionalism.  There’s not 
too many “sparkies” who’ll come out at 9pm at night with a meter measuring and adjusting light levels.  Thanks Jaye!!!

Thanks also to my son Andrew English who has spent some time at Panania cleaning, fixing, sorting out around the centre 
from pressure washing all surfaces to removing the old rusted bar-b-que.  He pulled out the old kitchen when Ken took over 
and was on hand for contractors to sort out the many jobs involved.  Panania was ready for another facelift and the change-
over time was a good chance to do it.

As we near the end of 2021, we can look at the achievements of the past and look forward to the future.  We hope to be in 
partnership with Futsal and some other sports with our multi-purpose facility when it is completed.  With controls in place, 
we would hope to increase our revenue stream somewhat so that we can continue to build and maintain.

With the huge cost of maintenance in tennis centres ($32,000 for new grass surfaces, $21,000 for a set of LED lights, plus 
fencing etc) we must ensure that every centre is utilised to its fullest potential.  It is particularly important that all the centres 
are utilised by the most people.  That is why, with Council’s permission and CBTA overseeing changes, we are prepared to 
“think outside the box” and form partnerships with sports like Futsal etc, so that the community can use the resources to the 
fullest. 

I look forward to the years ahead.  I am heartened by the new people, younger people, who have stepped up at various times 
to help run the events for CBTA.  I encourage anyone who wishes to help in any way to ring me and have a chat. 

 I personally am coming to the end of my tenure so to speak. Ron and I are moving to our new retirement villa at Mt Gilead 
– it is time to hand over the reins to others.  I look forward to some more people stepping forward and carrying on the great 
tradition of CBTA with its proud history of 100 years.  It has been a huge part of my life for near on 20 years now – I will miss 
it!!!!  Many friendships have been made over the years and I treasure every one of them

Adele

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
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‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  
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Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 
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Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.
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The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 
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18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   
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again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
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‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.
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Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.
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who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.
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returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
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Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
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2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 
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our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.
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The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
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Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   
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Membership Officer's Report
Presented by Salim Hijazi

The official CBTA Membership base has only slightly grown over the past year, however the interest in tennis in 
general has greatly increased.
This is evident by the tremendous increase in court hires, and the small & stable number of competition players.
 
The reasons for this new trend are many, but include the following observations:
 1. Most new players seem happy to just casually book courts to play social tennis with friends and family.
 2. Less interest in playing competitions.
 3. Lack of competitions & variety available for all levels
 4. Not enough formal or informal initiatives to approach or encourage social players to enter competitions.
 
Also, there is little incentive for the various Centres to send the details of their new players, to be registered under 
CBTA.
Furthermore, each Tennis Centre has their own approach and have created their unique atmosphere and attraction.
 
The main advantages of being a CBTA member is that players get periodic information on competitions and events.
 • However, in this age of social media (and our new improved CBTA website http://cbta.com.au), the current 
membership may not be as attractive.  
 • Membership also provides another avenue for CBTA to approach players for inter-district representation or 
tournaments.
 • In general, if many new players are just choosing social/casual tennis, then there may be little incentive to be a 
member in its current form.
 
Despite all the above, tennis as a sport, is certainly growing in the Canterbury Bankstown & surrounding district.
The challenge ahead will be how to get young people more engaged in playing tennis and eventually entering local 
competitions.
A coordinated effort between the Tennis Centres may also be a way forward.
 
CBTA Membership Statistics as of 24th June 2021
 • Total registered members = 1248*
 • Males 64% Females 36%
 • Seniors 78%; Juniors 22% (19 years or under)
 • Total active players in CBTA competitions ~100
 
*Note1: Total numbers include Parents & Guardians who may not be tennis players but have registered themselves as 
well.
*Note2: Members details are current and extracted from https://my.tennis.com.au/ under CBTA login account.
 
Regards Salim

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.
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players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
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run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



Auditor's Report

 
 
 

CANTERBURY BANKSTOWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION 
ABN  76 057 417 473 

 
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S REPORT 

 
30 JUNE 2021 

 

The financial year ending 30 the June 2021 showed a net profit of $5,113. 
(2020 loss $15,566) 
 
In my view Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association is overall trading profitably and will continue 
to pay its debts as and when they fall due. 
 
 
 
Rebecca Mills 
Chief Financial Officer 
 
  

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



 
CANTERBURY BANKSTOWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION 

ABN  96 057 417 473 
       

       
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021 
       

   2021  2020  

   $  $  
       

INCOME      
 

Sponsorships & Grants   3,000   2,167   

Court Lease   152,895   130,917   

Competition Fees   8,860   17,111   

Reunion & Book   80   532   

Interest received   590   357   

Other revenue   -    8,333   

 
  165,425   159,417   

         

LESS EXPENDITURE      
 

Advertising   3,808   8,735   

Affiliation Fees   19,108   10,489   

Bank charges   510   591   

Court Hire / Rent   89,928   77,027   

Depreciation   10,485   11,037   

Donations & Grants   200   2,250   

General expenses   3,158   7,993   

Honoraria, Flowers & Gifts   12,750   16,386   

Insurance   3,167   3,116   

Legal Fees   -    5,014   

Printing and stationery   1,677   5,070   

Repairs and maintenance   8,685   18,496   

Telephone   2,668   2,420   

Tennis Balls & Apparel   636   2,604   

Trophies & Prizemoney   3,532   3,754   

 
  160,312   174,983   

NET OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)   5,113   (15,566)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



CANTERBURY BANKSTOWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION 
ABN  96 057 417 473 

       
BALANCE SHEET 

AS AT 30 JUNE 2021 
       

   2021  2020  

   $  $  

ASSETS      
 

CURRENT ASSETS      
 

Building Society Share Deposit                      10                      10   

Cash At Bank - Westpac                13,006                35,304   

Cash At Bank - Westpac Grant Account              412,565              304,693   

Bank Term Deposits                29,825                29,367   

Stock on Hand                 2,500                 2,500   

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS              457,906              371,874   

NON-CURRENT ASSETS      
 

Clubhouse at Cost                87,295                87,295   

Less Accumulated Depreciation   -           61,083   -           59,702   

                26,212                27,593   

       

Courts at Cost              121,216              121,216   

Less Accumulated Depreciation   -           99,205   -           98,047   

                22,011                23,169   

       

Hot Shots Court              111,706              111,706   

              111,706              111,706   

       

Equipment                 8,147                 8,147   

Less Accumulated Depreciation   -             1,100   -                967   

                 7,047                 7,181   

       

Improvements at Cost              407,720              407,720   

Less Accumulated Depreciation   -         115,434   -         107,621   

              292,286              300,099   

       

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS              459,263              469,747   

TOTAL ASSETS              917,169              841,621   

LIABILITIES      
 

CURRENT LIABILITIES      
 

Client Deposit                26,740                26,740   

Grants Payable              379,250              310,137   

Provision for GST                    412   -                209   

Other                 1,100                    400   

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES              407,502              337,068   

TOTAL LIABILITIES              407,502              337,068   

NET ASSETS               509,667              504,554   

EQUITY      
 

Reserves              302,440              302,440   

Retained earnings              207,227              202,114   

TOTAL EQUITY              509,667              504,554   

 

Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---



Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---

Interdistrict Officers Report
Presented by Kelly Marcar

I would firstly like to thank all the committee members who assisted me in getting the Interdistrict teams together and 
organised this year. I could not have done it without your assistance.

This year we had a very pleasing increase of players who joined our interdistrict teams. Overall, we put together 12 
juniors’ teams, with a total of 45 players, and 3 Opens teams with another 12 players. This means that we had 57 
players, all ready to play the interdistrict competition for 2021.

I am glad to report that this year we made 3 junior girls’ teams, each team with 5 players each, totaling 15 junior girls. 
We also had our Opens women team with another 4 girls.

Unfortunately, this year, due to the ongoing health crisis, The NSW Hardcourt Tennis Association had to make the 
unfortunate decision to abandon this year’s competition. This was very disappointing after all our hard work, but 
hopefully we will get to see all our players very soon.

I am very confident that we will get good numbers again to play next year and I look forward to seeing all our juniors 
back on the tennis court soon.

Kelly Marcar
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played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 
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COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
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Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
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The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 
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numbers. There were too many players/events for 
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afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
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and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 
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Some players expected their results to go towards 
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state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
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the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
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Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
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14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
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Social Media posts have been utilised to encourage awareness and provide updates on activities, competitions and 
opportunities available with CBTA and tennis in the Canterbury Bankstown area, provide key COVID Safe information 
and messaging as well as sharing tennis news Australia and world-wide that our followers may be interested in to encour-
age engagement and socialising between our followers together and with our organisation.

The most engaged posts over the past year have been 
in regards to COVID-19 updates with our tennis 
community closely following any changes and notifica-
tions, updates to competitions and tournaments, player 
news and information on children’s’ activities including 
School Holiday Camps and our Live Australian Open 
Night held in February 2021!

CBTA’s e-newsletter continues via Mailchimp to 
members, players and subscribers to cater to members 
not on Social Media with a snapshot of news each 
quarter. The newsletter continues to be delivered to 
over 1000 CBTA members, players, coaches, centres 
and subscribers. 
The CBTA Website continues to be utilised as a central 
hub as well as a centre for transaction of applications 
and payment and is continuously evolving. The website 
displays everything from our history, committee, 
competitions and tournaments, coaching, court hire to 
award and funding opportunities for development of 
players in our area and a platform for ongoing 
COVID-19 updates and display of CBTA’s COVID-19 
Safe Plan. 
Since September 2020, the CBTA website has had 
approximately 8393 unique visitors attending the site 
with 21 044 page views and increase of 1269% from 
the previous year. Peak visitation on the website in the 
past year has coincided with tournaments in Novem-
ber 2020 and March 2021 and key COVID-19 impacts 
in June 2021. 

Promotions Officer Report:
Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/cbtatennis/
Website –   www.cbta.com.au

Presented by Linda Wright

The CBTA Promotions Officer role aims to increase promotions, increase awareness of CBTA in the Canterbury Bank-
stown area and ultimately increase participation in tennis with CBTA and within our community as a whole. 

In 2020 the focus of promotions began on Women’s Tennis with promotions in conjunction with Tennis NSW and Casey 
Dellacqua joining the team as Women and Girls Lead and the Ash Barty ‘Play For You’ campaign aimed at encouraging 
young girls to play sport and do what they want to do for themselves! Women’s promotions began with utilising the 
above campaign materials, promotion of weekly CBTA Ladies Competition, social groups and the introduction of an 
Expression of Interest for participants for a new Tennis and Toddlers program, encouraging parents (predominantly 
targeted to females) to enjoy a social, fun and engaging sensory session with their young children.  

Over 2021 our promotional focus has built on previous promotions and focused on increasing female participation and 
development in tennis. We have seen over the past year an overall increase in female participation at a competitive level 
including an increase in registrations of young females in the CBTA Junior Competition, increase in female participation in 
the CBTA Junior Age and Championship Tournaments and an increase in female junior participation in the STL Hardcourt 
Interdistrict Competition with an addition of 3 new junior girls teams of 5 female players each for 2021. This increased 
female Interdistrict Teams from 1 to 4 teams. Unfortunately due to COVID-19 restrictions this competition did not play 
in 2021.

We continue to work to increase awareness of available junior activities and improving on partnerships with local 
coaches and Tennis NSW to provide more opportunities for our junior tennis community in particular focusing on 
removing barriers for girls to be more involved in the sport. In order to assist with this CBTA, with successful funding 
from ATP Legacy Cup Fund (through Tennis Australia), are preparing a development squad focused on young female 
players leading into participation in the STL Hardcourt Interdistrict Competition in 2022 to run between April-June 2022 
and bring developing competitive female players together, building confidence, team building and skill development.

Over 2020-2021, the COVID-19 pandemic continues to play a part in promotions and communications with our tennis 
community in Canterbury Bankstown. Continuous changes to guidelines and restrictions has meant that a great portion 
of our communications remain to provide relevant updates to our community on the operation of centres, tennis that is 
on offer, how tennis can proceed and how to remain safe and healthy while continuing to play tennis. As with 2020, our  
social media outlets have been crucial to convey messages quickly and effectively to our tennis community. Unfortunately 
these circumstances have also meant that promotional social gatherings, activities and participation in competitions and 
tournaments have been further impacted in 2021 with suspension of regular competition, Seniors Tennis Day and cancel-
lation of the STL Hardcourt Interdistrict Competition.

Promotions and increased awareness of CBTA activities continue via Facebook, the CBTA website and e-newsletters 
Quarterly.

In August 2021, CBTA has a total of 551 Facebook Page Likes (followers) which is an increase of 58 followers since 
August 2020. Most page Likes come from 25-54 year old Females and Males which is expected based on average Face-
book user ages and the numbers playing in our competitions of this age. CBTA has an almost 50-50 split of Female and 
Male followers with 53.3% being Women and 46.7% Men, a slight increase in female engagement from 2020 (51% Female 
and 47% Male).

In 2019, CBTA introduced Instagram to begin to engage a youth audience in tennis in Canterbury Bankstown and has 148 
followers as of August 2021. This is an increase of 43 followers since August 2020, with the majority of followers being 
between the same age groups as Facebook but a greater proportion of Males than Females. Unfortunately, we appear to 
still be lacking in engagement with our younger tennis community between 16-24years and further engagement prefer-
ences and social media platforms will be investigated to improve reach to this key audience in our tennis community in 
2022.

Following an increase in tennis in the community through COVID-19 as a form of exercise and fitness, CBTA in 2022 aims 
to focus promotions on social tennis opportunities for all ages with the aim of continuing the trend of social tennis, 
retaining new social players and increasing awareness of offerings in Canterbury Bankstown and engaging social players to 
competition formats.
 CBTA hopes to continue to increase our presence in the community, further promotion and partnerships and 
continue to build tennis participation within Canterbury Bankstown. Please stay up to date by following up on our 
website and social media.



Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
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14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---

Social Media posts have been utilised to encourage awareness and provide updates on activities, competitions and 
opportunities available with CBTA and tennis in the Canterbury Bankstown area, provide key COVID Safe information 
and messaging as well as sharing tennis news Australia and world-wide that our followers may be interested in to encour-
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The most engaged posts over the past year have been 
in regards to COVID-19 updates with our tennis 
community closely following any changes and notifica-
tions, updates to competitions and tournaments, player 
news and information on children’s’ activities including 
School Holiday Camps and our Live Australian Open 
Night held in February 2021!

CBTA’s e-newsletter continues via Mailchimp to 
members, players and subscribers to cater to members 
not on Social Media with a snapshot of news each 
quarter. The newsletter continues to be delivered to 
over 1000 CBTA members, players, coaches, centres 
and subscribers. 
The CBTA Website continues to be utilised as a central 
hub as well as a centre for transaction of applications 
and payment and is continuously evolving. The website 
displays everything from our history, committee, 
competitions and tournaments, coaching, court hire to 
award and funding opportunities for development of 
players in our area and a platform for ongoing 
COVID-19 updates and display of CBTA’s COVID-19 
Safe Plan. 
Since September 2020, the CBTA website has had 
approximately 8393 unique visitors attending the site 
with 21 044 page views and increase of 1269% from 
the previous year. Peak visitation on the website in the 
past year has coincided with tournaments in Novem-
ber 2020 and March 2021 and key COVID-19 impacts 
in June 2021. 
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Presented by Linda Wright

The CBTA Promotions Officer role aims to increase promotions, increase awareness of CBTA in the Canterbury Bank-
stown area and ultimately increase participation in tennis with CBTA and within our community as a whole. 

In 2020 the focus of promotions began on Women’s Tennis with promotions in conjunction with Tennis NSW and Casey 
Dellacqua joining the team as Women and Girls Lead and the Ash Barty ‘Play For You’ campaign aimed at encouraging 
young girls to play sport and do what they want to do for themselves! Women’s promotions began with utilising the 
above campaign materials, promotion of weekly CBTA Ladies Competition, social groups and the introduction of an 
Expression of Interest for participants for a new Tennis and Toddlers program, encouraging parents (predominantly 
targeted to females) to enjoy a social, fun and engaging sensory session with their young children.  

Over 2021 our promotional focus has built on previous promotions and focused on increasing female participation and 
development in tennis. We have seen over the past year an overall increase in female participation at a competitive level 
including an increase in registrations of young females in the CBTA Junior Competition, increase in female participation in 
the CBTA Junior Age and Championship Tournaments and an increase in female junior participation in the STL Hardcourt 
Interdistrict Competition with an addition of 3 new junior girls teams of 5 female players each for 2021. This increased 
female Interdistrict Teams from 1 to 4 teams. Unfortunately due to COVID-19 restrictions this competition did not play 
in 2021.

We continue to work to increase awareness of available junior activities and improving on partnerships with local 
coaches and Tennis NSW to provide more opportunities for our junior tennis community in particular focusing on 
removing barriers for girls to be more involved in the sport. In order to assist with this CBTA, with successful funding 
from ATP Legacy Cup Fund (through Tennis Australia), are preparing a development squad focused on young female 
players leading into participation in the STL Hardcourt Interdistrict Competition in 2022 to run between April-June 2022 
and bring developing competitive female players together, building confidence, team building and skill development.

Over 2020-2021, the COVID-19 pandemic continues to play a part in promotions and communications with our tennis 
community in Canterbury Bankstown. Continuous changes to guidelines and restrictions has meant that a great portion 
of our communications remain to provide relevant updates to our community on the operation of centres, tennis that is 
on offer, how tennis can proceed and how to remain safe and healthy while continuing to play tennis. As with 2020, our  
social media outlets have been crucial to convey messages quickly and effectively to our tennis community. Unfortunately 
these circumstances have also meant that promotional social gatherings, activities and participation in competitions and 
tournaments have been further impacted in 2021 with suspension of regular competition, Seniors Tennis Day and cancel-
lation of the STL Hardcourt Interdistrict Competition.

Promotions and increased awareness of CBTA activities continue via Facebook, the CBTA website and e-newsletters 
Quarterly.

In August 2021, CBTA has a total of 551 Facebook Page Likes (followers) which is an increase of 58 followers since 
August 2020. Most page Likes come from 25-54 year old Females and Males which is expected based on average Face-
book user ages and the numbers playing in our competitions of this age. CBTA has an almost 50-50 split of Female and 
Male followers with 53.3% being Women and 46.7% Men, a slight increase in female engagement from 2020 (51% Female 
and 47% Male).

In 2019, CBTA introduced Instagram to begin to engage a youth audience in tennis in Canterbury Bankstown and has 148 
followers as of August 2021. This is an increase of 43 followers since August 2020, with the majority of followers being 
between the same age groups as Facebook but a greater proportion of Males than Females. Unfortunately, we appear to 
still be lacking in engagement with our younger tennis community between 16-24years and further engagement prefer-
ences and social media platforms will be investigated to improve reach to this key audience in our tennis community in 
2022.

Following an increase in tennis in the community through COVID-19 as a form of exercise and fitness, CBTA in 2022 aims 
to focus promotions on social tennis opportunities for all ages with the aim of continuing the trend of social tennis, 
retaining new social players and increasing awareness of offerings in Canterbury Bankstown and engaging social players to 
competition formats.
 CBTA hopes to continue to increase our presence in the community, further promotion and partnerships and 
continue to build tennis participation within Canterbury Bankstown. Please stay up to date by following up on our 
website and social media.



Open Ages
There were 5 events of singles and doubles with 60 participants. 68 entered and 8 withdrew before the day, again around 
the 10%.

There was no interest for a veterans event which was advertised but cancelled. Attempts to reduce the age of the 
‘veterans’ to garnish more interest has been rejected by the CBTA committee year after year. 

All events were knockout, and consisted of a single superset of first to 10 games. This was a different format to previous 
years. This was intended to reduce the number of games per match, to allow time for a consolation round for those 
knocked out in their first match.

The reduced number of games only reduced each match time slightly (not enough) and it ended up a very long day. 
Schedule worked Ok up to 4:30pm at which time courts became available but no matches could be played, as the needed 
players were still on court in other events. Still needed to play 8 matches after 4:30pm. 4 of the 8, involving one player 
Kody Pearson who dominated all male events. Last event finished after 9pm under lights. It is proposed to reduce future 
format to ‘first to 9 games’ next year as some players thought first to 10 was unusual with 9 being more the norm.

The consolation round worked well for some players 
who said they enjoyed the extra matches, but some 
players had to wait several hours for someone to play. 
This always happen with an odd number of entries. As 
this was the first time this tournament organizer had 
run the consolation rounds, it was always intended to 
not award prizes and not publish the results of conso-
lation rounds. This was fortunate as some event 
petered out, and had no clear winner. 

The Open events results were published on the CBTA 
website and loaded to Tennis Australia website. From 
the Tennis Australia site, the singles results did transfer 
to the UTR system.

Special congratulations to Kody and Glenn Pearson 
returning to their old CBTA stomping ground for this 
event, after they have been living and playing for several 
years in the USA.  

2020 CBTA Open Championship

Event Winner Runner Up
Open Mens singles Kody Pearson Christopher Sousou
Open Womens singles Hannah Taleb Monica Petrusevski
Open Mens Doubles Kody Pearson Brett Pardey
 Glen Pearson Ben Wyld
Open Womens Doubles Kelly Marcar **
 Linda Wright 
Open Mixed Doubles Toni Oneil Kelly Marcar
 Geoff Wirth Steven Wright

2020 Junior Age Tournament
The Junior Age Tournament was scheduled to play on 21st March but was washed out with heavy rain. It was therefore 
played the following Saturday on 28th March. This caused quite a few people to drop out. While some people did join in 
the last week it was not enough to balance the drop outs. Entry fees were refunded to all players without question who 
would not attend the following week. Perhaps CBTA was too generous in this regard.

65 players initially registered, and while it is normal and expected that about 10% pull out before the day, due to the delay 
of one week we only had 53 players. Historically, 50-60 is normal number of junior players at this event. 

Tournament Secretary's Report
Presented by Doug Freeman

Surprisingly during the Covid period, both the two major CBTA tournaments, the operated in the lull period between 
our two major Sydney lockdown periods of 2020 and 2021.

2020 Championships
The CBTA 2020 Championships enrolments were exceptionally good. This was attributed to the timing coming out of 
COVID lockdown with many prior tournaments being cancelled. 140 players were a significant increase from the previ-
ous year of 100 participants.

Due to the high number of players, and to assist with COVID separation and reduced people gathered in one place, the 
junior ages and open ages were separated into two consecutive Sundays. The junior ages played on 15th November and 
Open ages played on 22nd November.

Cash prizes were given out on the day at the conclusion of each event, and photos taken with the recipients which are 
published on the CBTA website.

Junior Ages
The juniors was advertised as singles only (no doubles) based on high expected player numbers, and this was a good 
decision. There were 80 participants. 93 players registered but 13 withdrew, and this seems to be a trend that 10% will 
register and withdraw. 

Of 10 events, 9 events did run with the only event 
cancelled being the 18 Girls due to insufficient 
numbers. There were too many players/events for 
Panania Tennis Centre (PTC) court availability so the 
3 smallest events were moved to Smith Park in the 
afternoon. The remaining 6 events were played at 
Panania Tennis Centre, with 3 events in the morning 
and 3 in the afternoon. It was a long day and finished 
about 6:15pm, much later than previous years. 

Winner and runner-up names are published on CBTA 
website only and not on Tennis Australia website. 
Some players expected their results to go towards 
Tennis Australia or UTR. The terms and conditions 
state it is a local competition only. Many of the round 
robins are best of 4,5, or 6 games with short deuce, 
which hardly constitutes a significant ‘match’. Further-
more, not all players are registered with Tennis 
Australia as we allow entries though the Tennis 
Australia website and the CBTA website. 

2020 CBTA Junior Championship Event

Event Winner Runner Up
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles --- ---
16 & Under Boys singles Orlando Manciameli Lewis Shawn Mabey
16 & Under Girls singles Taylor Rose Atkins ---
14 & Under Boys singles Aayush Bhide Isaac Vong
14 & Under Girls singles Amanah Taleb ---
12 & Under Boys Singles Christopher Sakal Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Jessica Fernandez Marina Tsiklas
10 & Under Boys Singles Luqman Taleb Declan Utomo
10 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Chantal Masima

The older girls definitely have lesser interest with both 
the 16 and 18 girl’s events being cancelled due to lack 
of entries. There were also only a handful of 16 and 18 
boys. In future it is proposed that the 16 and 18 events 
be unisex and advertised as such from the start.   

All events were round robin format and doubles were 
again forgone. All events were played at Panania Tennis 
Centre and trophies were handed out on the day. The 
trophies were un-named by necessity and this method 
was chosen because previous years there was a 
significant delay between the tournament and the 
trophy presentation, resulting in too many ‘no-shows’. 
In hind-sight due to second Sydney Covid lockdown, it 
was a good choice and worked well.
 
Congratulations to Mihalis Mavreas who was again our 
top junior. 

2021 CBTA Junior Age Tournament - 28 March

Event Winner Runner Up
10 & Under Boys Singles Jacob Matouk Nicholas Khouzame
10 & Under Girls Singles Sophia Celine Duarte Medina Chami
12 & Under Boys Singles Tony Mai Christian Saitannis
12 & Under Girls Singles Alicia Crosbie Ananya Anish
14 & Under Boys singles Haydar Ibrahim Aayush Bhide
14 & Under Girls singles Mariah Kate St Baker ---
16 & Under Boys singles James Kim ---
16 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---
18 & Under Boys singles Mihalis Mavreas ---
18 & Under Girls singles (not played) ---

Social Media posts have been utilised to encourage awareness and provide updates on activities, competitions and 
opportunities available with CBTA and tennis in the Canterbury Bankstown area, provide key COVID Safe information 
and messaging as well as sharing tennis news Australia and world-wide that our followers may be interested in to encour-
age engagement and socialising between our followers together and with our organisation.

The most engaged posts over the past year have been 
in regards to COVID-19 updates with our tennis 
community closely following any changes and notifica-
tions, updates to competitions and tournaments, player 
news and information on children’s’ activities including 
School Holiday Camps and our Live Australian Open 
Night held in February 2021!

CBTA’s e-newsletter continues via Mailchimp to 
members, players and subscribers to cater to members 
not on Social Media with a snapshot of news each 
quarter. The newsletter continues to be delivered to 
over 1000 CBTA members, players, coaches, centres 
and subscribers. 
The CBTA Website continues to be utilised as a central 
hub as well as a centre for transaction of applications 
and payment and is continuously evolving. The website 
displays everything from our history, committee, 
competitions and tournaments, coaching, court hire to 
award and funding opportunities for development of 
players in our area and a platform for ongoing 
COVID-19 updates and display of CBTA’s COVID-19 
Safe Plan. 
Since September 2020, the CBTA website has had 
approximately 8393 unique visitors attending the site 
with 21 044 page views and increase of 1269% from 
the previous year. Peak visitation on the website in the 
past year has coincided with tournaments in Novem-
ber 2020 and March 2021 and key COVID-19 impacts 
in June 2021. 

Promotions Officer Report:
Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/cbtatennis/
Website –   www.cbta.com.au

Presented by Linda Wright

The CBTA Promotions Officer role aims to increase promotions, increase awareness of CBTA in the Canterbury Bank-
stown area and ultimately increase participation in tennis with CBTA and within our community as a whole. 

In 2020 the focus of promotions began on Women’s Tennis with promotions in conjunction with Tennis NSW and Casey 
Dellacqua joining the team as Women and Girls Lead and the Ash Barty ‘Play For You’ campaign aimed at encouraging 
young girls to play sport and do what they want to do for themselves! Women’s promotions began with utilising the 
above campaign materials, promotion of weekly CBTA Ladies Competition, social groups and the introduction of an 
Expression of Interest for participants for a new Tennis and Toddlers program, encouraging parents (predominantly 
targeted to females) to enjoy a social, fun and engaging sensory session with their young children.  

Over 2021 our promotional focus has built on previous promotions and focused on increasing female participation and 
development in tennis. We have seen over the past year an overall increase in female participation at a competitive level 
including an increase in registrations of young females in the CBTA Junior Competition, increase in female participation in 
the CBTA Junior Age and Championship Tournaments and an increase in female junior participation in the STL Hardcourt 
Interdistrict Competition with an addition of 3 new junior girls teams of 5 female players each for 2021. This increased 
female Interdistrict Teams from 1 to 4 teams. Unfortunately due to COVID-19 restrictions this competition did not play 
in 2021.

We continue to work to increase awareness of available junior activities and improving on partnerships with local 
coaches and Tennis NSW to provide more opportunities for our junior tennis community in particular focusing on 
removing barriers for girls to be more involved in the sport. In order to assist with this CBTA, with successful funding 
from ATP Legacy Cup Fund (through Tennis Australia), are preparing a development squad focused on young female 
players leading into participation in the STL Hardcourt Interdistrict Competition in 2022 to run between April-June 2022 
and bring developing competitive female players together, building confidence, team building and skill development.

Over 2020-2021, the COVID-19 pandemic continues to play a part in promotions and communications with our tennis 
community in Canterbury Bankstown. Continuous changes to guidelines and restrictions has meant that a great portion 
of our communications remain to provide relevant updates to our community on the operation of centres, tennis that is 
on offer, how tennis can proceed and how to remain safe and healthy while continuing to play tennis. As with 2020, our  
social media outlets have been crucial to convey messages quickly and effectively to our tennis community. Unfortunately 
these circumstances have also meant that promotional social gatherings, activities and participation in competitions and 
tournaments have been further impacted in 2021 with suspension of regular competition, Seniors Tennis Day and cancel-
lation of the STL Hardcourt Interdistrict Competition.

Promotions and increased awareness of CBTA activities continue via Facebook, the CBTA website and e-newsletters 
Quarterly.

In August 2021, CBTA has a total of 551 Facebook Page Likes (followers) which is an increase of 58 followers since 
August 2020. Most page Likes come from 25-54 year old Females and Males which is expected based on average Face-
book user ages and the numbers playing in our competitions of this age. CBTA has an almost 50-50 split of Female and 
Male followers with 53.3% being Women and 46.7% Men, a slight increase in female engagement from 2020 (51% Female 
and 47% Male).

In 2019, CBTA introduced Instagram to begin to engage a youth audience in tennis in Canterbury Bankstown and has 148 
followers as of August 2021. This is an increase of 43 followers since August 2020, with the majority of followers being 
between the same age groups as Facebook but a greater proportion of Males than Females. Unfortunately, we appear to 
still be lacking in engagement with our younger tennis community between 16-24years and further engagement prefer-
ences and social media platforms will be investigated to improve reach to this key audience in our tennis community in 
2022.

Following an increase in tennis in the community through COVID-19 as a form of exercise and fitness, CBTA in 2022 aims 
to focus promotions on social tennis opportunities for all ages with the aim of continuing the trend of social tennis, 
retaining new social players and increasing awareness of offerings in Canterbury Bankstown and engaging social players to 
competition formats.
 CBTA hopes to continue to increase our presence in the community, further promotion and partnerships and 
continue to build tennis participation within Canterbury Bankstown. Please stay up to date by following up on our 
website and social media.

Resent Events



Deverall Park

An overview
Deverall Park Tennis Center is located in Bankstown, a south-western suburb of Sydney. At Deverall Park we provide 
professional and qualified coaching on a 7 day basis (Monday- Sunday) with the availability of three coaches. This year, 
Deverall Park welcomed approximately 50 students who attend tennis coaching session  spread across 18 hours. We have 
also found that the number of casual players in summer time were sort of similar or a little less compared to the previ-
ous summer.  Unfortunately, for winter time, the number of casual player had been dropped significantly  compared with 
the year before.

Report. 
As the Covid-19 still spreading until now, I am glad to report that players are now very much familiar with the applicable 
Covid regulations such as QR code check-in and social distancing. We already have players got back to our court includ-
ing existing and new members. However, I would like to raise the major issues in the court is:

• The marked white line, they are a bit fading away causing confusing of score determinations between players.
• The grass in some courts has been worn and torn, may cause for the increase in slippery while playing.
• Some surface in the court are not balanced and smooth with a lot of bubbles and bumps popped up in some areas, 
this may subsequently cause for players to be stripped and slipped unexpectedly when playing.

Teaching & collaboration 
During schooling period, we collaborate with different educational institutions.  This includes, Condell Park High School, 
Condell Public School, De La Salle Revesby Heights, and La Salle Catholic College Bankstown. However, due to the severe 
weather change with rain, storm and causing wet ground, we do suffer a lot of last minute cancelling.
With the facility of six synthetic grass courts, we are able to promote tennis as a health and fitness sport while delivering 
practical and fun lessons for students of all ages. The schools which have been listed above visit Deverall Park according 
to the following timetable: 

Social groups: 
We did have quite a number of regular local community ethnic group playing in our centre, such as Vietnamese, Middle 
East and others, and celebrations or friendship competition held for the year before that, but as Covid, people still play 
socially but no get-together after the games were allowed.

Coaching program
All of our coaching program seem to be less than last year, we still have the Vietnamese Community coaching on the 
weekends, but with Covid-19, it did and still effects a little bit in the coaching hours.

Events
No big event for the last year ending 30/06/2021, some was organised and requested but got cancelled the last minutes 
or people just practice the social distancing and stay home to stay safe.

Our centre
At Deverall Park, we thrive to keep our centre in  “A1” condition. We ensure our customers’ satisfaction through provid-
ing a friendly and welcoming service. For that reason, we obtain new customers/ students every week. Our centre is 
flexible in time. We open as early as 07:00am and close as late as 10:30pm for 7 days a week. For that reason, some casual 
customers visit the centre as late as 10:00 pm. 

Best regards,
Tony Huynh

Musa worked at the Tennis Ranch previously and has many ideas of building up the centre.  He is wanting to make 
improvements all over.  He would love to have a bigger Pro shop to display tennis gear, equipment, etc.  He does restrings 
and replaces grips, etc.   His coaching list is good also and he is a very likeable coach, as is his brother Sadik.  He has many 
pupils and a lot of them take advantage of the Active Kids vouchers.  Parents are very loyal to the brothers.
Council have replaced 3 court surfaces lately and CBTA got a grant from the Community Building Partnership grant 2019 
via the State Member for Bankstown, Ms Tanya Mihailuk, to replace one surface also.  Work commenced in September 
2020 and we love the new look and better playing surfaces of the four (4) courts.  One day hopefully the last 2 courts 
can be replaced.  The brothers would love to have a hardcourt surface, since a lot of their clients are entering tourna-
ments and like the hard court surface..
Council spent a lot of money replacing the old, rusty fencing around the 6 courts last year. This would have cost been 
very costly to Council.  Maintaining tennis courts is not cheap!
Lighting in the car park has been changed to LED’s.  There is also lighting going down the path into the centre and trees 
have been trimmed to allow light to get onto the pathways – to make it safer for all.  Hopefully lighting on the courts can 
be replaced with LED’s at some time in the future.
CBTA would like to install solar panels and a backup battery system at the centre, to cut down the cost of electricity and 
make it much more sustainable.
Work has been done on the concrete surround of the hitting wall to even it out more.  We are asking council to look 
into re-surfacing it in the future. 
Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association looks forward very much in assisting the two brothers in the future.

Coleman Park

What a year!

The patronage of Coleman Park Tennis Centre has been better than expected, all things considered.
Even though COVID – 19 still has an impact on our business, casual court hire and tennis lessons are steadily increasing.

Unfortunately 2 of the schools we normally cater for have cancelled tennis as a sport. Hopefully they will return for the 
winter program in Term 3.

Our FAST 4 singles social night on a Thursday is still a very popular event, with different standards of players, both male 
and female attending with new faces on a regular basis which is a real positive for our centre.

Our goal in the near future is to run some UTR events @ Coleman Park, as we already do very successfully at Leumeah, 
as they are very popular for the ranking of players to assistthem to be able to play Tennis Australia tournaments.

Tennis Centre Reports
Smith Park
The George Jacobsen Tennis Centre (otherwise known as Smith Park Tennis Centre)

Smith Park Tennis courts are located at Lehn Road East Hills, behind Smith Park 
Football oval and adjacent to the East Hills Public School.

There are 3 Synthetic Grass Courts, with new Led lights. Amenities include Male and Female toilets, a Pro Shop which 
handles restringing, racket sales, tennis accessories, drinks etc.

The Club Room has a kitchenette with fridge and microwave oven, instant hot water, sinks and cupboards. There is 
undercover and indoor seating with tables.

Smith Park is currently managed by Geoff Wirth on behalf of the Bankstown Sports Tennis Club. Geoff has been Coach-
ing and Managing the centre for over 5 years now. The Majority of Junior and Senior players participate in CBTA competi-
tions. Junior’s in SMJ Competition and Senior’s currently have 6 Teams playing in the Men’s TNGC.

Weekly Competitions and Social Play
 • Monday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Tuesday Night Social  7:30pm – 11:00pm
 • Wednesday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Thursday Night Doubles Men’s TNGC (CBTA Competition)
 • Friday Night Fitness  5:30pm – 6.00pm
 • Saturday SMJ (CBTA Junior Competition) 9:00am – 1.00pm
 • Sunday Social 8:00am – 12:00pm

Coaching: Private Lessons 7 Days
   Semi Private Lessons 7 Days

Juniors Training Squads:  Wednesdays from 5:30pm – 7:30pm

Ladies social groups play at the centre during the week, and have done so 
for many years, particularly on Monday, Wednesday and Fr

For all coaching, court bookings and competition enquiries:
Contact Geoff Wirth – mobile 0411 788 456
Email:  geoffwirth0@gmail.com
Other Coaches Working at Smith Park:
Toni O’Neil, Chris Burdekin, Paris O’Neil, Jack Kenny, Michael Ponticello

Come and join in the fun at Smith Park Tennis Centre – Home of the 
Bankstown Sports Tennis Club and the - Smith Park Warriors.

Warmest Regards
Geoff Wirth

Panania Tennis Centre

To our tennis community,

First of all, we would like to thank everyone for your continued support. 
Whether it is from tennis lessons, competitions, social plays or court hire, 
every single injection of funding has helped this Panania Tennis Centre to stay 
afloat.

2021 has been by far a very interesting year. We had a really good run in the 
beginning of the year to mid-July, where everyone was out and about having a 
hit. Our social tennis groups were building up to 15 groups, our competitions were striving, our tennis lessons were full 
and our popular tennis camp was Choco-bloc.

 Then without much warning came the COVID second wave; again it hit us as hard as it did the first time round. We 
could no longer run group lessons, cannot have social groups, cannot hold competitions nor tennis camps. It hasn't been 
easy.

However through this difficult period, we have continued to stay in touch with all our clients and the tennis community 
via social media platforms. We have continued to keep ourselves abreast with the lockdown restrictions and continued to 
broadcast and inform the tennis community of our current situation. We have 6 coaches at the Centre, ready to provide 
the usual great services we have been providing all year round. Some coaches are still providing private and semi private 
lessons which are still allowed at this stage. We are all working very hard to overcome our current situation and the 
challenges to come so that we could see a more vibrant and brighter future ahead.

We cannot wait to welcome everyone back to the Panania Tennis Centre. Please keep safe and stay healthy through this 
difficult period. We are all in this together.

From The Panania Tennis Centre Team

Sefton Tennis Centre

From the beginning of July 2019, two brothers, Sadik Kadir and Musa Kadir, applied for, and were granted, the lease of the 
Roger Bowman Tennis Centre.  Both are accomplished tennis players, often playing doubles together very successfully.  
Some details on Sadik are as follow:
During 13 years playing in the circuit as a part of Association Tennis Professional (ATP), Sadik was fortunate to hold a 
world ranking of 300 in Singles and 100 in doubles. Experienced more than 8 years as a highly skilled and qualified tennis 
coach from Tennis Australia, he was a part of the amazing team at Haberfield Tennis Centre and Trinity Grammar School. 
Sadik has:
• proven work ethic as an individual and a 
team member in a multi-task, fast-paced, 
client’s-focused environment and under 
pressure as needed with problem solving skills
• experience and expertise providing infor-
mation, advice and services, including commu-
nication with parents, handling and resolving 
complaints effectively, delivered with an 

excellent presentation standards and exceptional customer service to meet the client’s total needs and exceed their 
expectations
• the ability to maximize player’s potentials, help them to achieve their goals, and participate in the association’s internal 
competitions, Interdistrict competitions and tournament events for the player’s development and improvement in Tennis
 
Achievements 
• coached James Ibrahim who was number 1 player in Trinity CHS team and achieved ATP world ranking 1000 in the 
world and currently playing in the circuit 
• took over James Ibrahim’s number 1 position for CHS, coached  Dario Kmet who is currently ranked 90 in Australia
• delivered Trinity CHS team to win the CHS premiership
• delivered Ivan Golouza to achieve his first ATP ranking in singles
• helped Marko Jovanovic to get his ATP ranking in doubles also nationally ranked 200 in Australia  
• delivered Tomislav Papac to get his 1500 ATP world ranking
• coached  squad of players who were ranked 600-800 in Australia to achieve ATP world ranking 
• coached Blazo Jurovic and his national rank jumped as high as 70 in Australia
• helped Adam Hecemovic to build his game and achieved high ranking of 80 in Australia and currently playing in the circuit 
• coached James Palmer and he became Sydney University Singles Champion and achieved high ranking 100 in Australia
• Coaching a new bunch of juniors at Rose Park now over our past year being there.  Christian Saatanis, Ismael Yaghi, 
Mohammad Dib etc are all now playing tournaments – they recently played the Junior Development series and all placed 
very highly, with Christian winning the under 10’s.
• coaching James McCabe who is currently number 1 ranked in NSW and number 1 Australian Champion 16 years and 
recently ranked 140 in Australia Mens at the age of only 17 years old 

Accomplishments
Former Professional Tennis Player in the circuit
World Ranking 300 in singles – 100 in doubles

• won Australian National Juniors more than 4 times, ranked number 1 junior in Australia from the age of 14 to 18 years old
• won the Linton Cup for NSW under 18’s 
• played Australian Open juniors in singles and doubles
• won 2 ATP Challenger titles, the Burnie International in Tasmania and Karshi in Uzbekistan (2009)
• featured in the main draw of Australian Open (2005 and 2006)
• won The North Shore Open 2 times 
• won The Manly Seaside singles as much as 5 times  
• won The Manly Seaside doubles as much as 3 times 
• won more than 15 futures in doubles in Australia, Asia, Europe and 
America
• won a leg of the NSW Sattelite in Gosford both singles and doubles
• made several finals accross the globe in single and doubles ; China, 
Indonesia, Australia, Europe, Middle East, Italy and Holland
• won against top 60 singles players; Lapenti, Thomas Behrend, Philip 
Petchner, Daniel Brands, Michael Ilodra, Todd Reid and Chris Guccione
• winner of ATL (Austral/asia Tennis League) 
• was a hitting partner of Lleyton Hewitt and played Roger Federer

CBTA are very proud to have the Kadir brothers at Roger Bowman/ 
Rose Park and we look forward to them developing the centre and filling the courts with happy tennis players.
Since Sadik and Musa have come to Rose Park they’ve built up the clientele and have many social groups coming back.  
The Vietnamese, Palestinian and Pakistani groups come regularly.  The brothers both do singles coaching, group coaching 
and whilst people are coming to the centre, waiting and hanging around, they can play table tennis etc and enjoy them-
selves.
Their busiest days are Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday.  Before Covid they had Birrong public and other schools coming 
regularly.  When the schools are there, the boys go through the basics and fundamentals and play some games with them.    
Hopefully the schools will return next term.
Just as the brothers got the centre up and running well, they were hit by the bushfires and smoke problems, then COVID 
19 and all council courts were shut down.  Fortunately Council were very generous and all rent was suspended for the 
closed period.  They started up again beginning of July 2020 and are slowly building up again.  Winter weather and some 
rain hasn’t helped, but their clients are loyal and very keen to come exercise, so CBTA know it won’t be long before they 
are up and running at full capacity.

Currently we are still implementing a COVID-19 safe plan at our centre with these measures in place:

*Hand Sanitizer always available
*Sanitizing Spray of all equipment regularly
*Sign in registration form
*Rules and regulations posters spread
*Enforcing the 1.5 meter rules
*Keeping Facility clean and tidy
*Service NSW smartphone scanning

Even with the COVID -19 pandemic still lingering, numbers of players this year compared to last year have improved, and 
we are doing all we can to keep players and visitors safe at Coleman Park so we can continue the growth of our great 
game of tennis!

Regards and stay safe

Ian Brabazon



Deverall Park

An overview
Deverall Park Tennis Center is located in Bankstown, a south-western suburb of Sydney. At Deverall Park we provide 
professional and qualified coaching on a 7 day basis (Monday- Sunday) with the availability of three coaches. This year, 
Deverall Park welcomed approximately 50 students who attend tennis coaching session  spread across 18 hours. We have 
also found that the number of casual players in summer time were sort of similar or a little less compared to the previ-
ous summer.  Unfortunately, for winter time, the number of casual player had been dropped significantly  compared with 
the year before.

Report. 
As the Covid-19 still spreading until now, I am glad to report that players are now very much familiar with the applicable 
Covid regulations such as QR code check-in and social distancing. We already have players got back to our court includ-
ing existing and new members. However, I would like to raise the major issues in the court is:

• The marked white line, they are a bit fading away causing confusing of score determinations between players.
• The grass in some courts has been worn and torn, may cause for the increase in slippery while playing.
• Some surface in the court are not balanced and smooth with a lot of bubbles and bumps popped up in some areas, 
this may subsequently cause for players to be stripped and slipped unexpectedly when playing.

Teaching & collaboration 
During schooling period, we collaborate with different educational institutions.  This includes, Condell Park High School, 
Condell Public School, De La Salle Revesby Heights, and La Salle Catholic College Bankstown. However, due to the severe 
weather change with rain, storm and causing wet ground, we do suffer a lot of last minute cancelling.
With the facility of six synthetic grass courts, we are able to promote tennis as a health and fitness sport while delivering 
practical and fun lessons for students of all ages. The schools which have been listed above visit Deverall Park according 
to the following timetable: 

Social groups: 
We did have quite a number of regular local community ethnic group playing in our centre, such as Vietnamese, Middle 
East and others, and celebrations or friendship competition held for the year before that, but as Covid, people still play 
socially but no get-together after the games were allowed.

Coaching program
All of our coaching program seem to be less than last year, we still have the Vietnamese Community coaching on the 
weekends, but with Covid-19, it did and still effects a little bit in the coaching hours.

Events
No big event for the last year ending 30/06/2021, some was organised and requested but got cancelled the last minutes 
or people just practice the social distancing and stay home to stay safe.

Our centre
At Deverall Park, we thrive to keep our centre in  “A1” condition. We ensure our customers’ satisfaction through provid-
ing a friendly and welcoming service. For that reason, we obtain new customers/ students every week. Our centre is 
flexible in time. We open as early as 07:00am and close as late as 10:30pm for 7 days a week. For that reason, some casual 
customers visit the centre as late as 10:00 pm. 

Best regards,
Tony Huynh

Musa worked at the Tennis Ranch previously and has many ideas of building up the centre.  He is wanting to make 
improvements all over.  He would love to have a bigger Pro shop to display tennis gear, equipment, etc.  He does restrings 
and replaces grips, etc.   His coaching list is good also and he is a very likeable coach, as is his brother Sadik.  He has many 
pupils and a lot of them take advantage of the Active Kids vouchers.  Parents are very loyal to the brothers.
Council have replaced 3 court surfaces lately and CBTA got a grant from the Community Building Partnership grant 2019 
via the State Member for Bankstown, Ms Tanya Mihailuk, to replace one surface also.  Work commenced in September 
2020 and we love the new look and better playing surfaces of the four (4) courts.  One day hopefully the last 2 courts 
can be replaced.  The brothers would love to have a hardcourt surface, since a lot of their clients are entering tourna-
ments and like the hard court surface..
Council spent a lot of money replacing the old, rusty fencing around the 6 courts last year. This would have cost been 
very costly to Council.  Maintaining tennis courts is not cheap!
Lighting in the car park has been changed to LED’s.  There is also lighting going down the path into the centre and trees 
have been trimmed to allow light to get onto the pathways – to make it safer for all.  Hopefully lighting on the courts can 
be replaced with LED’s at some time in the future.
CBTA would like to install solar panels and a backup battery system at the centre, to cut down the cost of electricity and 
make it much more sustainable.
Work has been done on the concrete surround of the hitting wall to even it out more.  We are asking council to look 
into re-surfacing it in the future. 
Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association looks forward very much in assisting the two brothers in the future.

Coleman Park

What a year!

The patronage of Coleman Park Tennis Centre has been better than expected, all things considered.
Even though COVID – 19 still has an impact on our business, casual court hire and tennis lessons are steadily increasing.

Unfortunately 2 of the schools we normally cater for have cancelled tennis as a sport. Hopefully they will return for the 
winter program in Term 3.

Our FAST 4 singles social night on a Thursday is still a very popular event, with different standards of players, both male 
and female attending with new faces on a regular basis which is a real positive for our centre.

Our goal in the near future is to run some UTR events @ Coleman Park, as we already do very successfully at Leumeah, 
as they are very popular for the ranking of players to assistthem to be able to play Tennis Australia tournaments.

Tennis Centre Reports
Smith Park
The George Jacobsen Tennis Centre (otherwise known as Smith Park Tennis Centre)

Smith Park Tennis courts are located at Lehn Road East Hills, behind Smith Park 
Football oval and adjacent to the East Hills Public School.

There are 3 Synthetic Grass Courts, with new Led lights. Amenities include Male and Female toilets, a Pro Shop which 
handles restringing, racket sales, tennis accessories, drinks etc.

The Club Room has a kitchenette with fridge and microwave oven, instant hot water, sinks and cupboards. There is 
undercover and indoor seating with tables.

Smith Park is currently managed by Geoff Wirth on behalf of the Bankstown Sports Tennis Club. Geoff has been Coach-
ing and Managing the centre for over 5 years now. The Majority of Junior and Senior players participate in CBTA competi-
tions. Junior’s in SMJ Competition and Senior’s currently have 6 Teams playing in the Men’s TNGC.

Weekly Competitions and Social Play
 • Monday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Tuesday Night Social  7:30pm – 11:00pm
 • Wednesday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Thursday Night Doubles Men’s TNGC (CBTA Competition)
 • Friday Night Fitness  5:30pm – 6.00pm
 • Saturday SMJ (CBTA Junior Competition) 9:00am – 1.00pm
 • Sunday Social 8:00am – 12:00pm

Coaching: Private Lessons 7 Days
   Semi Private Lessons 7 Days

Juniors Training Squads:  Wednesdays from 5:30pm – 7:30pm

Ladies social groups play at the centre during the week, and have done so 
for many years, particularly on Monday, Wednesday and Fr

For all coaching, court bookings and competition enquiries:
Contact Geoff Wirth – mobile 0411 788 456
Email:  geoffwirth0@gmail.com
Other Coaches Working at Smith Park:
Toni O’Neil, Chris Burdekin, Paris O’Neil, Jack Kenny, Michael Ponticello

Come and join in the fun at Smith Park Tennis Centre – Home of the 
Bankstown Sports Tennis Club and the - Smith Park Warriors.

Warmest Regards
Geoff Wirth

Panania Tennis Centre

To our tennis community,

First of all, we would like to thank everyone for your continued support. 
Whether it is from tennis lessons, competitions, social plays or court hire, 
every single injection of funding has helped this Panania Tennis Centre to stay 
afloat.

2021 has been by far a very interesting year. We had a really good run in the 
beginning of the year to mid-July, where everyone was out and about having a 
hit. Our social tennis groups were building up to 15 groups, our competitions were striving, our tennis lessons were full 
and our popular tennis camp was Choco-bloc.

 Then without much warning came the COVID second wave; again it hit us as hard as it did the first time round. We 
could no longer run group lessons, cannot have social groups, cannot hold competitions nor tennis camps. It hasn't been 
easy.

However through this difficult period, we have continued to stay in touch with all our clients and the tennis community 
via social media platforms. We have continued to keep ourselves abreast with the lockdown restrictions and continued to 
broadcast and inform the tennis community of our current situation. We have 6 coaches at the Centre, ready to provide 
the usual great services we have been providing all year round. Some coaches are still providing private and semi private 
lessons which are still allowed at this stage. We are all working very hard to overcome our current situation and the 
challenges to come so that we could see a more vibrant and brighter future ahead.

We cannot wait to welcome everyone back to the Panania Tennis Centre. Please keep safe and stay healthy through this 
difficult period. We are all in this together.

From The Panania Tennis Centre Team

Sefton Tennis Centre

From the beginning of July 2019, two brothers, Sadik Kadir and Musa Kadir, applied for, and were granted, the lease of the 
Roger Bowman Tennis Centre.  Both are accomplished tennis players, often playing doubles together very successfully.  
Some details on Sadik are as follow:
During 13 years playing in the circuit as a part of Association Tennis Professional (ATP), Sadik was fortunate to hold a 
world ranking of 300 in Singles and 100 in doubles. Experienced more than 8 years as a highly skilled and qualified tennis 
coach from Tennis Australia, he was a part of the amazing team at Haberfield Tennis Centre and Trinity Grammar School. 
Sadik has:
• proven work ethic as an individual and a 
team member in a multi-task, fast-paced, 
client’s-focused environment and under 
pressure as needed with problem solving skills
• experience and expertise providing infor-
mation, advice and services, including commu-
nication with parents, handling and resolving 
complaints effectively, delivered with an 

excellent presentation standards and exceptional customer service to meet the client’s total needs and exceed their 
expectations
• the ability to maximize player’s potentials, help them to achieve their goals, and participate in the association’s internal 
competitions, Interdistrict competitions and tournament events for the player’s development and improvement in Tennis
 
Achievements 
• coached James Ibrahim who was number 1 player in Trinity CHS team and achieved ATP world ranking 1000 in the 
world and currently playing in the circuit 
• took over James Ibrahim’s number 1 position for CHS, coached  Dario Kmet who is currently ranked 90 in Australia
• delivered Trinity CHS team to win the CHS premiership
• delivered Ivan Golouza to achieve his first ATP ranking in singles
• helped Marko Jovanovic to get his ATP ranking in doubles also nationally ranked 200 in Australia  
• delivered Tomislav Papac to get his 1500 ATP world ranking
• coached  squad of players who were ranked 600-800 in Australia to achieve ATP world ranking 
• coached Blazo Jurovic and his national rank jumped as high as 70 in Australia
• helped Adam Hecemovic to build his game and achieved high ranking of 80 in Australia and currently playing in the circuit 
• coached James Palmer and he became Sydney University Singles Champion and achieved high ranking 100 in Australia
• Coaching a new bunch of juniors at Rose Park now over our past year being there.  Christian Saatanis, Ismael Yaghi, 
Mohammad Dib etc are all now playing tournaments – they recently played the Junior Development series and all placed 
very highly, with Christian winning the under 10’s.
• coaching James McCabe who is currently number 1 ranked in NSW and number 1 Australian Champion 16 years and 
recently ranked 140 in Australia Mens at the age of only 17 years old 

Accomplishments
Former Professional Tennis Player in the circuit
World Ranking 300 in singles – 100 in doubles

• won Australian National Juniors more than 4 times, ranked number 1 junior in Australia from the age of 14 to 18 years old
• won the Linton Cup for NSW under 18’s 
• played Australian Open juniors in singles and doubles
• won 2 ATP Challenger titles, the Burnie International in Tasmania and Karshi in Uzbekistan (2009)
• featured in the main draw of Australian Open (2005 and 2006)
• won The North Shore Open 2 times 
• won The Manly Seaside singles as much as 5 times  
• won The Manly Seaside doubles as much as 3 times 
• won more than 15 futures in doubles in Australia, Asia, Europe and 
America
• won a leg of the NSW Sattelite in Gosford both singles and doubles
• made several finals accross the globe in single and doubles ; China, 
Indonesia, Australia, Europe, Middle East, Italy and Holland
• won against top 60 singles players; Lapenti, Thomas Behrend, Philip 
Petchner, Daniel Brands, Michael Ilodra, Todd Reid and Chris Guccione
• winner of ATL (Austral/asia Tennis League) 
• was a hitting partner of Lleyton Hewitt and played Roger Federer

CBTA are very proud to have the Kadir brothers at Roger Bowman/ 
Rose Park and we look forward to them developing the centre and filling the courts with happy tennis players.
Since Sadik and Musa have come to Rose Park they’ve built up the clientele and have many social groups coming back.  
The Vietnamese, Palestinian and Pakistani groups come regularly.  The brothers both do singles coaching, group coaching 
and whilst people are coming to the centre, waiting and hanging around, they can play table tennis etc and enjoy them-
selves.
Their busiest days are Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday.  Before Covid they had Birrong public and other schools coming 
regularly.  When the schools are there, the boys go through the basics and fundamentals and play some games with them.    
Hopefully the schools will return next term.
Just as the brothers got the centre up and running well, they were hit by the bushfires and smoke problems, then COVID 
19 and all council courts were shut down.  Fortunately Council were very generous and all rent was suspended for the 
closed period.  They started up again beginning of July 2020 and are slowly building up again.  Winter weather and some 
rain hasn’t helped, but their clients are loyal and very keen to come exercise, so CBTA know it won’t be long before they 
are up and running at full capacity.

Currently we are still implementing a COVID-19 safe plan at our centre with these measures in place:

*Hand Sanitizer always available
*Sanitizing Spray of all equipment regularly
*Sign in registration form
*Rules and regulations posters spread
*Enforcing the 1.5 meter rules
*Keeping Facility clean and tidy
*Service NSW smartphone scanning

Even with the COVID -19 pandemic still lingering, numbers of players this year compared to last year have improved, and 
we are doing all we can to keep players and visitors safe at Coleman Park so we can continue the growth of our great 
game of tennis!

Regards and stay safe

Ian Brabazon

SCHOOL/CLUB VISITING
PERIOD 

NUMBER OF
STUDENTS 

HOURS OF
TENNIS COACHING  

LASALLE CATHOLIC COLLEGE BANKSTOWN 2 HOURS PER COURT

VAWA - Vietnamese Association 4 HOURS PER COURT

CONDELL PARK PUBLIC SCHOOL 2 HOURS PER SECTION



Deverall Park

An overview
Deverall Park Tennis Center is located in Bankstown, a south-western suburb of Sydney. At Deverall Park we provide 
professional and qualified coaching on a 7 day basis (Monday- Sunday) with the availability of three coaches. This year, 
Deverall Park welcomed approximately 50 students who attend tennis coaching session  spread across 18 hours. We have 
also found that the number of casual players in summer time were sort of similar or a little less compared to the previ-
ous summer.  Unfortunately, for winter time, the number of casual player had been dropped significantly  compared with 
the year before.

Report. 
As the Covid-19 still spreading until now, I am glad to report that players are now very much familiar with the applicable 
Covid regulations such as QR code check-in and social distancing. We already have players got back to our court includ-
ing existing and new members. However, I would like to raise the major issues in the court is:

• The marked white line, they are a bit fading away causing confusing of score determinations between players.
• The grass in some courts has been worn and torn, may cause for the increase in slippery while playing.
• Some surface in the court are not balanced and smooth with a lot of bubbles and bumps popped up in some areas, 
this may subsequently cause for players to be stripped and slipped unexpectedly when playing.

Teaching & collaboration 
During schooling period, we collaborate with different educational institutions.  This includes, Condell Park High School, 
Condell Public School, De La Salle Revesby Heights, and La Salle Catholic College Bankstown. However, due to the severe 
weather change with rain, storm and causing wet ground, we do suffer a lot of last minute cancelling.
With the facility of six synthetic grass courts, we are able to promote tennis as a health and fitness sport while delivering 
practical and fun lessons for students of all ages. The schools which have been listed above visit Deverall Park according 
to the following timetable: 

Social groups: 
We did have quite a number of regular local community ethnic group playing in our centre, such as Vietnamese, Middle 
East and others, and celebrations or friendship competition held for the year before that, but as Covid, people still play 
socially but no get-together after the games were allowed.

Coaching program
All of our coaching program seem to be less than last year, we still have the Vietnamese Community coaching on the 
weekends, but with Covid-19, it did and still effects a little bit in the coaching hours.

Events
No big event for the last year ending 30/06/2021, some was organised and requested but got cancelled the last minutes 
or people just practice the social distancing and stay home to stay safe.

Our centre
At Deverall Park, we thrive to keep our centre in  “A1” condition. We ensure our customers’ satisfaction through provid-
ing a friendly and welcoming service. For that reason, we obtain new customers/ students every week. Our centre is 
flexible in time. We open as early as 07:00am and close as late as 10:30pm for 7 days a week. For that reason, some casual 
customers visit the centre as late as 10:00 pm. 

Best regards,
Tony Huynh

Musa worked at the Tennis Ranch previously and has many ideas of building up the centre.  He is wanting to make 
improvements all over.  He would love to have a bigger Pro shop to display tennis gear, equipment, etc.  He does restrings 
and replaces grips, etc.   His coaching list is good also and he is a very likeable coach, as is his brother Sadik.  He has many 
pupils and a lot of them take advantage of the Active Kids vouchers.  Parents are very loyal to the brothers.
Council have replaced 3 court surfaces lately and CBTA got a grant from the Community Building Partnership grant 2019 
via the State Member for Bankstown, Ms Tanya Mihailuk, to replace one surface also.  Work commenced in September 
2020 and we love the new look and better playing surfaces of the four (4) courts.  One day hopefully the last 2 courts 
can be replaced.  The brothers would love to have a hardcourt surface, since a lot of their clients are entering tourna-
ments and like the hard court surface..
Council spent a lot of money replacing the old, rusty fencing around the 6 courts last year. This would have cost been 
very costly to Council.  Maintaining tennis courts is not cheap!
Lighting in the car park has been changed to LED’s.  There is also lighting going down the path into the centre and trees 
have been trimmed to allow light to get onto the pathways – to make it safer for all.  Hopefully lighting on the courts can 
be replaced with LED’s at some time in the future.
CBTA would like to install solar panels and a backup battery system at the centre, to cut down the cost of electricity and 
make it much more sustainable.
Work has been done on the concrete surround of the hitting wall to even it out more.  We are asking council to look 
into re-surfacing it in the future. 
Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association looks forward very much in assisting the two brothers in the future.

Coleman Park

What a year!

The patronage of Coleman Park Tennis Centre has been better than expected, all things considered.
Even though COVID – 19 still has an impact on our business, casual court hire and tennis lessons are steadily increasing.

Unfortunately 2 of the schools we normally cater for have cancelled tennis as a sport. Hopefully they will return for the 
winter program in Term 3.

Our FAST 4 singles social night on a Thursday is still a very popular event, with different standards of players, both male 
and female attending with new faces on a regular basis which is a real positive for our centre.

Our goal in the near future is to run some UTR events @ Coleman Park, as we already do very successfully at Leumeah, 
as they are very popular for the ranking of players to assistthem to be able to play Tennis Australia tournaments.

Tennis Centre Reports
Smith Park
The George Jacobsen Tennis Centre (otherwise known as Smith Park Tennis Centre)

Smith Park Tennis courts are located at Lehn Road East Hills, behind Smith Park 
Football oval and adjacent to the East Hills Public School.

There are 3 Synthetic Grass Courts, with new Led lights. Amenities include Male and Female toilets, a Pro Shop which 
handles restringing, racket sales, tennis accessories, drinks etc.

The Club Room has a kitchenette with fridge and microwave oven, instant hot water, sinks and cupboards. There is 
undercover and indoor seating with tables.

Smith Park is currently managed by Geoff Wirth on behalf of the Bankstown Sports Tennis Club. Geoff has been Coach-
ing and Managing the centre for over 5 years now. The Majority of Junior and Senior players participate in CBTA competi-
tions. Junior’s in SMJ Competition and Senior’s currently have 6 Teams playing in the Men’s TNGC.

Weekly Competitions and Social Play
 • Monday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Tuesday Night Social  7:30pm – 11:00pm
 • Wednesday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Thursday Night Doubles Men’s TNGC (CBTA Competition)
 • Friday Night Fitness  5:30pm – 6.00pm
 • Saturday SMJ (CBTA Junior Competition) 9:00am – 1.00pm
 • Sunday Social 8:00am – 12:00pm

Coaching: Private Lessons 7 Days
   Semi Private Lessons 7 Days

Juniors Training Squads:  Wednesdays from 5:30pm – 7:30pm

Ladies social groups play at the centre during the week, and have done so 
for many years, particularly on Monday, Wednesday and Fr

For all coaching, court bookings and competition enquiries:
Contact Geoff Wirth – mobile 0411 788 456
Email:  geoffwirth0@gmail.com
Other Coaches Working at Smith Park:
Toni O’Neil, Chris Burdekin, Paris O’Neil, Jack Kenny, Michael Ponticello

Come and join in the fun at Smith Park Tennis Centre – Home of the 
Bankstown Sports Tennis Club and the - Smith Park Warriors.

Warmest Regards
Geoff Wirth

Panania Tennis Centre

To our tennis community,

First of all, we would like to thank everyone for your continued support. 
Whether it is from tennis lessons, competitions, social plays or court hire, 
every single injection of funding has helped this Panania Tennis Centre to stay 
afloat.

2021 has been by far a very interesting year. We had a really good run in the 
beginning of the year to mid-July, where everyone was out and about having a 
hit. Our social tennis groups were building up to 15 groups, our competitions were striving, our tennis lessons were full 
and our popular tennis camp was Choco-bloc.

 Then without much warning came the COVID second wave; again it hit us as hard as it did the first time round. We 
could no longer run group lessons, cannot have social groups, cannot hold competitions nor tennis camps. It hasn't been 
easy.

However through this difficult period, we have continued to stay in touch with all our clients and the tennis community 
via social media platforms. We have continued to keep ourselves abreast with the lockdown restrictions and continued to 
broadcast and inform the tennis community of our current situation. We have 6 coaches at the Centre, ready to provide 
the usual great services we have been providing all year round. Some coaches are still providing private and semi private 
lessons which are still allowed at this stage. We are all working very hard to overcome our current situation and the 
challenges to come so that we could see a more vibrant and brighter future ahead.

We cannot wait to welcome everyone back to the Panania Tennis Centre. Please keep safe and stay healthy through this 
difficult period. We are all in this together.

From The Panania Tennis Centre Team

Sefton Tennis Centre

From the beginning of July 2019, two brothers, Sadik Kadir and Musa Kadir, applied for, and were granted, the lease of the 
Roger Bowman Tennis Centre.  Both are accomplished tennis players, often playing doubles together very successfully.  
Some details on Sadik are as follow:
During 13 years playing in the circuit as a part of Association Tennis Professional (ATP), Sadik was fortunate to hold a 
world ranking of 300 in Singles and 100 in doubles. Experienced more than 8 years as a highly skilled and qualified tennis 
coach from Tennis Australia, he was a part of the amazing team at Haberfield Tennis Centre and Trinity Grammar School. 
Sadik has:
• proven work ethic as an individual and a 
team member in a multi-task, fast-paced, 
client’s-focused environment and under 
pressure as needed with problem solving skills
• experience and expertise providing infor-
mation, advice and services, including commu-
nication with parents, handling and resolving 
complaints effectively, delivered with an 

excellent presentation standards and exceptional customer service to meet the client’s total needs and exceed their 
expectations
• the ability to maximize player’s potentials, help them to achieve their goals, and participate in the association’s internal 
competitions, Interdistrict competitions and tournament events for the player’s development and improvement in Tennis
 
Achievements 
• coached James Ibrahim who was number 1 player in Trinity CHS team and achieved ATP world ranking 1000 in the 
world and currently playing in the circuit 
• took over James Ibrahim’s number 1 position for CHS, coached  Dario Kmet who is currently ranked 90 in Australia
• delivered Trinity CHS team to win the CHS premiership
• delivered Ivan Golouza to achieve his first ATP ranking in singles
• helped Marko Jovanovic to get his ATP ranking in doubles also nationally ranked 200 in Australia  
• delivered Tomislav Papac to get his 1500 ATP world ranking
• coached  squad of players who were ranked 600-800 in Australia to achieve ATP world ranking 
• coached Blazo Jurovic and his national rank jumped as high as 70 in Australia
• helped Adam Hecemovic to build his game and achieved high ranking of 80 in Australia and currently playing in the circuit 
• coached James Palmer and he became Sydney University Singles Champion and achieved high ranking 100 in Australia
• Coaching a new bunch of juniors at Rose Park now over our past year being there.  Christian Saatanis, Ismael Yaghi, 
Mohammad Dib etc are all now playing tournaments – they recently played the Junior Development series and all placed 
very highly, with Christian winning the under 10’s.
• coaching James McCabe who is currently number 1 ranked in NSW and number 1 Australian Champion 16 years and 
recently ranked 140 in Australia Mens at the age of only 17 years old 

Accomplishments
Former Professional Tennis Player in the circuit
World Ranking 300 in singles – 100 in doubles

• won Australian National Juniors more than 4 times, ranked number 1 junior in Australia from the age of 14 to 18 years old
• won the Linton Cup for NSW under 18’s 
• played Australian Open juniors in singles and doubles
• won 2 ATP Challenger titles, the Burnie International in Tasmania and Karshi in Uzbekistan (2009)
• featured in the main draw of Australian Open (2005 and 2006)
• won The North Shore Open 2 times 
• won The Manly Seaside singles as much as 5 times  
• won The Manly Seaside doubles as much as 3 times 
• won more than 15 futures in doubles in Australia, Asia, Europe and 
America
• won a leg of the NSW Sattelite in Gosford both singles and doubles
• made several finals accross the globe in single and doubles ; China, 
Indonesia, Australia, Europe, Middle East, Italy and Holland
• won against top 60 singles players; Lapenti, Thomas Behrend, Philip 
Petchner, Daniel Brands, Michael Ilodra, Todd Reid and Chris Guccione
• winner of ATL (Austral/asia Tennis League) 
• was a hitting partner of Lleyton Hewitt and played Roger Federer

CBTA are very proud to have the Kadir brothers at Roger Bowman/ 
Rose Park and we look forward to them developing the centre and filling the courts with happy tennis players.
Since Sadik and Musa have come to Rose Park they’ve built up the clientele and have many social groups coming back.  
The Vietnamese, Palestinian and Pakistani groups come regularly.  The brothers both do singles coaching, group coaching 
and whilst people are coming to the centre, waiting and hanging around, they can play table tennis etc and enjoy them-
selves.
Their busiest days are Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday.  Before Covid they had Birrong public and other schools coming 
regularly.  When the schools are there, the boys go through the basics and fundamentals and play some games with them.    
Hopefully the schools will return next term.
Just as the brothers got the centre up and running well, they were hit by the bushfires and smoke problems, then COVID 
19 and all council courts were shut down.  Fortunately Council were very generous and all rent was suspended for the 
closed period.  They started up again beginning of July 2020 and are slowly building up again.  Winter weather and some 
rain hasn’t helped, but their clients are loyal and very keen to come exercise, so CBTA know it won’t be long before they 
are up and running at full capacity.

Currently we are still implementing a COVID-19 safe plan at our centre with these measures in place:

*Hand Sanitizer always available
*Sanitizing Spray of all equipment regularly
*Sign in registration form
*Rules and regulations posters spread
*Enforcing the 1.5 meter rules
*Keeping Facility clean and tidy
*Service NSW smartphone scanning

Even with the COVID -19 pandemic still lingering, numbers of players this year compared to last year have improved, and 
we are doing all we can to keep players and visitors safe at Coleman Park so we can continue the growth of our great 
game of tennis!

Regards and stay safe

Ian Brabazon



Deverall Park

An overview
Deverall Park Tennis Center is located in Bankstown, a south-western suburb of Sydney. At Deverall Park we provide 
professional and qualified coaching on a 7 day basis (Monday- Sunday) with the availability of three coaches. This year, 
Deverall Park welcomed approximately 50 students who attend tennis coaching session  spread across 18 hours. We have 
also found that the number of casual players in summer time were sort of similar or a little less compared to the previ-
ous summer.  Unfortunately, for winter time, the number of casual player had been dropped significantly  compared with 
the year before.

Report. 
As the Covid-19 still spreading until now, I am glad to report that players are now very much familiar with the applicable 
Covid regulations such as QR code check-in and social distancing. We already have players got back to our court includ-
ing existing and new members. However, I would like to raise the major issues in the court is:

• The marked white line, they are a bit fading away causing confusing of score determinations between players.
• The grass in some courts has been worn and torn, may cause for the increase in slippery while playing.
• Some surface in the court are not balanced and smooth with a lot of bubbles and bumps popped up in some areas, 
this may subsequently cause for players to be stripped and slipped unexpectedly when playing.

Teaching & collaboration 
During schooling period, we collaborate with different educational institutions.  This includes, Condell Park High School, 
Condell Public School, De La Salle Revesby Heights, and La Salle Catholic College Bankstown. However, due to the severe 
weather change with rain, storm and causing wet ground, we do suffer a lot of last minute cancelling.
With the facility of six synthetic grass courts, we are able to promote tennis as a health and fitness sport while delivering 
practical and fun lessons for students of all ages. The schools which have been listed above visit Deverall Park according 
to the following timetable: 

Social groups: 
We did have quite a number of regular local community ethnic group playing in our centre, such as Vietnamese, Middle 
East and others, and celebrations or friendship competition held for the year before that, but as Covid, people still play 
socially but no get-together after the games were allowed.

Coaching program
All of our coaching program seem to be less than last year, we still have the Vietnamese Community coaching on the 
weekends, but with Covid-19, it did and still effects a little bit in the coaching hours.

Events
No big event for the last year ending 30/06/2021, some was organised and requested but got cancelled the last minutes 
or people just practice the social distancing and stay home to stay safe.

Our centre
At Deverall Park, we thrive to keep our centre in  “A1” condition. We ensure our customers’ satisfaction through provid-
ing a friendly and welcoming service. For that reason, we obtain new customers/ students every week. Our centre is 
flexible in time. We open as early as 07:00am and close as late as 10:30pm for 7 days a week. For that reason, some casual 
customers visit the centre as late as 10:00 pm. 

Best regards,
Tony Huynh

Musa worked at the Tennis Ranch previously and has many ideas of building up the centre.  He is wanting to make 
improvements all over.  He would love to have a bigger Pro shop to display tennis gear, equipment, etc.  He does restrings 
and replaces grips, etc.   His coaching list is good also and he is a very likeable coach, as is his brother Sadik.  He has many 
pupils and a lot of them take advantage of the Active Kids vouchers.  Parents are very loyal to the brothers.
Council have replaced 3 court surfaces lately and CBTA got a grant from the Community Building Partnership grant 2019 
via the State Member for Bankstown, Ms Tanya Mihailuk, to replace one surface also.  Work commenced in September 
2020 and we love the new look and better playing surfaces of the four (4) courts.  One day hopefully the last 2 courts 
can be replaced.  The brothers would love to have a hardcourt surface, since a lot of their clients are entering tourna-
ments and like the hard court surface..
Council spent a lot of money replacing the old, rusty fencing around the 6 courts last year. This would have cost been 
very costly to Council.  Maintaining tennis courts is not cheap!
Lighting in the car park has been changed to LED’s.  There is also lighting going down the path into the centre and trees 
have been trimmed to allow light to get onto the pathways – to make it safer for all.  Hopefully lighting on the courts can 
be replaced with LED’s at some time in the future.
CBTA would like to install solar panels and a backup battery system at the centre, to cut down the cost of electricity and 
make it much more sustainable.
Work has been done on the concrete surround of the hitting wall to even it out more.  We are asking council to look 
into re-surfacing it in the future. 
Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association looks forward very much in assisting the two brothers in the future.

Coleman Park

What a year!

The patronage of Coleman Park Tennis Centre has been better than expected, all things considered.
Even though COVID – 19 still has an impact on our business, casual court hire and tennis lessons are steadily increasing.

Unfortunately 2 of the schools we normally cater for have cancelled tennis as a sport. Hopefully they will return for the 
winter program in Term 3.

Our FAST 4 singles social night on a Thursday is still a very popular event, with different standards of players, both male 
and female attending with new faces on a regular basis which is a real positive for our centre.

Our goal in the near future is to run some UTR events @ Coleman Park, as we already do very successfully at Leumeah, 
as they are very popular for the ranking of players to assistthem to be able to play Tennis Australia tournaments.

Tennis Centre Reports
Smith Park
The George Jacobsen Tennis Centre (otherwise known as Smith Park Tennis Centre)

Smith Park Tennis courts are located at Lehn Road East Hills, behind Smith Park 
Football oval and adjacent to the East Hills Public School.

There are 3 Synthetic Grass Courts, with new Led lights. Amenities include Male and Female toilets, a Pro Shop which 
handles restringing, racket sales, tennis accessories, drinks etc.

The Club Room has a kitchenette with fridge and microwave oven, instant hot water, sinks and cupboards. There is 
undercover and indoor seating with tables.

Smith Park is currently managed by Geoff Wirth on behalf of the Bankstown Sports Tennis Club. Geoff has been Coach-
ing and Managing the centre for over 5 years now. The Majority of Junior and Senior players participate in CBTA competi-
tions. Junior’s in SMJ Competition and Senior’s currently have 6 Teams playing in the Men’s TNGC.

Weekly Competitions and Social Play
 • Monday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Tuesday Night Social  7:30pm – 11:00pm
 • Wednesday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Thursday Night Doubles Men’s TNGC (CBTA Competition)
 • Friday Night Fitness  5:30pm – 6.00pm
 • Saturday SMJ (CBTA Junior Competition) 9:00am – 1.00pm
 • Sunday Social 8:00am – 12:00pm

Coaching: Private Lessons 7 Days
   Semi Private Lessons 7 Days

Juniors Training Squads:  Wednesdays from 5:30pm – 7:30pm

Ladies social groups play at the centre during the week, and have done so 
for many years, particularly on Monday, Wednesday and Fr

For all coaching, court bookings and competition enquiries:
Contact Geoff Wirth – mobile 0411 788 456
Email:  geoffwirth0@gmail.com
Other Coaches Working at Smith Park:
Toni O’Neil, Chris Burdekin, Paris O’Neil, Jack Kenny, Michael Ponticello

Come and join in the fun at Smith Park Tennis Centre – Home of the 
Bankstown Sports Tennis Club and the - Smith Park Warriors.

Warmest Regards
Geoff Wirth

Panania Tennis Centre

To our tennis community,

First of all, we would like to thank everyone for your continued support. 
Whether it is from tennis lessons, competitions, social plays or court hire, 
every single injection of funding has helped this Panania Tennis Centre to stay 
afloat.

2021 has been by far a very interesting year. We had a really good run in the 
beginning of the year to mid-July, where everyone was out and about having a 
hit. Our social tennis groups were building up to 15 groups, our competitions were striving, our tennis lessons were full 
and our popular tennis camp was Choco-bloc.

 Then without much warning came the COVID second wave; again it hit us as hard as it did the first time round. We 
could no longer run group lessons, cannot have social groups, cannot hold competitions nor tennis camps. It hasn't been 
easy.

However through this difficult period, we have continued to stay in touch with all our clients and the tennis community 
via social media platforms. We have continued to keep ourselves abreast with the lockdown restrictions and continued to 
broadcast and inform the tennis community of our current situation. We have 6 coaches at the Centre, ready to provide 
the usual great services we have been providing all year round. Some coaches are still providing private and semi private 
lessons which are still allowed at this stage. We are all working very hard to overcome our current situation and the 
challenges to come so that we could see a more vibrant and brighter future ahead.

We cannot wait to welcome everyone back to the Panania Tennis Centre. Please keep safe and stay healthy through this 
difficult period. We are all in this together.

From The Panania Tennis Centre Team

Sefton Tennis Centre

From the beginning of July 2019, two brothers, Sadik Kadir and Musa Kadir, applied for, and were granted, the lease of the 
Roger Bowman Tennis Centre.  Both are accomplished tennis players, often playing doubles together very successfully.  
Some details on Sadik are as follow:
During 13 years playing in the circuit as a part of Association Tennis Professional (ATP), Sadik was fortunate to hold a 
world ranking of 300 in Singles and 100 in doubles. Experienced more than 8 years as a highly skilled and qualified tennis 
coach from Tennis Australia, he was a part of the amazing team at Haberfield Tennis Centre and Trinity Grammar School. 
Sadik has:
• proven work ethic as an individual and a 
team member in a multi-task, fast-paced, 
client’s-focused environment and under 
pressure as needed with problem solving skills
• experience and expertise providing infor-
mation, advice and services, including commu-
nication with parents, handling and resolving 
complaints effectively, delivered with an 

excellent presentation standards and exceptional customer service to meet the client’s total needs and exceed their 
expectations
• the ability to maximize player’s potentials, help them to achieve their goals, and participate in the association’s internal 
competitions, Interdistrict competitions and tournament events for the player’s development and improvement in Tennis
 
Achievements 
• coached James Ibrahim who was number 1 player in Trinity CHS team and achieved ATP world ranking 1000 in the 
world and currently playing in the circuit 
• took over James Ibrahim’s number 1 position for CHS, coached  Dario Kmet who is currently ranked 90 in Australia
• delivered Trinity CHS team to win the CHS premiership
• delivered Ivan Golouza to achieve his first ATP ranking in singles
• helped Marko Jovanovic to get his ATP ranking in doubles also nationally ranked 200 in Australia  
• delivered Tomislav Papac to get his 1500 ATP world ranking
• coached  squad of players who were ranked 600-800 in Australia to achieve ATP world ranking 
• coached Blazo Jurovic and his national rank jumped as high as 70 in Australia
• helped Adam Hecemovic to build his game and achieved high ranking of 80 in Australia and currently playing in the circuit 
• coached James Palmer and he became Sydney University Singles Champion and achieved high ranking 100 in Australia
• Coaching a new bunch of juniors at Rose Park now over our past year being there.  Christian Saatanis, Ismael Yaghi, 
Mohammad Dib etc are all now playing tournaments – they recently played the Junior Development series and all placed 
very highly, with Christian winning the under 10’s.
• coaching James McCabe who is currently number 1 ranked in NSW and number 1 Australian Champion 16 years and 
recently ranked 140 in Australia Mens at the age of only 17 years old 

Accomplishments
Former Professional Tennis Player in the circuit
World Ranking 300 in singles – 100 in doubles

• won Australian National Juniors more than 4 times, ranked number 1 junior in Australia from the age of 14 to 18 years old
• won the Linton Cup for NSW under 18’s 
• played Australian Open juniors in singles and doubles
• won 2 ATP Challenger titles, the Burnie International in Tasmania and Karshi in Uzbekistan (2009)
• featured in the main draw of Australian Open (2005 and 2006)
• won The North Shore Open 2 times 
• won The Manly Seaside singles as much as 5 times  
• won The Manly Seaside doubles as much as 3 times 
• won more than 15 futures in doubles in Australia, Asia, Europe and 
America
• won a leg of the NSW Sattelite in Gosford both singles and doubles
• made several finals accross the globe in single and doubles ; China, 
Indonesia, Australia, Europe, Middle East, Italy and Holland
• won against top 60 singles players; Lapenti, Thomas Behrend, Philip 
Petchner, Daniel Brands, Michael Ilodra, Todd Reid and Chris Guccione
• winner of ATL (Austral/asia Tennis League) 
• was a hitting partner of Lleyton Hewitt and played Roger Federer

CBTA are very proud to have the Kadir brothers at Roger Bowman/ 
Rose Park and we look forward to them developing the centre and filling the courts with happy tennis players.
Since Sadik and Musa have come to Rose Park they’ve built up the clientele and have many social groups coming back.  
The Vietnamese, Palestinian and Pakistani groups come regularly.  The brothers both do singles coaching, group coaching 
and whilst people are coming to the centre, waiting and hanging around, they can play table tennis etc and enjoy them-
selves.
Their busiest days are Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday.  Before Covid they had Birrong public and other schools coming 
regularly.  When the schools are there, the boys go through the basics and fundamentals and play some games with them.    
Hopefully the schools will return next term.
Just as the brothers got the centre up and running well, they were hit by the bushfires and smoke problems, then COVID 
19 and all council courts were shut down.  Fortunately Council were very generous and all rent was suspended for the 
closed period.  They started up again beginning of July 2020 and are slowly building up again.  Winter weather and some 
rain hasn’t helped, but their clients are loyal and very keen to come exercise, so CBTA know it won’t be long before they 
are up and running at full capacity.

Currently we are still implementing a COVID-19 safe plan at our centre with these measures in place:

*Hand Sanitizer always available
*Sanitizing Spray of all equipment regularly
*Sign in registration form
*Rules and regulations posters spread
*Enforcing the 1.5 meter rules
*Keeping Facility clean and tidy
*Service NSW smartphone scanning

Even with the COVID -19 pandemic still lingering, numbers of players this year compared to last year have improved, and 
we are doing all we can to keep players and visitors safe at Coleman Park so we can continue the growth of our great 
game of tennis!

Regards and stay safe

Ian Brabazon



Deverall Park

An overview
Deverall Park Tennis Center is located in Bankstown, a south-western suburb of Sydney. At Deverall Park we provide 
professional and qualified coaching on a 7 day basis (Monday- Sunday) with the availability of three coaches. This year, 
Deverall Park welcomed approximately 50 students who attend tennis coaching session  spread across 18 hours. We have 
also found that the number of casual players in summer time were sort of similar or a little less compared to the previ-
ous summer.  Unfortunately, for winter time, the number of casual player had been dropped significantly  compared with 
the year before.

Report. 
As the Covid-19 still spreading until now, I am glad to report that players are now very much familiar with the applicable 
Covid regulations such as QR code check-in and social distancing. We already have players got back to our court includ-
ing existing and new members. However, I would like to raise the major issues in the court is:

• The marked white line, they are a bit fading away causing confusing of score determinations between players.
• The grass in some courts has been worn and torn, may cause for the increase in slippery while playing.
• Some surface in the court are not balanced and smooth with a lot of bubbles and bumps popped up in some areas, 
this may subsequently cause for players to be stripped and slipped unexpectedly when playing.

Teaching & collaboration 
During schooling period, we collaborate with different educational institutions.  This includes, Condell Park High School, 
Condell Public School, De La Salle Revesby Heights, and La Salle Catholic College Bankstown. However, due to the severe 
weather change with rain, storm and causing wet ground, we do suffer a lot of last minute cancelling.
With the facility of six synthetic grass courts, we are able to promote tennis as a health and fitness sport while delivering 
practical and fun lessons for students of all ages. The schools which have been listed above visit Deverall Park according 
to the following timetable: 

Social groups: 
We did have quite a number of regular local community ethnic group playing in our centre, such as Vietnamese, Middle 
East and others, and celebrations or friendship competition held for the year before that, but as Covid, people still play 
socially but no get-together after the games were allowed.

Coaching program
All of our coaching program seem to be less than last year, we still have the Vietnamese Community coaching on the 
weekends, but with Covid-19, it did and still effects a little bit in the coaching hours.

Events
No big event for the last year ending 30/06/2021, some was organised and requested but got cancelled the last minutes 
or people just practice the social distancing and stay home to stay safe.

Our centre
At Deverall Park, we thrive to keep our centre in  “A1” condition. We ensure our customers’ satisfaction through provid-
ing a friendly and welcoming service. For that reason, we obtain new customers/ students every week. Our centre is 
flexible in time. We open as early as 07:00am and close as late as 10:30pm for 7 days a week. For that reason, some casual 
customers visit the centre as late as 10:00 pm. 

Best regards,
Tony Huynh

Musa worked at the Tennis Ranch previously and has many ideas of building up the centre.  He is wanting to make 
improvements all over.  He would love to have a bigger Pro shop to display tennis gear, equipment, etc.  He does restrings 
and replaces grips, etc.   His coaching list is good also and he is a very likeable coach, as is his brother Sadik.  He has many 
pupils and a lot of them take advantage of the Active Kids vouchers.  Parents are very loyal to the brothers.
Council have replaced 3 court surfaces lately and CBTA got a grant from the Community Building Partnership grant 2019 
via the State Member for Bankstown, Ms Tanya Mihailuk, to replace one surface also.  Work commenced in September 
2020 and we love the new look and better playing surfaces of the four (4) courts.  One day hopefully the last 2 courts 
can be replaced.  The brothers would love to have a hardcourt surface, since a lot of their clients are entering tourna-
ments and like the hard court surface..
Council spent a lot of money replacing the old, rusty fencing around the 6 courts last year. This would have cost been 
very costly to Council.  Maintaining tennis courts is not cheap!
Lighting in the car park has been changed to LED’s.  There is also lighting going down the path into the centre and trees 
have been trimmed to allow light to get onto the pathways – to make it safer for all.  Hopefully lighting on the courts can 
be replaced with LED’s at some time in the future.
CBTA would like to install solar panels and a backup battery system at the centre, to cut down the cost of electricity and 
make it much more sustainable.
Work has been done on the concrete surround of the hitting wall to even it out more.  We are asking council to look 
into re-surfacing it in the future. 
Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association looks forward very much in assisting the two brothers in the future.

Coleman Park

What a year!

The patronage of Coleman Park Tennis Centre has been better than expected, all things considered.
Even though COVID – 19 still has an impact on our business, casual court hire and tennis lessons are steadily increasing.

Unfortunately 2 of the schools we normally cater for have cancelled tennis as a sport. Hopefully they will return for the 
winter program in Term 3.

Our FAST 4 singles social night on a Thursday is still a very popular event, with different standards of players, both male 
and female attending with new faces on a regular basis which is a real positive for our centre.

Our goal in the near future is to run some UTR events @ Coleman Park, as we already do very successfully at Leumeah, 
as they are very popular for the ranking of players to assistthem to be able to play Tennis Australia tournaments.

Tennis Centre Reports
Smith Park
The George Jacobsen Tennis Centre (otherwise known as Smith Park Tennis Centre)

Smith Park Tennis courts are located at Lehn Road East Hills, behind Smith Park 
Football oval and adjacent to the East Hills Public School.

There are 3 Synthetic Grass Courts, with new Led lights. Amenities include Male and Female toilets, a Pro Shop which 
handles restringing, racket sales, tennis accessories, drinks etc.

The Club Room has a kitchenette with fridge and microwave oven, instant hot water, sinks and cupboards. There is 
undercover and indoor seating with tables.

Smith Park is currently managed by Geoff Wirth on behalf of the Bankstown Sports Tennis Club. Geoff has been Coach-
ing and Managing the centre for over 5 years now. The Majority of Junior and Senior players participate in CBTA competi-
tions. Junior’s in SMJ Competition and Senior’s currently have 6 Teams playing in the Men’s TNGC.

Weekly Competitions and Social Play
 • Monday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Tuesday Night Social  7:30pm – 11:00pm
 • Wednesday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Thursday Night Doubles Men’s TNGC (CBTA Competition)
 • Friday Night Fitness  5:30pm – 6.00pm
 • Saturday SMJ (CBTA Junior Competition) 9:00am – 1.00pm
 • Sunday Social 8:00am – 12:00pm

Coaching: Private Lessons 7 Days
   Semi Private Lessons 7 Days

Juniors Training Squads:  Wednesdays from 5:30pm – 7:30pm

Ladies social groups play at the centre during the week, and have done so 
for many years, particularly on Monday, Wednesday and Fr

For all coaching, court bookings and competition enquiries:
Contact Geoff Wirth – mobile 0411 788 456
Email:  geoffwirth0@gmail.com
Other Coaches Working at Smith Park:
Toni O’Neil, Chris Burdekin, Paris O’Neil, Jack Kenny, Michael Ponticello

Come and join in the fun at Smith Park Tennis Centre – Home of the 
Bankstown Sports Tennis Club and the - Smith Park Warriors.

Warmest Regards
Geoff Wirth

Panania Tennis Centre

To our tennis community,

First of all, we would like to thank everyone for your continued support. 
Whether it is from tennis lessons, competitions, social plays or court hire, 
every single injection of funding has helped this Panania Tennis Centre to stay 
afloat.

2021 has been by far a very interesting year. We had a really good run in the 
beginning of the year to mid-July, where everyone was out and about having a 
hit. Our social tennis groups were building up to 15 groups, our competitions were striving, our tennis lessons were full 
and our popular tennis camp was Choco-bloc.

 Then without much warning came the COVID second wave; again it hit us as hard as it did the first time round. We 
could no longer run group lessons, cannot have social groups, cannot hold competitions nor tennis camps. It hasn't been 
easy.

However through this difficult period, we have continued to stay in touch with all our clients and the tennis community 
via social media platforms. We have continued to keep ourselves abreast with the lockdown restrictions and continued to 
broadcast and inform the tennis community of our current situation. We have 6 coaches at the Centre, ready to provide 
the usual great services we have been providing all year round. Some coaches are still providing private and semi private 
lessons which are still allowed at this stage. We are all working very hard to overcome our current situation and the 
challenges to come so that we could see a more vibrant and brighter future ahead.

We cannot wait to welcome everyone back to the Panania Tennis Centre. Please keep safe and stay healthy through this 
difficult period. We are all in this together.

From The Panania Tennis Centre Team

Sefton Tennis Centre

From the beginning of July 2019, two brothers, Sadik Kadir and Musa Kadir, applied for, and were granted, the lease of the 
Roger Bowman Tennis Centre.  Both are accomplished tennis players, often playing doubles together very successfully.  
Some details on Sadik are as follow:
During 13 years playing in the circuit as a part of Association Tennis Professional (ATP), Sadik was fortunate to hold a 
world ranking of 300 in Singles and 100 in doubles. Experienced more than 8 years as a highly skilled and qualified tennis 
coach from Tennis Australia, he was a part of the amazing team at Haberfield Tennis Centre and Trinity Grammar School. 
Sadik has:
• proven work ethic as an individual and a 
team member in a multi-task, fast-paced, 
client’s-focused environment and under 
pressure as needed with problem solving skills
• experience and expertise providing infor-
mation, advice and services, including commu-
nication with parents, handling and resolving 
complaints effectively, delivered with an 

excellent presentation standards and exceptional customer service to meet the client’s total needs and exceed their 
expectations
• the ability to maximize player’s potentials, help them to achieve their goals, and participate in the association’s internal 
competitions, Interdistrict competitions and tournament events for the player’s development and improvement in Tennis
 
Achievements 
• coached James Ibrahim who was number 1 player in Trinity CHS team and achieved ATP world ranking 1000 in the 
world and currently playing in the circuit 
• took over James Ibrahim’s number 1 position for CHS, coached  Dario Kmet who is currently ranked 90 in Australia
• delivered Trinity CHS team to win the CHS premiership
• delivered Ivan Golouza to achieve his first ATP ranking in singles
• helped Marko Jovanovic to get his ATP ranking in doubles also nationally ranked 200 in Australia  
• delivered Tomislav Papac to get his 1500 ATP world ranking
• coached  squad of players who were ranked 600-800 in Australia to achieve ATP world ranking 
• coached Blazo Jurovic and his national rank jumped as high as 70 in Australia
• helped Adam Hecemovic to build his game and achieved high ranking of 80 in Australia and currently playing in the circuit 
• coached James Palmer and he became Sydney University Singles Champion and achieved high ranking 100 in Australia
• Coaching a new bunch of juniors at Rose Park now over our past year being there.  Christian Saatanis, Ismael Yaghi, 
Mohammad Dib etc are all now playing tournaments – they recently played the Junior Development series and all placed 
very highly, with Christian winning the under 10’s.
• coaching James McCabe who is currently number 1 ranked in NSW and number 1 Australian Champion 16 years and 
recently ranked 140 in Australia Mens at the age of only 17 years old 

Accomplishments
Former Professional Tennis Player in the circuit
World Ranking 300 in singles – 100 in doubles

• won Australian National Juniors more than 4 times, ranked number 1 junior in Australia from the age of 14 to 18 years old
• won the Linton Cup for NSW under 18’s 
• played Australian Open juniors in singles and doubles
• won 2 ATP Challenger titles, the Burnie International in Tasmania and Karshi in Uzbekistan (2009)
• featured in the main draw of Australian Open (2005 and 2006)
• won The North Shore Open 2 times 
• won The Manly Seaside singles as much as 5 times  
• won The Manly Seaside doubles as much as 3 times 
• won more than 15 futures in doubles in Australia, Asia, Europe and 
America
• won a leg of the NSW Sattelite in Gosford both singles and doubles
• made several finals accross the globe in single and doubles ; China, 
Indonesia, Australia, Europe, Middle East, Italy and Holland
• won against top 60 singles players; Lapenti, Thomas Behrend, Philip 
Petchner, Daniel Brands, Michael Ilodra, Todd Reid and Chris Guccione
• winner of ATL (Austral/asia Tennis League) 
• was a hitting partner of Lleyton Hewitt and played Roger Federer

CBTA are very proud to have the Kadir brothers at Roger Bowman/ 
Rose Park and we look forward to them developing the centre and filling the courts with happy tennis players.
Since Sadik and Musa have come to Rose Park they’ve built up the clientele and have many social groups coming back.  
The Vietnamese, Palestinian and Pakistani groups come regularly.  The brothers both do singles coaching, group coaching 
and whilst people are coming to the centre, waiting and hanging around, they can play table tennis etc and enjoy them-
selves.
Their busiest days are Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday.  Before Covid they had Birrong public and other schools coming 
regularly.  When the schools are there, the boys go through the basics and fundamentals and play some games with them.    
Hopefully the schools will return next term.
Just as the brothers got the centre up and running well, they were hit by the bushfires and smoke problems, then COVID 
19 and all council courts were shut down.  Fortunately Council were very generous and all rent was suspended for the 
closed period.  They started up again beginning of July 2020 and are slowly building up again.  Winter weather and some 
rain hasn’t helped, but their clients are loyal and very keen to come exercise, so CBTA know it won’t be long before they 
are up and running at full capacity.

Currently we are still implementing a COVID-19 safe plan at our centre with these measures in place:

*Hand Sanitizer always available
*Sanitizing Spray of all equipment regularly
*Sign in registration form
*Rules and regulations posters spread
*Enforcing the 1.5 meter rules
*Keeping Facility clean and tidy
*Service NSW smartphone scanning

Even with the COVID -19 pandemic still lingering, numbers of players this year compared to last year have improved, and 
we are doing all we can to keep players and visitors safe at Coleman Park so we can continue the growth of our great 
game of tennis!

Regards and stay safe

Ian Brabazon



Deverall Park

An overview
Deverall Park Tennis Center is located in Bankstown, a south-western suburb of Sydney. At Deverall Park we provide 
professional and qualified coaching on a 7 day basis (Monday- Sunday) with the availability of three coaches. This year, 
Deverall Park welcomed approximately 50 students who attend tennis coaching session  spread across 18 hours. We have 
also found that the number of casual players in summer time were sort of similar or a little less compared to the previ-
ous summer.  Unfortunately, for winter time, the number of casual player had been dropped significantly  compared with 
the year before.

Report. 
As the Covid-19 still spreading until now, I am glad to report that players are now very much familiar with the applicable 
Covid regulations such as QR code check-in and social distancing. We already have players got back to our court includ-
ing existing and new members. However, I would like to raise the major issues in the court is:

• The marked white line, they are a bit fading away causing confusing of score determinations between players.
• The grass in some courts has been worn and torn, may cause for the increase in slippery while playing.
• Some surface in the court are not balanced and smooth with a lot of bubbles and bumps popped up in some areas, 
this may subsequently cause for players to be stripped and slipped unexpectedly when playing.

Teaching & collaboration 
During schooling period, we collaborate with different educational institutions.  This includes, Condell Park High School, 
Condell Public School, De La Salle Revesby Heights, and La Salle Catholic College Bankstown. However, due to the severe 
weather change with rain, storm and causing wet ground, we do suffer a lot of last minute cancelling.
With the facility of six synthetic grass courts, we are able to promote tennis as a health and fitness sport while delivering 
practical and fun lessons for students of all ages. The schools which have been listed above visit Deverall Park according 
to the following timetable: 

Social groups: 
We did have quite a number of regular local community ethnic group playing in our centre, such as Vietnamese, Middle 
East and others, and celebrations or friendship competition held for the year before that, but as Covid, people still play 
socially but no get-together after the games were allowed.

Coaching program
All of our coaching program seem to be less than last year, we still have the Vietnamese Community coaching on the 
weekends, but with Covid-19, it did and still effects a little bit in the coaching hours.

Events
No big event for the last year ending 30/06/2021, some was organised and requested but got cancelled the last minutes 
or people just practice the social distancing and stay home to stay safe.

Our centre
At Deverall Park, we thrive to keep our centre in  “A1” condition. We ensure our customers’ satisfaction through provid-
ing a friendly and welcoming service. For that reason, we obtain new customers/ students every week. Our centre is 
flexible in time. We open as early as 07:00am and close as late as 10:30pm for 7 days a week. For that reason, some casual 
customers visit the centre as late as 10:00 pm. 

Best regards,
Tony Huynh

Musa worked at the Tennis Ranch previously and has many ideas of building up the centre.  He is wanting to make 
improvements all over.  He would love to have a bigger Pro shop to display tennis gear, equipment, etc.  He does restrings 
and replaces grips, etc.   His coaching list is good also and he is a very likeable coach, as is his brother Sadik.  He has many 
pupils and a lot of them take advantage of the Active Kids vouchers.  Parents are very loyal to the brothers.
Council have replaced 3 court surfaces lately and CBTA got a grant from the Community Building Partnership grant 2019 
via the State Member for Bankstown, Ms Tanya Mihailuk, to replace one surface also.  Work commenced in September 
2020 and we love the new look and better playing surfaces of the four (4) courts.  One day hopefully the last 2 courts 
can be replaced.  The brothers would love to have a hardcourt surface, since a lot of their clients are entering tourna-
ments and like the hard court surface..
Council spent a lot of money replacing the old, rusty fencing around the 6 courts last year. This would have cost been 
very costly to Council.  Maintaining tennis courts is not cheap!
Lighting in the car park has been changed to LED’s.  There is also lighting going down the path into the centre and trees 
have been trimmed to allow light to get onto the pathways – to make it safer for all.  Hopefully lighting on the courts can 
be replaced with LED’s at some time in the future.
CBTA would like to install solar panels and a backup battery system at the centre, to cut down the cost of electricity and 
make it much more sustainable.
Work has been done on the concrete surround of the hitting wall to even it out more.  We are asking council to look 
into re-surfacing it in the future. 
Canterbury Bankstown Tennis Association looks forward very much in assisting the two brothers in the future.

Coleman Park

What a year!

The patronage of Coleman Park Tennis Centre has been better than expected, all things considered.
Even though COVID – 19 still has an impact on our business, casual court hire and tennis lessons are steadily increasing.

Unfortunately 2 of the schools we normally cater for have cancelled tennis as a sport. Hopefully they will return for the 
winter program in Term 3.

Our FAST 4 singles social night on a Thursday is still a very popular event, with different standards of players, both male 
and female attending with new faces on a regular basis which is a real positive for our centre.

Our goal in the near future is to run some UTR events @ Coleman Park, as we already do very successfully at Leumeah, 
as they are very popular for the ranking of players to assistthem to be able to play Tennis Australia tournaments.

Tennis Centre Reports
Smith Park
The George Jacobsen Tennis Centre (otherwise known as Smith Park Tennis Centre)

Smith Park Tennis courts are located at Lehn Road East Hills, behind Smith Park 
Football oval and adjacent to the East Hills Public School.

There are 3 Synthetic Grass Courts, with new Led lights. Amenities include Male and Female toilets, a Pro Shop which 
handles restringing, racket sales, tennis accessories, drinks etc.

The Club Room has a kitchenette with fridge and microwave oven, instant hot water, sinks and cupboards. There is 
undercover and indoor seating with tables.

Smith Park is currently managed by Geoff Wirth on behalf of the Bankstown Sports Tennis Club. Geoff has been Coach-
ing and Managing the centre for over 5 years now. The Majority of Junior and Senior players participate in CBTA competi-
tions. Junior’s in SMJ Competition and Senior’s currently have 6 Teams playing in the Men’s TNGC.

Weekly Competitions and Social Play
 • Monday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Tuesday Night Social  7:30pm – 11:00pm
 • Wednesday Night Singles Comp (Best of 3 Sets)  7:30pm – 10:30pm
 • Thursday Night Doubles Men’s TNGC (CBTA Competition)
 • Friday Night Fitness  5:30pm – 6.00pm
 • Saturday SMJ (CBTA Junior Competition) 9:00am – 1.00pm
 • Sunday Social 8:00am – 12:00pm

Coaching: Private Lessons 7 Days
   Semi Private Lessons 7 Days

Juniors Training Squads:  Wednesdays from 5:30pm – 7:30pm

Ladies social groups play at the centre during the week, and have done so 
for many years, particularly on Monday, Wednesday and Fr

For all coaching, court bookings and competition enquiries:
Contact Geoff Wirth – mobile 0411 788 456
Email:  geoffwirth0@gmail.com
Other Coaches Working at Smith Park:
Toni O’Neil, Chris Burdekin, Paris O’Neil, Jack Kenny, Michael Ponticello

Come and join in the fun at Smith Park Tennis Centre – Home of the 
Bankstown Sports Tennis Club and the - Smith Park Warriors.

Warmest Regards
Geoff Wirth

Panania Tennis Centre

To our tennis community,

First of all, we would like to thank everyone for your continued support. 
Whether it is from tennis lessons, competitions, social plays or court hire, 
every single injection of funding has helped this Panania Tennis Centre to stay 
afloat.

2021 has been by far a very interesting year. We had a really good run in the 
beginning of the year to mid-July, where everyone was out and about having a 
hit. Our social tennis groups were building up to 15 groups, our competitions were striving, our tennis lessons were full 
and our popular tennis camp was Choco-bloc.

 Then without much warning came the COVID second wave; again it hit us as hard as it did the first time round. We 
could no longer run group lessons, cannot have social groups, cannot hold competitions nor tennis camps. It hasn't been 
easy.

However through this difficult period, we have continued to stay in touch with all our clients and the tennis community 
via social media platforms. We have continued to keep ourselves abreast with the lockdown restrictions and continued to 
broadcast and inform the tennis community of our current situation. We have 6 coaches at the Centre, ready to provide 
the usual great services we have been providing all year round. Some coaches are still providing private and semi private 
lessons which are still allowed at this stage. We are all working very hard to overcome our current situation and the 
challenges to come so that we could see a more vibrant and brighter future ahead.

We cannot wait to welcome everyone back to the Panania Tennis Centre. Please keep safe and stay healthy through this 
difficult period. We are all in this together.

From The Panania Tennis Centre Team

Sefton Tennis Centre

From the beginning of July 2019, two brothers, Sadik Kadir and Musa Kadir, applied for, and were granted, the lease of the 
Roger Bowman Tennis Centre.  Both are accomplished tennis players, often playing doubles together very successfully.  
Some details on Sadik are as follow:
During 13 years playing in the circuit as a part of Association Tennis Professional (ATP), Sadik was fortunate to hold a 
world ranking of 300 in Singles and 100 in doubles. Experienced more than 8 years as a highly skilled and qualified tennis 
coach from Tennis Australia, he was a part of the amazing team at Haberfield Tennis Centre and Trinity Grammar School. 
Sadik has:
• proven work ethic as an individual and a 
team member in a multi-task, fast-paced, 
client’s-focused environment and under 
pressure as needed with problem solving skills
• experience and expertise providing infor-
mation, advice and services, including commu-
nication with parents, handling and resolving 
complaints effectively, delivered with an 

excellent presentation standards and exceptional customer service to meet the client’s total needs and exceed their 
expectations
• the ability to maximize player’s potentials, help them to achieve their goals, and participate in the association’s internal 
competitions, Interdistrict competitions and tournament events for the player’s development and improvement in Tennis
 
Achievements 
• coached James Ibrahim who was number 1 player in Trinity CHS team and achieved ATP world ranking 1000 in the 
world and currently playing in the circuit 
• took over James Ibrahim’s number 1 position for CHS, coached  Dario Kmet who is currently ranked 90 in Australia
• delivered Trinity CHS team to win the CHS premiership
• delivered Ivan Golouza to achieve his first ATP ranking in singles
• helped Marko Jovanovic to get his ATP ranking in doubles also nationally ranked 200 in Australia  
• delivered Tomislav Papac to get his 1500 ATP world ranking
• coached  squad of players who were ranked 600-800 in Australia to achieve ATP world ranking 
• coached Blazo Jurovic and his national rank jumped as high as 70 in Australia
• helped Adam Hecemovic to build his game and achieved high ranking of 80 in Australia and currently playing in the circuit 
• coached James Palmer and he became Sydney University Singles Champion and achieved high ranking 100 in Australia
• Coaching a new bunch of juniors at Rose Park now over our past year being there.  Christian Saatanis, Ismael Yaghi, 
Mohammad Dib etc are all now playing tournaments – they recently played the Junior Development series and all placed 
very highly, with Christian winning the under 10’s.
• coaching James McCabe who is currently number 1 ranked in NSW and number 1 Australian Champion 16 years and 
recently ranked 140 in Australia Mens at the age of only 17 years old 

Accomplishments
Former Professional Tennis Player in the circuit
World Ranking 300 in singles – 100 in doubles

• won Australian National Juniors more than 4 times, ranked number 1 junior in Australia from the age of 14 to 18 years old
• won the Linton Cup for NSW under 18’s 
• played Australian Open juniors in singles and doubles
• won 2 ATP Challenger titles, the Burnie International in Tasmania and Karshi in Uzbekistan (2009)
• featured in the main draw of Australian Open (2005 and 2006)
• won The North Shore Open 2 times 
• won The Manly Seaside singles as much as 5 times  
• won The Manly Seaside doubles as much as 3 times 
• won more than 15 futures in doubles in Australia, Asia, Europe and 
America
• won a leg of the NSW Sattelite in Gosford both singles and doubles
• made several finals accross the globe in single and doubles ; China, 
Indonesia, Australia, Europe, Middle East, Italy and Holland
• won against top 60 singles players; Lapenti, Thomas Behrend, Philip 
Petchner, Daniel Brands, Michael Ilodra, Todd Reid and Chris Guccione
• winner of ATL (Austral/asia Tennis League) 
• was a hitting partner of Lleyton Hewitt and played Roger Federer

CBTA are very proud to have the Kadir brothers at Roger Bowman/ 
Rose Park and we look forward to them developing the centre and filling the courts with happy tennis players.
Since Sadik and Musa have come to Rose Park they’ve built up the clientele and have many social groups coming back.  
The Vietnamese, Palestinian and Pakistani groups come regularly.  The brothers both do singles coaching, group coaching 
and whilst people are coming to the centre, waiting and hanging around, they can play table tennis etc and enjoy them-
selves.
Their busiest days are Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday.  Before Covid they had Birrong public and other schools coming 
regularly.  When the schools are there, the boys go through the basics and fundamentals and play some games with them.    
Hopefully the schools will return next term.
Just as the brothers got the centre up and running well, they were hit by the bushfires and smoke problems, then COVID 
19 and all council courts were shut down.  Fortunately Council were very generous and all rent was suspended for the 
closed period.  They started up again beginning of July 2020 and are slowly building up again.  Winter weather and some 
rain hasn’t helped, but their clients are loyal and very keen to come exercise, so CBTA know it won’t be long before they 
are up and running at full capacity.

Currently we are still implementing a COVID-19 safe plan at our centre with these measures in place:

*Hand Sanitizer always available
*Sanitizing Spray of all equipment regularly
*Sign in registration form
*Rules and regulations posters spread
*Enforcing the 1.5 meter rules
*Keeping Facility clean and tidy
*Service NSW smartphone scanning

Even with the COVID -19 pandemic still lingering, numbers of players this year compared to last year have improved, and 
we are doing all we can to keep players and visitors safe at Coleman Park so we can continue the growth of our great 
game of tennis!

Regards and stay safe

Ian Brabazon
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